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Dedication: To my son, Sam
When my son Sam was in grade school, I would let him "cut"
school on the afternoon of May 8th (Sam's birthday) each year to
attend a Cubs home game at Wrigley Field. We did it for six years
in a row plus multiple times each year. We rooted for the Cubs
when they were in last place, and our hearts were broken in 1969
when they did not make it to the World Series. Sam was a lifelong
Cubs fan whether he lived in California, Texas, or Virginia. We
watched the Cubs on WGN television each spring and our hearts
would soar thinking, "this is the year" and then each fall our
hopes were crushed.
Sam had a doctor's degree from a seminary and was chairman of
religion for online studies at Liberty University. He was killed in
an automobile accident in 2002. I know he has read this book in
heaven about Gramps pitching the Cubs for the World Series. We
have laughed separately yet rejoice together.
Elmer Towns
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PREFACE

The gray-headed grandpa parked his Chevrolet on a hill
overlooking the Lynchburg baseball stadium as its bright lights
sparkled in the softening, darkening shadows of the spring
evening creeping over the Blue Ridge mountains of Virginia.
Grandpa closed his eyes to relive that tragic afternoon
that crushed his dreams of pitching baseball for the Chicago cubs.
He had won six of the last nine games for his high school team.
Then a tear clouded Gramps's eyes as he remembered that fatal
seventh inning.
He lost his control and walked three batters in a row. He
only threw three or four strikes.
"Get your fastball over the plate," Earl Fritz, his coach,
came out to warn him. "You're too fast for them to hit it." He
barked, "Quit dabbling over the edge with your curveball."
"My arm hurts," the high schooler thought, but he'd never
tell coach. "But I'll give it my best."
Gramps remembered reaching deeper within than ever
before ... winding up farther back than ever before ... throwing
harder and faster than ever before ... down the heart of the plate.
"SNAP ... CRACK!" The teenage Gramps heard two lifechanging sounds.
The second "CRACK" was the ball boomeranging off the
bat toward the left field fence. He knew instantly it was gone. A
sickening groan erupted from his lungs. He'd be pulled.
But the first "SNAP" was more disastrous than the second
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sound. It was his rotator cuff-he tore something-and his mind
hurt more than his shoulder. Instantly, he knew he was finished
for the day and for seasons.
"Awww ... ," his mouth wailed as he crumpled to the ground.
That day, the optimistic high schooler thought he'd be
finished for life ... not just for the season. He had never heard of
anyone coming back to pitch after rotator cuff surgery.
The hopes of pitching in the majors were dead, but not his
spirit. After high school, he attended a small Presbyterian church
where he heard the gospel that Jesus died for him, and he turned
his whole life over to Jesus; God had a wonderful plan for his life.
He became a Christian and, eventually, a minister of the gospel.
God led him to Lynchburg, Virginia, for ministry.
Then everything changed one spring evening at a baseball
game between the Lynchburg Hillcats and the minor league team
for the Chicago Cubs. In the mysterious plan of God, "Gramps,"
the nickname for the pastor given by the fans, did the impossible.
At sixty-one years of age, Gramps pitched for the Cubs.
He did it to prove to himself he could do it, and he told no
one about his baseball journey.
Gramps, overcoming insurmountable odds with limited
resources in the face of insurmountable obstacles, made winners
out of a Cubs team considered perennial losers.
The Cubs won the World Series.
This page-turning tale of a sixty-one-year-old pastor
who pitches for the Cubs-and wins-will keep you riveted as
he overcomes one obstacle after another to win success on the
baseball diamond.
But another plot is unfolding as Gramps is pitching
triumphantly from one victory to another. A black secret lurks
in the hidden past. He never forgot that awful night when fate
dealt him a losing hand in a dark Chicago alley. His congregation
would fire him if his evil act were known. The public would no
longer accept his ministry if he went to prison.
10

Preface

As Gramps gets closer to an ultimate goal of pitching for
the Cubs, the long arm of the law also is closing in. During the
last game of the World Series, events rapidly fall into a surprising
end. But don't miss the last paragraph of the book; you will cry
and laugh at the same time. And don't jump ahead to read the
ending; it won't grip you if you know all the events that led up to
the conclusion.
Remle Noel "Gramps"
(A Pseudonym)

-

CHAPTER

ONE

GRAMPS'S FIRST WIN AT WRIGLEY

The unrelenting crowd chanted like a demanding,
unanswered phone. The hungry Wrigley Field fans needed a win.
It had been a hundred-year drought since the Cubs last won a
World Series. They were chanting for me,
"GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS."
I turned my back to the batter to gaze at the archaic
centerfield scoreboard-the only scoreboard in the majors where
scores are posted by hand-every run in every inning of every
major league game is still posted like they've done for decades. I
felt as ancient as the old scoreboard. My sixty-plus-year-old eyes
were blurry at that distance, but I didn't need to see the score. I
knew the score in my head; I felt it in the pit of my stomach.
"Cubs-O, Pirates-O in the top of the ninth.
The bases were loaded with Pittsburgh runners, and there
were two outs. I was brought in as the relief pitcher ... all I needed
to do was strike out this guy. He should be easy; he's a weakbitting third baseman who swings at everything that's near the
plate.
I turned around to face the batter, toeing the rubber.
Again, my blurry eyes peered to get the catcher's signalknuckleball.
What else? I thought. My killer pitch was a knuckleball. I
didn't have anything else. Oh, I could throw a fastball-fast for
me-but it clocked in the low seventies. Imagine, the fastest thing
13
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I could throw was a 70 mph fastball, so I never intentionally threw
my fastball in the strike zone. I'd throw my fastball outside the
strike zone to tempt 'em; it set 'em up for my killer knuckleball.
The catcher flashed three fingers-that meant knuckleball;
so did one finger and two fingers. He wanted a strike on the first
pitch; no setting this batter up with a fastball inside.
Most managers get ulcers when a knuckleball pitcher
takes the mound, but not here. Most knuckleballs fluttered
any direction according to how the pitcher grips the ball at the
moment of release. Most knuckleballs flutter toward the plate,
then dance and dip. The batter sees the knuckleball floating
effortlessly toward the plate. Because the ball is lustfully slow,
the fluttering ball hypnotizes the batter, tempting him to swing,
usually too viciously hard. Because the batter gets a good look at a
knuckleball, he thinks he can't miss. He can even read the name of
the National League president on the ball floating to the plate; it
seems the slower the ball, the harder the batter swings.
For most knuckleball pitchers, at the last moment, a
knuckleball jumps out of the strike zone; the batter misses with
his vicious swing. But patient batters can usually out wait most
knuckleball pitchers. They wait for the knuckleball to dance
outside the strike zone so they can walk. Since most knuckleball
pitchers can't control their pitch, they have to outfox the batter.
But when the batter outfoxes them, the knuckleball pitcher walks
too many and is done for the day.
But I'm different; my knuckleball almost never misses. I
throw what is called a knucklecurve: a combination of a curveball
and knuckleball. I always start the ball high outside the strike
zone, throwing the knuckleball with a gentle curve. As a result,
at the last instant, my knucklecurve jumps down into the strike
zone. If they don't swing, I strike' em out. If they do swing, the
knuckleball flutters so they don't make good contact with the ball,
and they don't get a solid hit.
"GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS."
14
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The crowd was building in volume; I knew my first pitch
would silence them. My pre-pitch routine was the same every
time: stretch ... windup ... cock the wrist ... push with Stumpy ...
throw 69 mph. When I follow my routine, the ball always flutters,
then breaks sharply over the plate. Like a pilot going through his
pre-flight checklist, I checked off my routine. To throw a strike, I
have to aim at the batter's head, not the strike zone, but his head. I
must have a target. When I throw at his head, I know the ball will
jump toward the strike zone. Now I didn't even hear the crowd
chanting for me,
"GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS."
I concentrated on the batter's head and the speed. I had to
throw 69 mph for the ball to jump; slower or faster, I can't control
the curve. It won't jump toward the strike zone.
God, don't let me get flustered, I prayed.
Going into the stretch, I reached for the sky; my stomach
was calm. I cocked my hand, aimed at the batter's head, and
snapped off a knucklecurve, pushing the ball with my thumb at
the last instant.
My knucklecurve flutters ... slowly revolving ... biting
into the air. Finally, my knuckleball jumps in the direction of the
rotation.
I threw the ball straight at the batter's head; his knees
buckled and he backed out of the box. At the last minute, the ball
darted downward into the inside corner.
"STRIKE ONE!"
The crowd erupted into a cheer. The chant, "Grarnps," was
gone. It was a Wrigley Field eruption. There's no other cheer like
a Wrigley cheer.
The batter shook his head angrily. He pointed the bat at
me and stepped back into the batter's box. I saw spit drool from
the corner of his mouth. He swung the bat more vicious than
before.
I've got him, I thought. When they get mad, I've got 'em.
15
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"GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS." The bleacher fans
picked up the chant again. Soon, as one voice, the entire crowd
was pleading, "GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS."
I mentally checked my pre-pitch routine, then followed
the steps: aim at the head ... cock ... push with Stumpy ... throw
69 mph. The ball sailed at his head, but this time the batter didn't
back out of the box. He waited until the last moment, and the
ball didn't dart toward the plate. I hadn't thrown it hard enough;
the ball sailed straight at the batter's head. I had crossed up my
catcher; the ball sailed over the batter's head. With a wild thrust,
the catcher snared the ball.
The batter grabbed his head as though he were hit,
dropping into Wrigley's red clay. There was confusion at
homeplate with the catcher jumping for the ball and the batter
dropping to the ground. But the ball barely missed his helmet;
it had sailed up over his head, rather than darting into the strike
zone.
"Oooohhh!" the crowd moaned.
"BALL!" the umpire yelled.
"HE HIT ME," the batter jumped up toward first base. He
pointed to his helmet, claiming the ball had hit it.
"NO!" I yelled. I knew that a run was forced in if I hit
the batter. The bases were filled, and there was no place for an
additional runner.
The umpire slapped his hands, signaling the ball missed
the batter. Then, to stop any argument before it started, the
umpire turned his back on homeplate to ask for a fresh supply of
balls.
I turned my back to the catcher and gazed out to the
scoreboard. Suddenly, my arm felt dead. My last ball had not
curved over the plate because I had lost my zip. My arm was 60
years old, and I was a senior citizen. Now my pitching arm was
numb; it didn't hurt. Like a tired man who can't take another step,
my right arm had gone limp.
16
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I needed to make two more pitches to strike out this guy,
but my arm hung limp.
"You're a #etc!#etc!" the batter cursed me for throwing at
his head.
"You think I'm crazy ... ?" I yelled back at him, 'T d force
in a run if I hit you."
He cursed again; this time his profanity pushed the
envelope. He was mad, and he tried to embarrass me by pointing
his bat at me, or maybe he was trying to irritate me. When I got
mad, my juices started flowing. I could feel my pitching arm come
alive. In addition to pointing at me, his profanity irritated me. I
heard cursing on the field all the time, but this guy cussed at me,
and it got me riled up. Suddenly, I felt electricity all over, like he
was the first batter, and I was beginning a game. I felt born again;
I flexed my arm, then whirled it in a circle. I was ready!
The batter stepped in, and the catcher's signal was one
finger: knucklecurve. I went through my routine: cock the hand ...
push with the thumb ... and throw 69 mph. The ball flew straight
toward his head, and the batter bailed out. Then the ball bit the air
and dove for the heart of the plate.
"STRIKE TWO!"
Again, the Wrigley crowd erupted with a roar, the biggest
cheer for the day.
When I got the ball, I turned again with my back to
homeplate to wipe off the ball. I prayed, Lord, help me get this last
pitch over, and let him miss. I again pumped my arm; now it was
beginning to hurt. I didn't want to end my season with a disaster,
but I had never pitched this far into a game. I had never thrown
this many pitches. I didn't have a history of arm trouble, but this
pitch could end my career. Do I quit or do I throw one more?
I've never been a quitter, and I've never given in to pain.
The aching throb in my arm and the electricity in my head fought
for recognition. Both were pleading for my attention. One said,
17
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"Stop!" The other said, "Get him!" I didn't want to injure my arm
permanently, so I said, "Just one more."
"GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS." Everyone was
standing, anticipating the payoff pitch.
The fans had developed a fascination with me, the old man
who hadn't pitched since high school. It had been a quirk that I
was at Lynchburg City Stadium that day when the Cubs Minor
League team played the Lynchburg Hillcats. I was there to lead in
prayer when the Cubs' pitching coach, Harry Connelly, my old
high school buddy, asked me to throw some batting practice for
the young Cubs. He remembered I had an accurate arm, and I
could always get the ball over the plate.
After the young Cubs left the field, Harry stepped into
the batter's box to take some of my pitches just for old times.
I decided to throw a pitch I'd never thrown in my life-the
knucklecurve. I had dreamed up that pitch and had thrown it a
million times in my dreams, but never to a live batter. In high
school I was just a so-so pitcher-my fastball wasn't fast, and my
curveball didn't curve-but I could throw the ball accurately over
the plate every time. I could hit any corner and never miss ...
almost never miss, anyway. I could get poor high school batters
out, but the good hitters beat my brains out. Then there was that
day I pitched my arm out and tore my rotator cuff. So I never
pitched after high school. For the last forty years, I had dreamed
of a pitch that would break eighteen inches, always to the right,
always over the plate. So standing in the Lynchburg City Stadium,
I decided to try my "dream pitch" on Harry.
"Umph," I grunted and heaved it high and outside to the
plate. The ball broke over the plate for a strike.
"How' d you do that?" Harry yelled to me. "Can you do it
again?" In high school, I had struck Harry out several times; he
never once put his bat on the ball.
So Harry had me pitch some relief appearances in the
minor league when his team was so far behind it didn't matter.
18
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My killer knucklecurve was so good, the youngsters couldn't
touch me. Before each game, I signed a one-game contract.
I ended up saving three games, but never winning a game or
losing a game in the minors. I never traveled with the team; I just
showed up on occasions to pitch for Harry.
When the Cubs brought Harry to manage the Chicago
Cubs at the middle of the season, he remembered me, and by
the providence of God, I pitched in four games for the Chicago
Cubs, but now my arm is old and I'd never pitched more than two
innings. This was my third inning.
No one knows who I am. Only Harry and I knew my
real name. I haven't told my wife that I pitch when I go off on
trips; she thinks I'm preaching-and I am. I preach in places
like Milwaukee, places close to Chicago, Benton Harbor, and
Indianapolis. I always rent a car and drive to Wrigley Field. I
would only show up to pitch every one or two weeks, and then
only if Harry needed me. But when I'm there, I pitch.
If my church knew I pitched for the Cubs, it would
interrupt any spiritual leadership I have with my flock. I don't
want people coming to the church to see an old man with a killer
knucklecurve. I want them coming to see Jesus Christ. I couldn't
be an effective spiritual leader if they knew I was "Grarnps," the
Cubs' phenomenon.
After I leave the game, I sneak away-no interviews, no
publicity. No one knows. I don't even take a shower. I carry an
old, green, faded sweat suit in a plastic bag. I take off my floppy
gray wig-I'm a bald guy who's always wanted hair-and leave
incognito.
"Are you alright?" Harry scared me, walking up behind
me. I hadn't seen him coming. Harry asked me again to get my
attention, "Are you alright?" I was dreaming why an old man was
out here pitching for the Cubs. Harry's gaze scared me; he could
see pain in my eyes. I didn't want to come out of the game.
19
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"One more pitch," I smiled. "Let me make just one more
pitch."
"You didn't answer me ... " Harry was my friend; he didn't
want me to hurt myself, and he didn't want to lose the game. "Are
you hurt?" he persisted.
"I've got one more pitch in me," I answered. "If I don't get
him, you can pull me."
"Ok ay. "
When Harry left the pitcher's mound, the fans picked up
the chant again: "GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS."
The batter cursed me again. The adrenaline rushed into
my brain, then into my arm. My dead arm came alive. I squeezed
the ball, then realized I was gripping it too tightly. If I threw
too hard, I'd throw the ball right through the curve. I had to
concentrate on 69 mph.
The batter took his position in the box, and the ump
leaned over the catcher's shoulder. I saw two fingers, but we both
knew I'd throw my "killer knucklecurve." I reviewed my routine,
cocked my hand, pushed the ball with my thumb, and threw it
a perfect 69 mph. The ball headed at the batter's head, and the
batter flinched. At the last instant, the ball bit the air and lurched
into the strike zone.
"STRIKE THREE ... , you're out!"
Wrigley Field erupted as I ran to the dugout. Dancing
down the stairs, I winked at Harry. He smiled and nodded. I
didn't stop to talk, but ran straight into the concourse toward
the locker room. I ducked into Harry's office, locking the door
behind me. As I stuffed my wig into the plastic bag, reporters were
banging on the door. They yelled,
"Chicago Tribune ... I've got to talk to you."
But I didn't want anyone to know who I was. I didn't want
to talk to anyone, especially a reporter.
BANG! BANG! They were beating on the door as I left
through the secretary's office, then cut through the janitor's room
20
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and out into the crowd under the grandstand. I came out the door
nearest to the souvenir stand. I heard a father with an anxious
little guy in tow demanding, "What? You don't have any pictures
of Remle Noel?" His loud voice demanded, "My son wants a
picture of 'Gramps."'
I smiled, but didn't look back. I crossed Waverly Street,
then pushed my way through the crowd to Mike's backyard.
About a block from Wrigley Stadium, I had found a convenient
backyard where this guy parked cars for $7.00 a game. I liked
to park there because I could get away fast. My rented car was
parked in the back of his yard headed to the alley. Quickly, I
drove down the alley. I had learned to stay in the alley for six
blocks; I could bypass the traffic on the main streets. I hope no
one's blocking the alley, I thought as I bumped through the cross
streets.
At O'Hare, I checked into the US Airways counter. "I have
a Golden Opportunities Senior coupon," I announced to the clerk.
Looking at me, she knew I was old enough to qualify for senior
discounts. Ten minutes later, I boarded the plane; this was the first
time to relax since I arrived at Wrigley Field that morning. My
arm hurt, but I felt good. I'd eat on the plane; the food's not great
in the economy section at the back of the plane, but it's filling.
The clock showed 11:00 p.m. when I got home that night.
Ruth was already in the bed, but not sleeping.
"How'd your day go?" I innocently asked. Nothing
exciting had happened in Lynchburg that day. Then she asked me,
"How did your sermon go?" I had preached in Kankakee,
Illinois, to a gathering of ministers. It was a question she always
asked.
"Fine," I innocently answered. I wanted to brag that I'd
pitched for the Cubs. I wanted to tell her I pitched three innings,
the longest I'd pitched since high school. I planned to tell her
about the Cubs-eventually-but not yet. I didn't know how long
I could pitch. I didn't know where my pitching career was taking
21
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me. As a matter of fact, I might never pitch for the Cubs again. As
I climbed into bed, Ruth announced,
"Cubs won in the bottom of the ninth: 1 to O."
"Oh," was all I could say.
"Old 'Gramps' won his first game. He's quite a sensation."
She continued to announce, "He's cute with all that gray hair
flapping around when he pitches."
"Oh."
"Did you hear about the commotion at Wrigley after the
game?'' she asked.
"No, what happened?"
"The reporters and TV crews tried to interview 'Gramps',
but he locked himself in an office and refused to come out.
Someone said he escaped by crawling out a window. They even
followed him on television from a helicopter. He ran onto the
L platform and barely caught a train, but the reporters missed
it. The helicopter followed the train north, but couldn't spot
him getting off. They think 'Grarnps' lives in one of the North
Shore suburbs of Chicago. One radio station offered $1,000 for
information leading to his identification."
"Oh."
"I could easily win that $1,000," Ruth casually remarked to
me.
"How?" I smiled at her enthusiasm.
"I know people," Ruth answered. "I've studied 'Gramps's'
face, and I could recognize those gray locks anywhere."

CHAPTER

TWO

IT BEGAN WHERE REMLE PRAYED
AT A MINOR LEAGUE BALL GAME

The dark red sun was still a few inches above the skyline
of the eternal Blue Ridge Mountains off in the distance. The white
lights of the baseball field were a stark contrast to the fading gold
and yellow sunbeams. I parked in the reserved section on a gravel
parking lot of an old stadium built right after World War II; that
means it was old. The general manager told me I was a VIP for the
evening. Before getting out of the car, I checked my pockets for
my box seat tickets. Checking them again, I couldn't believe I was
so lucky-front row. The ticket read: "Box Seats, Row A, Seat 3."
This will be fun, I thought, but coming to watch the
Lynchburg Hill Cats play the Durham Cubs was no big deal. If
this were a Major League game of the Chicago Cubs-a team I
love dearly-tonight would be one of the greatest privileges in life.
Since I was a local pastor, the general manager asked if I
would lead in prayer at the first game, after a local musician sang
the The Star-Spangled Banner. They still pray before ballgames
in Lynchburg, Virginia. I planned to leave after three or four
innings. I didn't know any of the Lynchburg players, nor did I
know anyone on the opposing team. There was no reason to stay
nine innings.
Coming to the baseball game was an interruption in my
otherwise busy day. I had begun early that morning visiting five
people at the hospitals, running between the two hospitals in
23
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Lynchburg, then checking my mail at the office, and answering
six phone calls on my voice mail system. I had lunch with the
Chairman of the Board, then drove to Roanoke sixty miles away
to meet with the foreign missions committee. This evening, all I
would do was offer prayer for an evening baseball game from the
press box. No one would see me so it wouldn't do much good for
my church. I wouldn't get to preach or give the gospel. ~11 they
would say is my name and my church, and I would pray.
Praying before a baseball game would not help my church,
would not help my ministry, and I was not sure my prayers could
even help the Lynchburg Hillcats.
As I walked the stairs to my box seat, I was inwardly
complaining about being so busy. And then I heard the crack of a
bat, and I heard one of the infielder's chatter,
"Heyda-Baby ... Heyda-Baby ... Heyda-Baby ... "
That musical chatter of the infielders-talking up baseballrevived my recessive m~mory. Immediately my memory went back
to high school where I lived baseball ... played baseball ... and
died baseball. There was a sudden rush of adrenaline through my
system. My eyes blinked when I saw the field; it was identical to my
high school field. My mind drifted back fifty years when I played
high school ball.
I was a starting pitcher because I was fast. My curve didn't
bend enough to trick batters. But I was accurate; the ball went
where I aimed.
Wonder if I could have made the majors, I inwardly
thought. "Naw" I outwardly answered. Then I looked down to
Stumpy and thought, Stumpy ruined any dream of playing in the
majors. But I knew there was another reason why I hadn't pitched
for the Cubs. Something happened in Chicago that made it
difficult for me to go back to that city.
I realized at that time that God had called me to preach,
not to be a professional ball player. I had surrendered to God and
spent four years in a Christian college in Chicago; then I finished
24
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seminary. If it hadn't been for Stumpy, I might have been tempted
to forego the ministry and play ball.
But what happened in Chicago when I lost half of my
index finger had crushed any dreams about pitching baseball. All I
had left after the accident was Stumpy.
I inwardly thought, "God used the accident to keep me in
the ministry." Then my thoughts were interrupted,
"PEANUTS. GET YOUR PEANUTS HERE ... "
The teenage boy selling peanuts sounded identical to what
I heard in high school along with the smell: the aroma of burnt
peanuts, the acid stench of spilt beer, and the musty decay of an
old stadium, all reminded me of my boyhood. The juices pumped
harder ... I was glad to be here.

A-3, there was my box and a metal folding chair was
waiting for me.
I am glad I decided to bypass the hamburger stands and
"fast-food alley," as there is no food like a hotdog at a ballpark,
with a cold drink and peanuts. While not nutritious, it is the only
way to enjoy a soft, spring evening.

Let's see ... , I don't know any of the players .... I should
have bought a program, but they're all so young. I wouldn't know
any of them anyway.
"Here you are, Sir." An usher brought me a complimentary
souvenir package: a large manila envelope containing a parking
pass, promotional bumper stickers, key chain, and the ubiquitous
ballpoint pen inscribed, "LYNCHBURG HILLCATS." A program
was in the manila envelope. As I thumbed through the program,
nothing caught my eye but the name of the visiting manager. ..
Harry Connelly.
Hmmm ... , that's a name out of the past. I wondered if this
could be the same Harry Connelly who pitched with me in high
school. Harry had a blazing fastball and a wicked curveball. Harry
had better pitches than anybody on our team; as a matter of fact,
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he had better pitches than any pitcher in our state high school
division.
The problem was Harry couldn't get the ball across the
plate often enough to get batters out. His curveball would buckle
the knees of any right-hand batter, but he couldn't throw it
consistently. His blistering fastball could rise up out of the strike
zone; the problem is that only half the time he could control it.
Harry was wonderful, but he was wild ... wonderfully wild.
In contrast, I could throw the ball on any corner of the
plate I wanted. I had the lowest number of walks on the high
school team. Each time I had to intentionally walk a batter, it
killed me to throw four balls. I was accurate. What I thought,
I threw. Where I aimed, it went. My fastball was fast, but my
curveball had less than a curve.
If God had put me and Harry in a bottle, shook us up, and
gave Harry my control, he could have made it big in the Majors.
Then I saw him.
I'd recognize that walk anywhere ... , I thought, that's
Harry Connelly. I remember Harry walking stiffly, his long legs
and gangly arms out of sync. Harry would walk as fast as anyone
else, but the only way to describe it was stiffly. Even when he ran,
Harry was awkward. Harry didn't flow like an athlete; no one ever
said, "Harry runs like a deer." As a matter of fact, I remembered
someone saying, "Harry runs like a scarecrow."
"HEY ... HARRY ... ," I yelled from my box seat.
Harry didn't turn to look at me. People always yell at the
ballplayers from the stands, so players learn not to get involved
when they hear their name. So I yelled again,
"HARRY ... YOU STIFF-LEGGED SCARECROW. IT'S
ME!"
Harry abruptly stopped at the name "Stiff-legged
Scarecrow." Then he turned and smiled at the voice yelling at him.
He recognized his nickname from high school days.
We greeted one another and like any old ball players who
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hadn't seen one another in a long time, we talked about high
school.
"Who'd you marry?" Harry asked me.
"Ruth Forbes ... " I explained to him she was a girl I met in
college. "You've never met her, but she's a wonderful lady and a
great pastor's wife."
Harry had married Marianne, his high school sweetheart.
She had been a cheerleader and homecoming queen; Marianne
had all the qualities of the "girl next door." Then I asked,
"How long have you been coaching?"
"All my life."
"Did you ever make it in the big leagues?" You always have
to consider a man's ego, especially his dreams and the unfilled
ones. But Harry didn't seem to mind talking about it; he shrugged
his shoulders in response,
"I was called up to the Majors three or four times, but I
never stuck."
Then Harry reminded me that he was wild, and they
always sent him back down to learn accuracy. But Harry never
learned to throw the ball where the catcher put the mitt. His
long, gangly arms gave him leverage to throw a ball so fast no
batter could touch it. Harry's greatest strength was his enemy; he
couldn't control his blinding speed. The same with his curveball;
it would buckle a batter's knees, but he couldn't get it over the
plate. He ended up walking so many hitters that the opponents
waited him out. Harry's eyes dropped to the grass, and he dug at
the ground with his cleats, mentioning,
"I was always the kid with great potential. .. " Harry
shrugged his shoulders, "You can't stay in the Majors with
potential; you got to have control." Then Harry turned the
questions to me.
"Did you ever try for the Majors?" Harry quizzed me
about my baseball dreams.
"Not me ... ," I reminded Harry, "my curveball didn't
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curve." I didn't show him Stumpy; without an index finger, who
can pitch?
"Yeah ... " Harry's eyes twinkled, "Now I remember. You
had the control and I had the speed." Then Harry asked me
about amateur ball, if I had played much on church teams or
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recreational league.
"Not much ... " I explained to Harry. "I've given most of
my time to ministry and preaching, although I played softball on
church teams."
"I've got an idea ... " Harry's eyes twinkled. "When's the
last time you pitched a baseball?"
"Last week I was pitching to my grandson ... " I let the
words trail off to nothing, but my smile gave me away.
"Your smile tells me you can still pitch ... " Harry was
grinning back at me.
"Yeah ... " I told Harry. "I threw it as hard as I could, and
my ten-year-old grandson could catch everything I threw at him."
I explained to Harry I didn't have my fastball, but I still had my
control. I told him I could hit my grandson's catcher's mitt no
matter where he put it.
"How about pitching batting practice for me tonight?"
Harry asked. He explained that in the minor leagues, they didn't
have enough coaches to go around, so he often pitched batting
practice, but if I would do it this evening, he'd work with one of
the pitchers.
"Sure ... " The words popped out of my mouth before I
even thought about all the problems: I didn't have any spikes, I
didn't have a uniform, and I hadn't pitched to an adult batter in
years. So I offered the excuse,
"I can't pitch in this suit, or with these wing-tipped
shoes ... "
"I've got everything in my locker," Harry said to me. "It'll
be a little long in the arm, but you can roll up the sleeves. The
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pant legs will be a little long, but roll up your socks over your
pants. What size shoes do you wear?"
Luckily, Harry and I wore within one half size of the same
fitting.
Walking into the locker room triggered my recessive
memories. First, there was the acid smell of sweat from a
thousand previous ballplayers who entered the low-ceilinged
locker room under the grandstand, dragging their sweating bodies
off the field. It seems that every pore in the concrete captured the
smell. The concrete walls oozed its stench. The floor was covered
with black rubber mats and the benches in front of the lockers had
been cut by baseball spikes a million times as players laced up.
The locker room was silent. The only sound was my
wingtips on the concrete floor and the soft thud of a leather heel
on a rubber mat. Then I heard, "Come on, Harry, get it across."
The voice was Earl Fritz, our high school coach, yelling in the
locker room. Coach Fritz, gathered us around and exhorted,
"Listen to me with your eyes ... when I have your eyes, I have
your heart ... "
I experienced my past and re-lived my youth in that
locker room. Right now what I wanted to do more than anything
else was once again throw the baseball past the batter. But I was
not supposed to strike him out in throwing batting practice; I'm
supposed to let them hit it. A good batting practice pitcher builds
up the confidence of the hitters on his team. If his teammates can
get a double or homerun in batting practice, their confidence is
bolstered to do it in a game.
"You ready in there?" Harry yelled through the dugout
passageway. "I'll pitch until you get out here," Harry announced.
The pants went on easily, but it had been years since I had
pulled on flannel baseball pants. I was surprised that they went on
the same way as they did years earlier-one leg at a time. The shirt
was a little different. We used to have to button them up, and we
always wore flannel. But this was a pullover shirt, and made out
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of the new polyester weave. It was different, but I liked it-not as
bulky as the flannel I had worn in high school.
It wasn't until I put the baseball spikes on that my selfperception changed. When I finished lacing up the shoes, I stood
for just a few seconds, feeling like I belonged in this uniform. I
knew I couldn't pitch, field, or hit, but I felt like I belonged in
this uniform. If shoes make the man, these spikes made me a ball
player.
Walking through the tunnel toward the dugout, my spikes
were talking, each click on the concrete floor said, "Look out!
Here comes a professional ball player." In high school I dreamed
of playing professional ball, even though I knew I wasn't good
enough. I had gone to the Cubs' tryout camps two or three times;
they always wrote down the information and told me to come
back next year when the arm got stronger. But it never did.
Suddenly I was there; my high school dreams were
realized. I stepped out of the dugout onto the clay baseball field.
Here I was on a professional baseball field-even though a minor
league-and I was walking toward the pitcher's mound when I
heard Harry yell,
"You can't come on the field without a cap," Harry yelled
to me. Then taking off his hat, he sailed it over, reminding me,
"League's rules ... " Again, with the familiar shrug of his
shoulders, reminding me, 'TU get a fine if I allow my players on
the field out of uniform."
I pulled the cap down on my forehead. My knees began
to falter a little bit as I walked toward the pitcher's mound. I
experienced something I had not felt in a long time: I was nervous.
This was a strange sensation; I preach before large churches and
didn't feel nervous. I can walk down an aisle and approach the
pulpit with thousands of eyes watching me; I didn't feel nervous.
But here I was in a minor league ball field, walking toward the
mound and not more than twenty people in the stands, but I felt
nervous.
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There was a low screen right in front of the pitcher's
mound to protect him from line drives; this was different from
my high school days. Back then when I pitched batting practice, I
didn't have any protection.
Toeing the rubber, I went into a stretch, then windup ...
my old muscles rebelled as I tossed my first pitch toward the
batter in the box. It bounced on the ground in front of the plate.
"SORRY ... " I yelled at the batter, then made an excuse, "I
HAVEN'T WARMED UP YET."
I held back on my next pitch, lobbing it just across the
plate.
"THWACK," the batter lifted a high, lazy fly ball out to left
field. I threw several more just like that one, an easy lob up to the
plate.
The batter hit each lob. Some were scorching line drives;
others were lazy fly balls into the infield. Then I heard the batter
yell,
"Put a little more speed on 'em; I need to get my timing."
My arm felt loose; I always was a fast start. Even in high
school, I could throw seven or eight pitches and was ready to go.
Remember Harry Connelly; he had to throw almost 100 pitches
before he could get them over the plate, and they weren't very
consistent. Back in high school they called me "Quick Start"
because I could warm up so fast. I was ready to give this batter my
best pitch.
He was a big kid in the batter's box, probably had come to
the minor leagues through the college world series, and one day
would probably play in the majors. I wanted to see what he could
do with my fastest ball, which at my age was probably a perfect
pitch for batting practice.
I took a little extra time in my setup. I went into my
windup, stretched, then threw as hard as I could down to the heart
of the plate. "THWACK!" The ball sailed over the left field fence.
"YEAH!" the batter smiled. "Another one just like that."
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I went through my windup and stretch, and the next
four pitches were my best offerings, but each time he drove the
ball over the left field fence. What a crushing blow to my ego. I
threw the fastest pitch I had down to the heart of the plate, and he
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crushed it over the fence.
"Let me see your curve!" the batter yelled.
I'd thrown a curve last week to my grandson, and I was
amazed I could still snap off a curveball. Admittedly, not much of
a curveball, but it wasn't straight. So again, I took my windup ...
stretched ... and snapped my best curve into the heart of the plate.
'THWACK!" Another homerun.
"GIMME THREE OR FOUR MORE CURVEBALLS LIKE
THAT."
As much as I enjoyed batting practice, I didn't enjoy being
severely clobbered by a guy right out of college, especially when
it was my best pitch. So I decided on my next pitch to throw it on
the outside corner high to see if he could handle it. I went into my
windup, then my stretch, and hit the outside corner perfectly and
crossed up my batter. He didn't swing because it wasn't down at
the heart of the plate.
"Hey ... " The batter yelled at me, "that was a lucky pitch."
"NO, IT WASN'T!" I yelled back at him, "I CAN THROW
THAT PITCH FOUR TIMES IN A ROW."
"LET'S DO IT!" The batter smiled at me as he pounded the
bat on the rubber. "I need to learn to hit that pitch."
Four times in a row I threw the ball to the outside corner,
nipping the strike zone. Twice the bat fouled the pitch down the
right field line. But the other two times he drove the ball inside the
right field line that would have been a double in a regular game.
Then he yelled at me,
"Can you throw that curve on the inside?"
"Sure."
After I heaved the ball, I realized it was a little slower
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than I thought and a little bit more to the center of the plate.
"THWACK!" He drove it over the left field wall.
"Do that two or three more times," he smiled.
These college kids are good, good enough to play the
major leagues. All they need is to learn consistency. When they're
good every night, then they'll be called up. I threw my puny curve
on the inside of the plate three or four more times, and he hit a
couple more out of the ballpark for homeruns.
My arm felt strong as I pitched my way through the
lineup. I gave each one my best fastball, and they were able to
drive it out of the infield. Not many of them had swinging strikes
on me that evening. A few of them had trouble with my curveball,
and I decided that those who couldn't hit my curveball would
never make it to the majors. Then my thoughts were interrupted
by the loud announcements from the speakers.
"SIX FORTY." I knew that was the signal for the visiting
team to give up the infield to the home team. But I didn't see the
Lynchburg Hillcats come charging out of their dugout.
Harry picked up a bat and walked to the homeplate,
yelling at me,
"Let me get a couple more hits off of you; it's been years
since I hit one of your offerings. I can always hit you. Maybe I
shoulda been an outfielder."
"You never hit me," I yelled at my friend.
"ALWAYS." When Harry said always, that raised my
level of competition. I didn't mind these future major leaguers
hitting me hard, but I didn't want someone as old as Harry to get
a hit off me, even if Harry had been around baseball all his life.
I decided to throw my fastball ... inside ... a high strike. I went
into my stretch, then my windup, and threw it harder than I had
all evening. 'THWACK!" Harry drove the ball down the left field
line; I knew it would have been a double that evening. He grinned
at me.
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"ALWAYS ... " Harry yelled as if he were in high school
again, "SEE, I CAN HIT YOU."
I decided to throw my curveball on the lower outside part
of the plate. Again, going into my stretch and windup, I threw
a perfect curve to the outside corner and again, "THWACK!"
Harry hit it down the right field line. Then looking at me again, he
smiled, saying,
"Al ways. "
"I've got a pitch you can't hit," I said to Harry. "I've been
practicing this pitch all my life, and you can't hit it."
Harry just laughed at me, pounded the bat on the plate,
stepped into the box and took two or three vicious swings as if to
tell me that he could hit anything I threw.
"Okay, Stumpy," I talked to my index finger. It was cut off
at the knuckle. "Snap a good one," I said to my finger.
I had developed a pitch that I had only seen a few people
throw. Since I couldn't pitch a fastball fast enough, and I couldn't
throw a curveball with enough curve, I always knew I needed
another pitch.
A lot of men try to stay in the majors with a knuckleball,
but knuckleballs are wild. Usually, a knuckleball is thrown right
at the heart of the plate, and the air builds up around the seams,
forcing the baseball to break more violently than a curveball.
The only problem, no one knows which way a knuckleball will
break. The buildup of the wind around the seams determines
the direction the ball will break. A knuckleball doesn't curve; it
dances ... up, down, left, right ... but you never know which way
it will dance. Since you throw a knuckleball without any spin,
the wind over the seams makes it dance funny ways ... it flutters.
Once the knuckleball starts dancing, it breaks faster and faster
until it breaks out of the strike zone, or breaks into the ground.
I had developed a knuckleball that I called a "killer
knuckleball," and Stumpy was the reason. Stumpy helped
me control the direction. Rather than trying to throw it
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straight-without a curve-I threw a knuckleball with a gentle
curve; that way I controlled the way the knuckle breaks. I had told
myself if I could control the knuckleball with the same curve each
time, I could do something which no other knuckleball pitcher
could do ... I could strike batters out. After all, Control is my
middle name.
Over the years I had practiced throwing a knuckleball
differently than any other knuckleball pitcher; I practiced
throwing it with a gentle curve. All the others pitch a knuckleball
to the center of the plate to entice the batter, and at the last
moment, it would dance away from the plate, and the batter
would swing wildly, missing the ball. But I did it differently. I
threw the ball high and right-I threw the ball out of the strike
zone-and my knuckle curve broke into the strike zone. Since my
knuckler danced and fluttered, batters missed. I had thrown my
killer knuckleball to both my son and grandson over the years and
it worked. It was the perfect pitch to strike out Harry. I yelled to
him,
"I CAN STRIKE YOU OUT WITH THREE PITCHES."
"NEVER."
"WHAT ARE YOU GONNA GIVE ME WHEN I DO?" I
yelled back at Harry.
"IF YOU CAN STRIKE ME OUT IN THREE
PITCHES ... " Harry shook his head in utter amazement, ''I'LL
LET YOU PITCH TONIGHT!"

WOW ... what a great challenge, the dream of a lifetime,
pitching professional ball.
I hadn't tried my killer knuckleball all evening. "Help me,
Stumpy," I whispered. I went through my pre-pitch routine. First,
I grabbed the ball by that cut off stump of a finger, then got into
my stretch, windup ... stiffened my wrist, and pushed the ball
with "Stumpy"; throwing it 69 mph. I learned that when I threw
my killer knuckleball just a tad bit slower than my fastball, it
broke viciously.
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'LET'S GO!" Harry yelled at me. "THE HILLCATS WILL
BE OUT HERE ANY MINUTE."
I went into my windup, stretch, threw the ball with a
stiff wrist, pushed with my thumb, and got off a perfect pitch at
69 mph heading straight at Harry's head. His knees buckled and
he bailed out. But at the last moment, my knuckleball danced
quickly and broke across the heart of the plate. I yelled,
"STRIKE ONE!"
"NO!" Harry yelled back. "CALLED STRIKES DON'T
COUNT!"
"THAT'S NOT FAIR ... " I yelled at Harry, "BECAUSE
YOU WON'T SWING, I CAN'T WIN!"
"I'll swing this time."
I went through my pre-pitch routine the same as last time
and snapped off a perfect knuckle curve. Harry's knees didn't
buckle, and when it broke for the plate, he swung viciously but
missed. The ball dropped in the batting cage.
"LUCKY!" he yelled at me.
I picked up the next ball and smiled. It didn't matter if he
struck out. I felt vindicated. For the first time in my life, my killer
knuckleball worked on a real ball player.
But I needed two more strikes, so I went through the same
pre-pitch routine. "Help me, Stumpy." I threw another perfect
pitch. Harry hung in there as the ball danced crazily toward the
plate. He swung again and missed.
"STRIKE TWO!" I yelled.
"CLEAR THE DIAMOND," the words came over the
loudspeaker system.
"THEY'RE NOT HERE YET," Harry yelled up to the press
box.
"CLEAR THE DIAMOND ... THEY'RE COMING OUT
THE RUNWAY NOW."
Before Harry could look back into the dugout, we heard
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the spikes on the dugout steps, and the Hillcats were running onto
the field.
"YOU'RE LUCKY," Harry pointed the bat at me as he
walked toward the dugout. "I'LL LET YOU OFF THE HOOK
THIS TIME."
"NO ... ," I yelled back at Harry, "YOU'RE LUCKY I
DIDN'T STRIKE YOU OUT. YOU DON'T HA VE TO PITCH
ME TONIGHT."
As I was getting into my car, I felt tired but happy. As a
matter of fact, I was happier than I had been in a long time. My
feelings were different than when I finished a sermon. When I
preached the gospel, I felt satisfied; I knew I had done what God
had told me to do. When I announced to a group of people the
gospel of Jesus Christ, I knew that the Lord could save sinners,
transform individuals, and put lives back together. When I preach
the gospel, I have an inner peace because I am doing what the
God of the Ages has commanded me to do.
But tonight I tingled; pitching batting practice had been
fun and exciting. I hadn't felt my competitive juices flow like this
in years. Tonight was yesterday once again.
"You done good," I said to Stumpy, looking down at my
index finger as I drove in the early moonlight. I knew the English
was improper, but the message came from my heart. I was happy
with Stumpy-happier than I'd ever been in my life with my
stump finger.
A lot of times I was embarrassed by the cut off finger,
so I'd keep my hand in my pocket. When I preached, I always
gestured with my left hand. There's something about a lost finger
that makes you incomplete. But it was more than that ...
It was about this same time at night that I lost my finger.
I looked at the watch on my left arm to confirm the time. I had
purposefully never referred to losing it; I didn't want to lie.
"Stumpy," I said, "you've kept me from the perfect
will of God." Then I shuttered momentarily with guilt when I
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remembered how I lost my finger. But then just as quickly, I put
the accident out of my mind. That was a long time ago, and no
one knows anything about how my finger was shot off, except
Stumpy and me. "Isn't that right, Stumpy?"
Stump nodded, "Yes."
When I got home, my wife asked me, "How' d your prayer
go at the game?''
"I can still pitch it down the middle, and I almost struck
out Harry Connelly."
"What?"
I explained to her that I pitched batting practice that
evening and what a good time I had. Walking out of the room, she
casually said,
"Cubs lost today, 4 to 2."
"But their minor league won." I talked about better days in
the future. "The young Cubs' minor league team beat the Hillcats
tonight. Harry is a great coach, and he'll send a lot of great guys
up to the Cubs.

CHAPTER

THREE

GRAMPS PITCHES IN HIS FIRST
PROFESSIONAL GAME

For the last two weeks, I've had difficulty meditating
on God; even my prayer life has been interrupted. No, not a
temptation to sin; I was tempted to think about pitching baseball
in the minor leagues.
I threw two killer curveballs past Harry Connelly, and
now I looked on that as one of the greatest victories of the year.
It's not just an idle action; for the last twenty years, I had been
practicing a curveball. I called it a killer knuckleball. When I had
an opportunity, I threw it twice, and both times Harry Connelly
swung wildly ... missing the ball a mile.
What would have happened if I'd had an opportunity
to throw a third strike? Could I have gotten it across the plate?
Would Harry have missed it wildly? If I struck him out, would he
have let me pitch in a professional ballgame?
Every little boy who ever played baseball in a "pick up"
game in a sand lot has dreamed of playing professional ball-not
necessarily major league-but playing with the real guys, those
who do it for a living.
Incessantly, I dreamed of throwing that third pitch past
Harry. He had missed twice, and in my mind, I could see myself
toeing the rubber. Mentally, I went through my pre-pitch routine;
I went through the stretch, windup, and with Stumpy, released the
ball clocked at 69 mph. Time and time again, my mind dreamed
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of the ball fluttering to the plate, then jerking wildly to dive across
the heart of the strike zone. Each time I laughed as I saw Harry
Connelly viciously swinging at the ball, but missing by a mile. His
long arms and legs crumpled into a scarecrow's pile; I threw up
both hands in victory! Then dropping to my knees, I pumped a
fist and yelled,
"YEAH!"
Even when no one was in my study, I would smile broadly
at the thought of the unimaginable just happening. Each time
I struck out Harry in my mind, I broke into a broad grin that
eventually became outward laughter. I was laughing at what I
knew would never happen.
"We can do it!" I looked down to talk to Stumpy.
When I should be speaking and planning a sermon, I
found myself thinking about just one pitch. If I could have struck
out Harry Connelly, what could have happened? I might have
gotten to pitch to one batter in professional baseball. Even one
pitch to one batter would have fulfilled a lifetime dream.
When I dream of a sermon, I put together ideas that will
touch lives for God. I usually find myself dreaming about the
awesome potential of preaching the Bible to people. I plan what
I will say: stories that will touch the heart and quotations that
will give authority to my sermon. Once I begin thinking about a
sermon, everything in my life contributes to that sermon ... my
reading ... watching television ... talking to people ... everything
funnels into that sermon. Once I preach it, I forget about it and go
on with life.
If I could just pitch to one batter, I'd stop thinking about
my killer knuckleball. If I could get this temptation out of my
mind, I could get back to reality.
I don't dare tell my wife; she'd laugh at me. I can hear
her say, "You're over sixty." She'd giggle and remind me what
the Bible says, "Old men shall dream dreams." So I haven't told
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my wife about my baseball thoughts these last two weeks; I don't
think she would sympathize with me.
I feel the same way about my Saturday morning prayer
group. I meet with a group of men, and we pray for one another.
It is our "accountability session" where we are honest with one
another, holding ourselves accountable to one another for our
walk with Christ. Ifl told them I am tempted to pitch professional
ball, I think they would laugh, too. As a matter of fact, I think if
word got out in the church, I'd lose my credibility.
I began following the Young Cubs' farm team-where
they played, who they pitched-of course, the news stories feature
the players, not Harry Connelly, the coach. Then I told Stumpy,
'Tm going to be down in the Tidewater area of Virginia speaking
to a church prayer breakfast, about 200 miles from Lynchburg. I
think I'll drive down the evening before." Then Stumpy wiggled
back at me. "Stumpy, let's go see the young Cubs ... who knows
what will happen."
'Tm ready," Stumpy talked back to me. I didn't know if he
meant he was ready to go or ready to pitch.
I had my secretary phone down and get a ticket; I wanted a
box seat as close to the Young Cubs' dugout as possible. I wanted
to talk to Harry throughout the game. As I was leaving Lynchburg
to go to Tidewater, my wife said,
"You're leaving early enough, you'll get there in time to
watch a Cubs game on WGN TV ... " she let the words trail off.
Then she asked a question, "Do you think the motel will have
WGN on cable?" Watching the Cubs was something we did
together.
"I hope so," I innocently responded. This was not the time
to tell her that I was going to see the Cubs' farm team. After all
these years of marriage, she knows me and my habits. She knows
that I would not go to see a farm team play baseball; maybe a
major league team, but not a farm team.
I felt a twinge of guilt when I didn't tell my wife that I
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was going to see the Young Cubs' farm team. I had to protect my
secret; I still dreamed of pitching to one batter in professional
baseball.
My car dropped into lower gear as I rode onto the paved
parking lot of the Tidewater ball field. The paved parking spaces
were nothing like the gravel field in Lynchburg. There were no
weeds anywhere, and behind some curbs was freshly mowed lawn.
At the "Will Call," I picked up my ticket, notinB the price
of a box seat was double the cost in Lynchburg. When I found my
box, I saw a beautiful orange, plastic, molded chair, not an old,
bent-up, flat-backed, folding chair as was used in Lynchburg. The
field was beautifully manicured; I could even tell the grass was
richer and thicker.
This time I was plenty early; I wanted to make sure that
Harry saw me, and if possible, I'd like to pitch batting practice for
him again. Maybe last time it was a quirk of luck.
Then I saw Harry come out of the dugout, heading
towards the bullpen down the right field line. When I saw him
walk, I couldn't resist the temptation, so I yelled,
"HEY, YOU GANGLING SCARECROW!"
I could tell by the determination in his steps that he heard
me, but I could also tell that he was on a mission. I knew that the
last minutes before any game were hectic, and a manager has a
lot of things on his mind. So it didn't bother me when Harry kept
right on walking. But I knew that he heard me. I didn't yell again;
I just settled in to wait.
Harry talked to his pitchers in the bullpen, then turned to
stare toward me. He waved when he spotted me, and I amused
myself watching him walk toward me with his long clumsy steps.
But I wouldn't laugh at the way he walks; he gets where he needs
to go. He didn't greet me when he arrived at my box seat, he just
asked,
"You got your gear?" Then he smiled at me with a wink,
"You knew I'd ask you to pitch batting practice."
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"No!" I shrugged my shoulders. It never dawned on me
to bring any baseball clothes. I explained to Harry that I really
wanted to pitch again, but I didn't want to presume so I didn't
bring my sweats. I noted, "I always keep my baseball spikes in the
trunk of the car."
"Get 'em and get out to the pitcher's mound ... " Harry
smiled at me; then added, "My guys like the way you pitched
batting practice, they hit a bunch of homeruns last game, and
some of them even gave you the credit."
As I stood up to leave, Harry had one more word,
"Tonight throw 'em your curveball; our opposing pitcher has a
wicked curve." Then Harry instructed, "Pitch to those corners like
you do so well."
After I got my shoes and entered the locker room, Garcia,
the manager, remembered me from Lynchburg. He pointed me to
Harry's locker, and he put a pile of clean towels for me after my
shower.
I had never seen a locker room this clean and spotless,
with yellow, ceramic-tiled walls and recessed fluorescent lighting.
This was as nice as the locker room at the athletic club back in
Lynchburg. The floor had wall-to-wall carpet. This team had
enough money to replace it every few years when it got cut up
with baseball spikes.
Stepping out of the dugout onto the playing field was a
different sensation than last time. I was not traumatized by the
situation. I felt comfortable out here, as comfortable as I felt in
my pulpit back at the church. I walked to the mound as easily as
I walked to the pulpit on a Sunday morning. As a matter of fact,
I had the same demeanor and set of my jaw. This is like going to
work.
Since I was earlier than I was last time, the second string
catcher stepped behind the home plate to warm me up. I was
always called "Quick Start," so it only took seven or eight pitches
for me to be ready to pitch.
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"Throw it down the middle of the plate ... hard," the first
batter said, stepping into the box. I remember this kid hitting
several over the fence off of me. He remembered, too, when he
bragged, "I can take you downtown ... "
"Only once," I warned that Harry had given me
instructions to feed him curveballs for the evening. "Only one ball
hard down the pike ... you'd better make it count."
The batter stepped in like it was a real time at bat. I went
through my stretch and windup like it was a real time at bat. I
gave it my fastest right down the middle. "THWACK." It barely
cleared the left field fence, but it did go out.
"One more fast one."
"No, we've got to practice on the curve."
I threw the curveball inside and out, and I quickly found
out that he could hit the curveball inside, but he always swung off
balance for the outside curve.
One after another, the minor league Cubs came to bat, and
I threw them a few fastballs, but mostly curveballs. It was thrilling
to be back in a professional ball uniform, but temptation sat on
my shoulder and whispered to me,

Let's strike out Harry so he'll put in you a game.
When I heard that voice, I smiled because I knew it was
true. The main reason I was here tonight was to strike out Harry
and convince him to put me into a game. It was wishful thinkingperhaps a one in a million chance-but when you're over sixty
and it's the very last chance, you dream ... old men dream their
dreams.
I turned to look at the centerfield clock; it was 6:38 p.m.
I knew league rules: within a couple of minutes, the Young Cubs
would have to leave the infield. At 6:40 p.m., the home team got to
practice. I looked for Harry to come trailing a bat to home plate,
but he stayed in the bullpen with his pitchers. He had a righthander and a left-hander warming up. Harry stood behind them,
offering suggestions. Then I heard the loudspeaker system,
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"6:40 P.M.; VACATE THE INFIELD."
My shoulders slumped, and something within me died.
Just like a flickering candle searching for air to keep burning, I
didn't want my one hope of pitching major league to die. I wanted
Harry to come take his third strike; I wondered if he remembered
I had him down two strikes in Lynchburg ... but there was
no chance. The home team poured onto the infield, and there
was nothing for me to do but head for the locker room and the
showers.
In the locker room I stayed out of Harry's way while
he went over last minute instructions for the evening with his
players. I stood on the side when Harry announced,
"Rev ... wait around for a couple of minutes. I've got
something I want you to do."
The candle burned brighter; maybe he really wanted me
to pitch with my killer knuckleball that evening. Here I was in
my early sixties, smiling at the way my heart missed a beat. I was
like a kid; one moment I was ready to give up my dream, take a
shower, and go back to the motel thinking I would never pitch
professional baseball again. But when Harry said to wait a minute,
I dreamed my dream.
It's amazing how the heart believes what it wants to be
true. The heart doesn't analyze facts as they are ... it dreams. I
should have known better, but I was grinning like a young boy on
his first date. I stood at the edge of these ballplayers as they sat on
their stools in front of their lockers. Then Harry turned to me,
"Rev, I had you wait ... would you pray for us tonight?"
My first response was to say "No!" because I didn't want
to pray, I wanted to pitch. However, Harry thought that praying is
what I did best, and the people in my church thought that praying
was what I did best. I had deceived my ambitions, thinking what
cannot be. What I wanted, I couldn't do, and what I do bestpraying-was not what I wanted to do.
"Sure." I manufactured a smile for the moment and
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stepped to the center of the young baseball warriors to invoke
God's blessing on them before they ventured forth into conflict.
I remembered how I ended the prayer, "Help these young
men to be winners in their life, not just in baseball, but teach
them to win with their families, to win with their faith, and to win
tonight's game."
"Amen ... AMEN ... AMEN!" All of the boys were
Christians and added their "amens" to my prayers.
As Harry left his locker room, he asked, "Can you stay
around until the end tonight? You left early last time ... we'll go
out and eat after the game."
I really didn't want to eat, and I wasn't hungry. It was a
mixture of excitement and disappointment as the team left the
locker room. I showered, dressed, and found my box seat. It was
the bottom of the second inning. Peering up at the scoreboard, I
was shocked.
Horne-S, Visitors-O, and it was only the second inning.
"WOW!" I responded in disbelief. The Young Cubs had
fallen behind 8-0 so quickly.
It looked like my batting practice hadn't helped much
that evening. The Young Cubs' batters were mystified by the
curveballs they saw floating across the plate. Cub batter after Cub
batter swung viciously, not hitting the ball, and when they did,
they usually fouled them out of play or popped them up for an
easy out.
On two or three occasions, I was tempted to call Harry
over and tell him I couldn't stay for dinner. I had an honest
excuse. I had to get up early the next morning for a prayer
breakfast. But out ofloyalty to my friend, I stayed.
By the fifth inning, the young Cubs were down 12-0. They
couldn't put any runs on the board, and the curveball expert got
stronger as the game went along. Every time the Cubs fell behind
further, I again was tempted to leave; I was not enjoying the
slaughter. Harry walked by my box and muttered,
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"Your prayers don't carry much weight with God ... you
prayed for my guys to be winners ... Huh!"
I was getting more discouraged as the game stretched
toward the ninth inning. First of all, my prayers had not been
answered. The Young Cubs were losers, losing in every way: with
their bats ... with their errors ... they sulked around like a dog
that had been beaten with a stick. But, of course, I was not feeling
any better. I had tried to prepare them for a curveball pitcher by
throwing curves in batting practice. They could hit me, but they
couldn't touch this opposing pitcher. I was a double failure in
both pitching and praying. I kept trying to think of good excuses
why I could leave early, but nothing came to mind.
By the eighth inning, Harry and the Young Cubs were
losing 18-zip. They had their hearts stomped that evening, and
I could see that none of them wanted to play any more baseball.
Harry had sent up five different Young Cub pitchers that evening,
and no matter who he threw, lefty or righty, the home team
beat the stuffins out of them. I wondered who Harry had left in
the bullpen. In losing efforts like this, the manager sends in an
outfielder and lets him pitch the last inning.
Then I saw Harry walking toward me with a sheet of paper
fluttering in one hand and a ballpoint pen in the other.
"Sign this," he announced. "You're gonna pitch the last
inning."
"ME?" I sounded surprised. The thing that I had prayed
for and wanted was coming to pass, and I sound surprised.
"Make up a name," Harry again announced. "You got
to sign a contract to play, or the league will fine me a thousand
dollars for putting a non-signed player in the lineup," Harry told
me. "Do it quickly." Then he said, "For goodness' sake, don't put
your name and social security number down there. If my office
found out that I signed a man over sixty years old to a contract,
they'd laugh me into next week."
I took the pen in hand and dropped it as nervous as a
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bridegroom that is scared to death at a wedding. I couldn't hang
onto the pen. My throat went dry, and my eyes began to water. I
couldn't see the page; I was not going blind, but my hand shook,
my eyes watered, and I felt faint.
"HURRY UP!" Harry chided and then turned to walk
away. I picked up the pen and printed-not with script-but
printed my first name backwards, in caps-REMLE-and smiled
to myself. It was a name that I had used once as a pen name with
some poetry. Then I printed my next name backwards-NOEL.
Harry turned and yelled to me,
"Give the contract to Garcia, the trainer."
I'd never gotten dressed this fast. I jerked on the old
sweaty underwear that Garcia fished out of the dirty laundry bag,
and within minutes, I was stepping out of the runway through the
dugout onto the field. It was then that I heard for the first time in
my life my name announced not as the next preacher, but as the
next pitcher.
"THE NEW PITCHER FOR THE CUBS ... REMLE
NOEL ... NUMBER 38."
As I walked to the pitcher's mound, the butterflies were
flying. If ever I felt like heaving, it was now. But I mechanically
went through my routine. First, I picked up the rosin bag, patted
my hand, then spit in my glove. My back was to home plate, and I
was looking out at centerfield when I heard a question,
"You know the signs?" I jumped; the voice startled me.
I had not expected the catcher to come out. He was the second
string catcher; I didn't even have a strong backup behind the
plate. The catcher told me,
"One finger for fastballs ... two fingers for curve ... three
fingers for ... " I interrupted him to say,
'Tm only going to throw one pitch for the rest of the
evening." I told him that no, matter what fingers he put down, I
was going to throw my killer knuckleball.
"Your what?"
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I had all confidence in my secret pitch, so I explained
again to the catcher that in case they are stealing our signals, put
down different signs. But I was going to pitch one pitch that they
would never hit: a killer knuckleball.
"I've never caught a knuckleballer," my second string
catcher announced.
"Well, put your glove in the middle of the plate, and I'll hit
it," I assured him.
"But knuckleballs are wild," my second string catcher
continued complaining.
"I prayed for you to be a winner. Now I'll make you a
winner," but I could see doubt in his eyes. The catcher trotted
back to the plate.
"Okay, Stumpy ... do your thing," I looked down at my
mangled finger. He nodded yes. The batter stepped in and yelled,
"Hey Gramps, aren't you too old to be pitching?"
I didn't know at the time, but the nickname he gave
me, Cramps, would stick. The next three batters would call me
Cramps.
I put my toe on the rubber, went through my stretch, then
windup. Stumpy held the ball. I stiffened my wrist and let it roll
slowly at the last minute, pushing it with Stumpy. Then, throwing
the ball at 69 mph, I watched it sail right at the batter's head.
He bailed out of the batter's box, falling backwards. At the last
moment, the ball jerked and darted across the middle of the plate.
"STRIKE ONE!"
"How'd you do that, Gramps?" the batter yelled back at
me. "What kind of a pitch is that?"
I heard yells from the opposing dugout that I was a
"knuckler." They yelled that it was a lucky pitch. They were
yelling that a knuckleballer will walk you; his buddies were yelling
for him to not swing, but to wait out the walk.
"YOU CAN'T DO IT AGAIN," the batter yelled back at
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me. "YOU CAN'T DO THAT AGAIN, AND IF YOU DO, I'LL
KNOCK IT OUT OF HERE!"
"OKAY."
I went through my routine, but put a little extra roll on
my stiff wrist, and pushed with Stumpy at the right time. The ball
jerked and then sailed to the outer part of the plate. This time the
batter swung awkwardly, missing the ball. He ended up propping
on his bat because he lost his balance.
"STRIKE TWO!"
This time I turned my back to the batter; I didn't want to
lose my concentration talking with him. I went through my prepitch routine again, to make sure that I didn't blow it. I wanted
to strike out my first batter with three pitches. I didn't want to
throw a ball to my first batter. I knew I would never get another
chance to make a first great impression, so I wanted to strike this
guy out. After going through my routine, I threw the ball a perfect
69 mph, pushing a little harder with Stumpy. The ball headed for
the batter's head, then jerked and dropped to the inside corner.
Again, swinging at the fluttering knuckleball.
"STRIKE THREE!"
I immediately wheeled around and looked at the
centerfield scoreboard. I didn't want anyone to steal the moment
from me. I should have prayed to thank God for helping me,
but my heart was in my throat; my mind was cluttered with a
thousand thoughts. This was a baseball victory-this was a first. I
didn't know what to do or what to say.
I remembered a basketball victory sign. John Wooten,
famed coach of UCLA, always taught a basketball player that
when he made a basket, to turn and point to his fellow player
who gave him the pass and the opportunity to make the basket.
I turned, looking in our dugout for Harry Connelly. I pointed to
him for giving me this opportunity, and there he was, pointing at
me. I could hear him yelling,
"You da man."
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When I turned again to stare at the centerfield scoreboard,
I heard the umpire yell,
"TIME!"
Turning, I saw Harry Connelly walking out toward me.
Those gangling legs were churning; I could tell he was excited. I
thought he was coming out to congratulate me, but on the way
there, the umpire interrupted him,
"Why are you going out there now?" the ump was
confused. Usually, the manager went out when the pitcher was in
trouble. According to baseball rules, the manager can only visit
the mound two times in an inning; the second trip out he has to
pull the pitcher. The ump said, "If you come out again, you gotta
pull Gramps, and you don't have any other pitchers left." But
Harry knew what he was doing. Even before he got to the mound,
he motioned for the catcher, and as they both approached me, I
heard Harry say,
"Throw a couple outside the strike zone to confuse 'em.
Then throw that stupid knuckle of yours to strike 'em out."
I didn't say anything to Harry, but I didn't want to
throw balls. For years, I had trained my mind to throw my killer
knuckleball. If I tried to throw out of the strike zone, I'd lose my
rhythm. As Harry left the mound, he said, "Let's get these two
batters and go out to dinner."
The next batter was a lefty; I'd have to start my killer
knuckle out high and away, and break in toward him and the
strike zone.
'Tm not letting an ol' man strike me out," the lefty beat
the bat on the plate and snarled at me. This time I didn't answer. I
just went to work with my routine, throwing my ball head high on
the outside of the plate. Then the seams of the baseball caught the
wind and it darted toward the strike zone,
"STRIKE ONE!"
The catcher put his glove outside the strike zone. I knew
he was signaling for me to throw it wide to the outside of the
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plate. He was signaling what Harry Connelly wanted me to throw.
I shook my head, "No." Then he put the glove in close to the
inside; it was a brush back pitch. I nodded my head in approval,
but knew I was not going for the inside pitch. I was going for the
plate.
I went through my routine and again threw my
knuckleball high and outside. It broke toward the plate, and the
batter swung viciously, but missed.
"STRIKE TWO!"
This time the catcher held his glove almost behind the
knees of the batter, signaling for me to pitch inside. When I saw
his signal, I nodded in approval, but again I knew I was going for
the strike out. Carefully, I went through my routine; I didn't want
to break my concentration. First the windup, then the stretch, the
roll of my wrist and the push of Stumpy, and a perfect 69 mph
pitch. I could tell the batter was not swinging; he didn't lift his bat
off the shoulder, and the ball broke across the plate.
"STRIKE THREE!"
The second string catcher came trotting out to see me;
he was concerned. I didn't care about obeying Harry Connelly; I
knew what I wanted to do. The catcher didn't want the manager's
wrath. He wanted me to pitch out of the strike zone.
"How come you didn't pitch out of the strike zone?"
"I missed," I said to him with a Cheshire cat grin, and he
knew that I was lying.
"If you get Harry mad, you'll never pitch again," he added.
"I won't pitch anyway," I explained. 'Tm too old. Since I'll
never pitch again, I am going to do it my way."
The last batter I faced was the opposing pitcher.
Traditionally, pitchers are weak hitters, usually an easy out. But
I was scared of this guy; he was a big, muscular, college grad,
probably an all-around ball player. He could probably hit it out
of the ballpark. I wasn't going to take any chances. I had two outs
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in six pitches. I wanted a whitewash. I wanted all three batters on
nine pitches. I wanted my last out to be glorious.
This last batter was like preaching a sermon. It's one thing
to proclaim the gospel throughout your message, but when you
come to the end of a sermon, it's decision time. During the last
few minutes of your message, you must say the right thing to
make people decide for God. The whole sermon is aimed at belief
in Jesus Christ. I could have the most beautiful sermon in the
world, but if in the final few minutes I can't get them to make the
right decision, my beautiful sermon is like the fleeting breeze; it's
gone and there's not a second chance.
Turning to the centerfield scoreboard, I again reviewed my
pre-pitch routine. If I could stay with it three times, I could strike
this guy out.
"Stumpy," I said quietly. "Can you get this guy on three
pitches?"
"Yeah ... "
When he stepped up into the plate, I methodically went
through my routine ... stretching ... winding ... gently rolling my
wrist ... pushing with Stumpy ... throwing 69 mph.
Hmmm ... , I thought to myself. This guy is going to let me
strike him out. Quickly I went through my routine, and when the
ball darted toward the strike zone, the pitcher swung and fouled
it off down the right field line. He was the first one to lay a bat on
one of my pitches.
"STRIKE ONE!"
The foul pop fly scared me; I bad not expected him
to swing. Now I realized he meant business. So I slowly went
through my routine and threw the ball for a perfect break across
the plate. He reached out with his bat to swing and drove the ball
down the left field line.
"FOUL BALL ... STRIKE TWO!"
Now I was ready for the ninth pitch. The players in both
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dugouts were standing. The few in the crowd were walking to the
exits; they didn't care. The ball darted over the plate.
"STRIKE THREE!"
I jumped for the sky, lifting both hands in triumph. It was
the most exuberance I had experienced since my teenage years.
Then, with my fist pumping the air, I trotted into the dugout with
the rest of the team.
The Young Cubs would have one last time at bat, the top
of the ninth. No one expected us to make nineteen runs against
this team. We all expected to lose, but vicariously the Young Cubs
were enthusiastic over my three strikeouts. I expected Harry to
congratulate me or at least reach out to shake my hand, but he
pointed down into the runway into the locker room, saying,
"Why don't you get showered up before the guys get down
there? We don't have enough showers to go around." That's all he
said, so I did.

CHAPTER

FOUR

REMLE IS RECOGNIZED

I read in the morning paper that the Young Cubs were
going to be in Fredricksburg, Virginia, this evening, only two
hours away. I reached over and looked in my date book; the
evening was free. I rationalized that if I made my hospital visits in
the late morning and did my office work in the early afternoon,
I could be in Fredricksburg by 5:30 and maybe get to see Harry
and the Young Cubs in action. Of course, it was in the back of
my mind that I might get another opportunity to pitch, at least
batting practice.
Since my success in striking out three batters on nine
straight hits in the bottom of the eighth inning, I began to
fantasize. I began to dream that I was pretty good. What I didn't
realize was that I didn't have to field a ground ball, nor did I have
to cover first base on a bunt. I had faced the tail end of the batting
order, and one of the three I struck out was a pitcher. So in the
midst of my fantasy, I had to come back to reality.
As I drove down Route 460 toward Fredricksburg, I tried
to pray for the needs of my congregation and for my coming
sermon. But I couldn't keep my mind on prayer. I kept thinking
about my killer knuckleball. When I tried to visualize the Lord in
my mind, all I could see was a batter at homeplate.
Is baseball my temptation? Is baseball becoming a
besetting sin to me? Is this something that could destroy my
ministry? I remember that a TV minister had been brought down
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when he had sex with a young girl. Other TV ministries had been
destroyed by the leader's greed for money. Is baseball my Achilles
heel that will destroy my ministry?
When I saw the stadium in Fredricksburg, any thoughts
about sin or temptation were put out of my mind. Again, I got a
box seat as close to the visitors' dugout as possible. I wanted to
talk to Harry Connelly and the Young Cubs. My evening meal
comprised two hot dogs-nothing greater than a hot dog in a
ballpark-a bag of popcorn, and the biggest Coke I could find.
I settled back to enjoy the long summer evening and
wondered if Harry would ask me to pitch batting practice. Maybe
Harry would let Remle Noel pitch in an actual game. He let me
pitch when the Young Cubs were down 19-0, but what about a
real situation? What could I do when the game was on the line?
Then Harry saw me and yelled, "Hi, Rev ... I mean Gramps ... "
Then he broke into a big smile and asked, "What should I call
you, Mr. Remle Noel?"
Harry had saved the box scores from the newspaper in the
Tidewater area. He was as proud of Remle Noel's three strikeouts
as I was. Then he reminded me if his boss ever found out he
allowed a 60-plus senior citizen to pitch, he'd be laughed out
of town or maybe fired. And then the first of my dreams burst.
Harry announced,
"Sorry I can't use you to pitch batting practice tonight."
Harry shook his head. "The Cubs sent down a bonus baby with a
sore arm, and I've got to get him back into shape. He's going to
pitch batting practice tonight."
Before long I saw the Cubs' bonus baby walk to the
mound. He had a $2 million arm that had gone lame. Harry
Connelly was supposed to get him back into shape before the end
of the season.
Actually, I felt good about the bonus baby pitching batting
practice. I rationalized it. The Lord has a hand in this because He
doesn't want me sidetracked by baseball. God knew that baseball
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was getting a grip on me, so God arranged for this bonus baby
to pitch batting practice. That disengaged me from professional
baseball. I nodded my head thinking, I'll just enjoy myself this
evening. Then my evening was interrupted.
"HI, PASTOR," I heard someone yelling from up in the
grandstand. Turning, I saw one of my members, David Mixon. I'd
forgotten that David was from the Fredricksburg area. He came
back to Fredricksburg often to see his relatives. He waved to me
and started down the aisle towards my box seat, but I got up and
met him halfway.
"Pastor ... , what are you doing here?" David asked me.
David was just as surprised to see me here as I was to see him.
I explained to him that Harry Connelly was a friend from high
school, so I came to see him and the Young Cubs. I reminded
David that quite often in my sermons I referred to the Chicago
Cubs. I had been following them for years.
"Come sit with me," I invited David down to my box seat,
offering to pay the difference in the price of his ticket.
"No," David declined. "I've got my brother and his family
here; I'll sit with them."
The Young Cubs held a 5-0 lead going into the eighth
inning. Then the Fredricks burg team knocked the Young Cubs'
starting pitcher out of the box. The next two relief pitchers that
Harry brought in were hit hard. They couldn't get anyone out.
Then Harry motioned for the $2 million Chicago Cub to warm
up. They hit him hard, and quickly the score was Young Cubs-5,
Fredricksburg-4.
The batboy ran up to my box and announced, "Harry
needs to see you immediately in the locker room. You'll see the
door in the Section C runway." When I walked in, Harry, not the
one for words, announced,
"Quick, sign this one-game contract and get into this
uniform; I need you out there as soon as possible."
I printed the name REMLE NOEL on the contract and
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quickly began shedding my business suit and pulled on the
uniform. Then it dawned on me. I can't go out there. David Mixon
is sitting in the crowd. He'll recognize me. I wondered what my
parishioner would think when he heard the relief pitcher was
Remle Noel, and then he saw his pastor go to the pitcher's mound
and heard everyone called him "Grarnps."
I can't do this. I slumped on the bench in front of Harry's
locker. I can't go out there. Harry stuck his head in the door and
yelled,
"GET OUT HERE QUICK. WE'RE ABOUT TOW ALK
ANOTHER MAN."
I explained to Harry my predicament,
"What would my parishioners think if they heard that
I was pitching under a pseudonym?" A cold sweat broke out
underneath my uniform.
Harry didn't talk much; he always was a man of action,
usually acting before thinking. On the other end of the bench, was
a clown costume that had been used in a benefit before the game
that evening. A clown with fake gray hair entertained the crowd
with his acrobatic antics: running ... sliding ... tumbling.
"Put this wig on," Harry threw the gray wig and hat at me.
"If the wig didn't come off the clown, it will stay on you."
To my surprise, the wig fit. I turned and stole a glance
into the mirror, and the reflection didn't look like me. That was
my answer; the man in the gray wig didn't look like me. Harry
grabbed me by the sleeve and pulled me toward the door. I wanted
to resist, fearful of any embarrassment should they find out who
was under the gray wig. But at the same time, I deeply wanted to
pitch in another game to see if my first three strikeouts were just
lucky. Could I really pitch professional baseball? As I stood in the
door, even before I had made up my mind to go pitch, I heard the
public announcer,
"NOW PITCHING IN RELIEF ... REMLE NOEL,
NUMBER38."
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The ump looked down toward the bullpen, yelling,
"There is no number 38 down there." Circumstances made me
do what I didn't have the courage to do. I climbed the dugout
stairs and walked straight toward the pitcher's mound. "You're
not warmed up," the ump yelled at me. I nodded approval. The
umpire continued yelling at me, 'Tm only going to give you eight
warm-up pitches; that's all the rules allow."
"I only need seven," I yelled back as he tossed me the ball.
I was happy for the seven warm-up pitches; I needed every one of
them even though I was called "Quick Start." I threw my fastball
and my curve to get my arm limbered up. I didn't want the
opponents to see my killer knuckleball yet.
"You ready?" I breathed to Stumpy.
"Yeah," he replied.
"BATTER UP!" I toed the rubber and went through my
pre-pitch routine: stretching ... winding ... rolling my wrist ...
and Stumpy pushed the ball, releasing it at 69 mph. The ball
headed straight at the batter's head, then viciously broke toward
the plate. As the batter dropped to the ground, the umpire yelled,
"STRIKE ONE!"
That strike seemed to relax me. My stomach settled down,
and my mind cleared. My catcher put down two fingers and
signaled for a curveball. He put his catcher's mitt on the outside. I
shook him off. Then he put down one finger in signal for a fastball
on the outside. Again, I shook him off. Then he put down his
thumb, and as if to say, "Thumb's up!" I smiled, went through my
routine, and threw the ball at the batter's head. It dropped across
the plate,
"STRIKE TWO!"
The bases were still loaded, and as soon as I threw the
ball, I knew all the runners would be off and running. I knew the
infield would be a maze of activity so I carefully thought about my
pre-pitch routine. I didn't want anyone to throw me off; I wanted
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to strike this guy out. I was still a little nervous, even though no
one recognized it.
When I released the ball, I threw it too hard. My knuckle
didn't break. It was my first ball thrown out of the strike zone in
professional ball. And before the ump could yell, "BALL!" the
runner had broken off third base. The catcher fired the ball down
to third base, and they had the runner in a rundown. Usually the
pitcher steps to help in the rundown, but I yelled "NOT ME!" and
I looked around for help from the shortstop or the first baseman.
Fortunately, the base runner turned sharply, fell down,
and the third baseman tagged him out. The inning was over, and
we trotted back to the dugout. I had pitched to one batter, and
now my name would go in the record book for an official save.
As I walked toward the dugout, I saw David Mixon and his
brother coming down the aisle towards where I had been sitting.
I looked directly at him to see if he recognized me. Did he know
who the gray-headed pitcher was? But David and his brother were
downcast because Fredricksburg had lost. Their team had come
within one out of beating the Young Cubs. When David looked
at my direction, he was mad. His team was beaten, and the rally
snuffed out. As he turned left and headed for the exit, I knew my
secret was secure. Walking toward the dugout, each of the Young
Cubs came by to pat me on the back,
"Good save."
"We need you every night."
"When will you be back?"
That night when I got home, my wife asked if the Young
Cubs had won. She was disappointed that the Cubs in Chicago
had lost by the same score that the Young Cubs won, 5-4. She
mentioned,
"What the Chicago Cubs needs is a good reliefer who
can shut down the opposition when they get a lead." She didn't
know a lot about baseball, but she did know that the Chicago
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Cubs squandered too many games in the late innings because they
didn't have a strong relief pitcher.
Then I remembered that the future of the Cubs is with the
young arms, not a "one-night wonder." So, to respond to Ruth, I
said,
"Harry Connelly says 'the flame thrower' is coming along
and will be the bullpen of the future." I went on to tell her, "I've
seen the 'flame thrower' pitch heat; no one will catch up to his
fastball. It rises and comes in on the right-handed batter."

/

/

CHAPTER

FIVE

YOU DON'T HA VE A FUTURE IN BASEBALL

Today, my arm felt great; I wanted to pitch baseball. I
woke up thinking about baseball. I checked my schedule and
found I could arrange a few things to get free for the evening.
Usually, I couldn't get free, but I was heading for Fredricksburg
again this evening. Who knows, I might be able to pitch again.
I had the same box seat as the previous evening, and got
my hotdog and peanuts to watch the Young Cubs practice. I had
an odd feeling as they ran in and out of the dugout; I felt they
were looking strangely at me. Did they recognize me from leading
in prayer a few weeks ago? Did they recognize me without my
gray wig? Did they know that "Grarnps" was here and ready to go?
"HEY HARRY ... YOU GANGLING SCARECROW," I
yelled as he finally came out of the dugout.
"How ya feel?" Harry pointed to my arm. He knew the
arm of a young pitcher stiffened up the day after a game. He
wanted to know if I could pitch.
"Remember, I can pitch every day." I reminded Harry that
I was always ready to pitch, and I was "Quick Start."
"You might pitch an inning again tonight," Harry
Connelly said to me.
Harry had submitted my paperwork to his front office,
and no questions were asked by them. Apparently, the ballplayers
didn't tell the front office Harry had pitched "Gramps," a player
over sixty years old. Harry mentioned to me that my papers had
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cleared the League's office, but if I pitched again tonight, I would
have to sign the same contract. "You won't make any money,"
Harry explained. The Young Cubs were not making any money;
most of their players were paid by major league clubs. The farm
team only has to cover its out-of-pocket expenses.
"I'll pitch for free," I reminded Harry.
"Let's do that," Harry said to me. If he didn't have to cut a
check to send me, it would save a lot of questions from his front
office. He closed the conversation with the obvious,
"The less they know about you, the better."
"V. Herschel Jen kins was the Young Cub pitcher of the
evening. He's the bonus baby who had been sent down from
the Cubs with a lame arm. Two nights ago, Jenkins had pitched
batting practice, and tonight would be his first start in the minor
leagues." Harry said.
"He's a 'Flame Thrower."' Harry had a nickname for
everybody. When he called V. Herschel Jenkins a "Flame
Thrower," somehow I knew that name would stick. When Harry
said the word "Flame Thrower," I saw a twinkle in his eyes. He
explained,
"The 'Flame Thrower' will get the Cubs the pennant. Every
pitcher in Chicago will pitch better with him around."
"You want me to pitch batting practice?" I asked. My
question assumed a positive answer, because it was something I
really wanted to do.
"Nah ... I might give you some relief work."
V. Herschel Jenkins came out throwing smoke; his fastball
was invincible. I don't know if I have ever seen a fastball that
quick; it had a little rise on it and the batters couldn't catch up
to it. This evening, he was on track and threw everything to the
corners. He struck out his first three batters, registering Ks on the
scorecard.
Harry only let the "Flame Thrower" pitch for five innings,
then took him out for a pinch batter; that way the "Flame
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Thrower" got credit for the win, and when he left the game, the
Young Cubs were leading 6-0. I thought surely Harry would nod
to tell me he needed me, but he didn't step out of the dugout.
The first relief pitcher for the Young Cubs gave up two
runs in the sixth inning, but finally got them out of the inning.
In the eighth inning, Harry used a second relief pitcher,
not me. This pitcher also gave up two runs and eventually got the
Young Cubs out of the inning.
Going into the bottom of the ninth inning, the Young
Cubs led 6-4, and I was sure that Harry would bring me in to
clean up the last three batters. But he sent the relief pitcher back
out to the mound where he walked the first batter. The second
batter got a single. Fredricksburg had runners on first and second.
Harry made a trip to the mound to check on the relief pitcher,
but before he did, he turned and winked. Nodding toward the
clubhouse with his head. I knew what he meant.
I knew the way to the clubhouse. Quickly I was in uniform,
and to preserve my anonymity, I pulled the gray wig and cap over
my bald head.
"Don't forget to sign this," Garcia, the trainer, brought me
the papers. I looked at them, noting that Harry had marked out
the $25 and with his ballpoint pen written in $0. Again, I penned
the words to the signature line: REMLE NOEL. Then I heard
Harry behind me,
"I don't want to use you unless I have to," Harry explained
as he entered the locker room. He went on to explain that he had
an obligation to the Cubs' organization to develop young players.
He was not there just to win games but to prepare young players
to be called up to the Cubs. Then, looking at me, he said, "You
don't have a future in baseball; these kids are our future."
What Harry said was absolutely true, but I didn't want to
hear it. I wanted to pitch; I wanted to prove myself one more time.
My body was slowing down, but my spirit was young, and I had
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one thing going for me: a killer knuckleball. I wanted to pitch, but
what Harry said crushed my dreams.
Harry saw it in my eyes. He knew he hurt me, but Harry
was always brutally honest, and everyone would agree with him. I
didn't have a future in baseball.
Then we both heard it:
"WAY TO GO!" the Young Cubs' dugout erupted with a
cheer. The shout was not the yell of the home crowd after a run
and score, but rather the players in the Young Cubs' dugout. The
infielders had just turned a unique double play: a line drive and
one hop to the third baseman. He touched the bag and threw to
second, getting two outs. When the ball was relayed to first, they
just barely missed a triple play. If they had gotten the runner at
first, the Young Cubs would have been out of the inning, but they
cut down the two lead runners.
"Stay here," Harry motioned for me to sit on the bench in
front of his locker. "Let's try to get this relief pitcher out of this
jam."
All my excitement was crushed. I had come to
Fredricksburg on the wings of excitement, hoping to pitch tonight
for the Young Cubs. But Harry hadn't even used me, and then he
killed my dreams when he said,
"You don't have a future in baseball."
What Harry said was true. I was past sixty, and sixty-oneyear-old players do not have the physical ability to make a major
league ball team. I knew that in my head, but my heart kept lying
to me, telling me I could do it. I kept thinking I just might be able
to pitch professional ball a few times. I jerked my gray-headed
wig off and threw it into Harry's locker. Hope is a wonderful
medicine, even when there is no reality to your aspirations.
Crushed hope is the awful after taste of castor oil. The last two
days had been the happiest in my life. I dreamed of pitching
professional ball, even when I knew that I wasn't physically able.
Then I heard the bellowing voice of the umpire,
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"STRIKE THREE! YOU'RE OUT!" I knew the game was
over.
The next morning I woke up feeling great. At about five
minutes to six, my eyes opened and I turned off the alarm before
it awakened Ruth. I quietly left the bed. My daily routine was set;
I slipped into my sweat suit, fixed some coffee, and did thirty
pushups. Then I quickly went out to the newspaper tube, and
before long, I was enjoying my morning coffee and the paper. The
baseball fever was gone.
When I got to my desk and began to pray, it dawned on me
I hadn't thought about professional baseball all morning. Not once
had dreams of baseball tempted me when I had asked God to take
away the temptation of baseball. Little did I know that God would
use a simple sentence by Harry to focus me back on the ministry.
"You don't have a future in baseball."
I knelt by my couch to begin praying the Lord's Prayer.
"Our Father, Who art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name in
my pastoral ministry for this church ...
Thy kingdom come in my sermon this week ...
Thy will be done in my life today on Earth, as Your will is
done in Heaven ...
Give me this day my daily bread for strength ...
Forgive me of my sins ...
Don't lead me into places where I will be tempted to give
up the ministry ... especially in dreaming of playing baseball ...
And deliver me from evil ...
For Thou art the kingdom, and the power, and the glory
forever. Amen."
Returning to my desk, I put the finishing touches on my
sermon. As I was leaving the house to go to the church office, the
phone rang. I heard the brisk voice of Harry on the line.
"You left early last night." Harry was not a people-person,
nor did he engage in light, trivial conversation. When he wanted
to talk with you over the phone, he just began talking. There was
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no "Hello," nor did he ever ask, "How are you today?" unless he
was really interested in my health and physical preparation for a
baseball game. He wanted to know,
"Why' d you leave so early last night?"
I told Harry that he had crushed my dreams when he told
me, "you don't have a future in baseball." I told Harry I knew I
was old, but I did have a killer knuckleball, and I did strike out
three batters with nine pitches. Then Harry answered,
"A killer curveball is not enough to make it in professional
ball, but at least you have one pitch no one can hit." Then he
abruptly changed the conversation with an order, as though I
were one of his players.
"Meet me at the Fredericksburg's field at 4:00 p.m. this
afternoon," Harry instructed. Again, not being a people-person, he
didn't ask if I were busy, nor did he tell me what he wanted to do;
he just said, "meet me at the Fredericksburg's field at 4:00 p.m."
"Why?"
"If you're going to pitch, you need some spring training,"
Harry explained to me. He told me I needed to work on handling
bunts; I had not handled a bunt since high school. He also told
me I needed to be ready to take my place in a rundown when a
runner was caught off base. There were other things he wanted
me to work on: how to hold a runner on first base and how to
back up a catcher on throws from the outfield. I needed practice
running to cover first base when a ball is hit to the first baseman.
Harry ended the conversation,
"We've got a lot of work to do."
Harry wanted me there at 4:00 p.m., but I was dressed and
on the playing field at 3:30. I was so early, Garcia hadn't arrived
to open up the locker room. I had to get the Fredericksburg's
groundskeeper to let me into the visitors' locker room.
Harry arrived at 4:00 p.m. with a couple of his bench sitters.
These were guys who would probably never make it to the majors;
they were "wannabes." The first guy was a catcher, and Harry
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bunted one ball after another in front of homeplate. I practiced
pouncing off the mound onto the ball, turning and throwing to
first base. After two dozen throws, I was ready to sit down and rest
awhile, but Harry would have none of it. He chided me,
"If you're going to play with the Young Cubs, we've got to
whip you into shape."
Next, I pitched batting practice to the "wannabe" catcher.
When Harry hit the ball, I had to dash over to cover first base ...
running as fast as I could ... catching the ball and touching the
base simultaneously. This was not my finest hour. I dropped the
ball several times ... missed the base several times ... and once, I
tripped over the base, sprawling in the baseline path.
After forty-five minutes of intense practice, I was worn out
and needed to sit down. Harry had pushed me as far as I could go,
and he knew it. Then he said,
"There's a lot of paperwork for me on my desk; why don't
you rest awhile?"
There was a massage table in the corner of the visitors'
locker room. I had spied it there previously. There was no
masseuse to work on the tired limbs of the Young Cubs, but I
didn't want a massage. I just wanted to lie down and sleep.
Lying flat on my back, I realized I was taking deep breaths
because I was winded, and my heart was beating overtime. I had
done more physical work this afternoon than I had done in the
last fifteen years. I took deep gulps of air, trying to stabilize my
breathing. With each gulp of air, I felt my heart rate slow down.
Resting was good, and thoughts entered my mind. If I go to sleep

on this table, I'll be the laughing stock of the Young Cubs when they
arrive.
I got up to get a cold drink and didn't yield to the
temptation to return to the massage table. I sat slumpshouldered in front of Harry's locker. It's amazing how much
energy you get from the sugar in a cold drink. Then I heard the
command,
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"LET'S WORK ON YOUR PITCHING," Harry yelled as
he walked through the locker room on his way to the playing field.
I had done a day's work and didn't feel like I could
move, but emotions and hope picked me up off the bench and
energized me out to the bullpen, where Harry was waiting with
the "wannabe" catcher.
"You need a second pitch to go with your killer curveball,"
Harry said to me. Then taking the baseball between his first and
second finger, Harry said,
"You need to throw this pitch."
I knew what he was talking about-I had heard the
announcers describe it on television-but I had never tried it in
my life. Harry explained,
"You need to throw the split-finger fastball." Harry
explained that I would not grab the ball with the tips of my
fingers on the seams, but rather I would stick the ball between
my first and second fingers and throw it like a fastball with a
little bit of a snap of my wrist. A split-finger fastball rotates like
my knucklecurve, but it breaks the opposite way. The air on a
knucklecurve catches the seam, making it break back to the right.
However, the split-finger fastball rotates the same way, but the
ball breaks the opposite way because it is thrown so much faster.
"Here." Harry went to the mound and took his stance on
the rubber. "Throw the split-finger fastball like this." Harry threw
his wicked fastball, and it broke in on the right-handed batter.
"Wow ... I've never seen one break that way," I remarked.
"That fools the batter," Harry explained. "The motion tells
them a fastball is coming; they never expect it to break in on their
fist."
"You try it." Harry pitched the ball into my glove.
When I stuck the ball between Stumpy and my second
finger, it felt awkward. I had never thrown a ball like this. I went
into my stretch, windup, and then heaved the ball to the "wannabe"
catcher as hard as I could. The ball sailed fifteen feet over his head.
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"Ouch!" That's the worse expletive I would say. "That was
an ugly pitch."
"Not bad," Harry calmed my fears. "You've got the
rotation going the right way, even though it was fifteen feet high."
I practiced throwing the split-finger fastball for the next
few minutes. After about fifteen pitches, I finally threw one on the
inside of the plate.
"This'll never work," I told Harry.
"Yes, it will," he answered. "You don't need to get the
batter out with this pitch, you just scare 'em with it." Harry
explained that I needed a setup pitch so they wouldn't sit back and
wait for my killer knuckleball.
"Don't show the split-finger fastball in a game until you
are ready," Harry gave me his last bit of advice as he went to work
with some other players.
As the game got started, my arm was dead. In two hours
of practice, I had done more physical work than any in the last
fifteen years. My tired arm hung limp. I knew I couldn't pitch,
and Harry knew it too. He came over to tell me before the game
started.
"Why don't you go home and get ready for your sermon
tomorrow?" Harry explained that I would not be ready to pitch
tonight. I had practiced too hard, and he cautioned me, "You'll be
sore in the morning."
All the way home, I dreamed of my two pitches. First,
I'd throw my split-finger fastball, and it would run in on their
fist. Having set them up, I'd throw my killer knucklecurve; it
always broke across the plate. It broke away from right-handers. I
dreamed of winning baseball games on the drive all the way back
to Lynchburg. As a matter of fact, I threw as many pitches on the
way home as I had in practice. When I got home, I was tired, both
in my head and in my arm.
During the next two days, my muscles hurt constantly.
I took Tylenol each evening when I went to bed for my muscle
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cramps, and because I had overworked myself, I didn't get up until
7:00 in the morning. Ruth got out of bed before me. However, the
only saving item was I did my thirty push ups each day to keep my
pitching arm from stiffening up or from getting too sore.
I though about pitching a lot because I couldn't keep my
mind off my aching muscles. Every time I ached, I dreamed of my
killer knucklecurve being set up by my split-finger fastball. With
this 1-2 combination, I was becoming a better pitcher. Then I got
a call at my office from Harry Connelly.
"We had to put one of the Young Cubs' relief pitchers on
a 14-day inactive list; he's got a bad case of chicken pox." Harry
complained about these young kids who were catching childhood
diseases. He couldn't believe that a man who made it to the minor
leagues had never had chicken pox, nor had he been vaccinated
against them.
"You might be able to pitch some tonight," Harry told me.
When I heard that, my juices began to flow. I quickly wrapped up
my day's activities and drove down to Kingston, North Carolina,
where the Young Cubs were playing that evening. All the way
down there, I dreamed of my split-finger fastball setting up my
killer knucklecurve.
In the seventh inning, the Young Cubs were behind by
one run; then Harry turned and nodded to me. I immediately left
my box seat, and Garcia was waiting for me in the locker room.
By this time, I knew the routine well; I carefully spelled out my
name on the one-game contract: REMLE NOEL. As I walked
through the tunnel leading to the dugout, I heard the loudspeaker
announce my name, "Now pitching for the Young Cubs, REMLE
NOEL, Number 38."
I stepped out of the dugout onto the playing field
with confidence. I knew my split-finger fastball and my killer
knuckleball would do the job. I heard the umpire grunt as I
walked by,
"You're the guy that doesn't need to warm up."
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I smiled. His complaint was a compliment. I had the
"wannabe" catcher as my backup; he came out to go over the
signals. Previously I had only thrown my killer knuckleball, no
matter what finger was shown. He explained,
"One finger for the split-finger fastball, two fingers for the
killer knuckleball."
"Okay ... let's get 'em out," the "wannabe" catcher said to
me as he trotted back to homeplate to take his stance.
Since I had planned to set up my batters with my splitfinger fastball, I was not surprised when I saw the sign: one finger.
Then, sticking the ball between Stumpy and my second finger, I
went into my stretch, then windup, and threw the ball as hard as
possible to homeplate. It sailed fifteen feet over the catcher's head.
The crowd erupted into laughter, and the catcalls I got from the
Kingston bench were embarrassing.
"We heard you had a funny pitch, Gramps," the opposing
player yelled, "but we didn't hear how wild it was."
The catcher put down one finger for another split-finger
fastball, but I shook him off. I lost my confidence in that pitch. I
knew that I could throw my killer knuckleball, so I waited until
he put down two fingers. I nodded. Then I went into my routine:
windup ... stretch ... I released the ball with my stiff wrist and a
gentle roll ... pushed with Stumpy ... throwing the ball a perfect
69 mph. The ball headed straight for the batter's head, but it
didn't break in toward the plate. It fluttered over his head back to
the screen; I had crossed up the catcher. More laughter erupted
from the Kingston bench.
"You're a one-night wonder," an opposing player yelled,
"but that was one night last week."
I threw my killer knuckleball two more times, and both
times missed the strike zone. The shock of walking my first batter
in professional baseball settled in. A couple of weeks ago, I had
struck out three men on nine pitches, now I walked my first batter
with four straight pitches, not even coming close to homeplate.
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Harry signaled the catcher from the dugout; be wanted me
to throw the split-finger fastball again. I had no confidence in the
pitch and didn't want to throw it. When the catcher gave me the
one-finger signal for the split-finger fastball, I shook him off. The
catcher kept giving me the one-finger signal; he was determined
that I would throw what Harry had called. Finally, I gave in with
a nod of the head, going into my windup and throwing the splitfinger fastball as fast as I could. The ball broke in on the batter's
fist, and he stepped out of the batter's box,
"BALL ONE!" the umpire yelled.
Again, Harry signaled for the split-finger fastball from the
dugout. The catcher kept putting down one finger until I relented.
Going into my windup and stretch, I threw my split-finger
fastball. This time, it broke inside even more.
"BALL TWO!"
Only then did Harry signal for the killer knuckleball.
This was my "bread and butter pitch." Carefully, I reviewed my
pre-pitch routine, noting each step precisely. I threw the ball at
69 mph towards the batter's head; it broke, but not as much as it
should. The pitch was high.
"BALL THREE!"
Again, Harry signaled from the bench for my killer
knuckleball. I followed all the pre-pitch routine, releasing the ball
at 69 mph towards the batter's head. Again, it broke toward the
plate.
"HIGH ... BALL FOUR!"
"NO!" I yelled, taking a few steps toward the plate. I
always walked toward the plate in high school when I disagreed
with the umpire. I turned my back to homeplate when a strike was
called.
"Stop ... Gramps," the umpire warned me. I knew it was
against the rules to argue his decision on a ball or strike. "You'll
get thrown out if you argue."
I stopped in my tracks. The last thing I needed was to
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get thrown out of a game. Returning to the mound, I absentmindedly rubbed up the baseball as I thought about my control.
Why had I lost my control? I had followed my pre-pitch
routine perfectly. Then I heard Harry call, "TIME!" He walked out
to the mound. Before he got there, I confessed,
"I've lost my control," my voice broke.
"Happens to all pitchers," Harry tried to comfort me.
"I've never lost my control," my voice quivered even more.
Harry tried to laugh it off. It was his job to settle me down.
"We should never have tried that split-finger fastball," Harry
reasoned. He told me to go back to my usual curve and fastball.
He reasoned that they may not hit it out of the park; I might get
lucky and get an out. He turned to the bullpen for another relief
pitcher to warm up.
I planned to throw my curve over the outside corner of the
plate. Going through the windup, I threw it perfectly, hitting the
outside corner. The batter was taking the pitch; he was waiting to
be walked.
"STRIKE ONE!"
This time I planned to hit the inside of the plate with
my curve. I went through the same windup; the batter was still
talking. He was waiting for a walk. The ball headed for his hands,
then gently broke toward the plate.
"STRIKE TWO!" The umpire threw out his right arm with
a forceful gesture.
Now I planned to throw my killer knuckleball. I felt I had
some confidence back. I threw the knuckleball perfectly, and it
fluttered toward the batter's head, but didn't break into the plate,
it broke straight down, hitting the batter in the foot.
"TAKE YOUR BASE!" The umpire pointed to first base.
Then I saw Harry walking towards me; I knew I'd be
pulled for a relief pitcher. The rules require the manager to
replace a pitcher when he visits the mound a second time. I began
to walk toward the dugout.
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"WAIT ... " Harry yelled at me. "You know better than
to show me up." He told me to wait until he got there. Then he
explained, "Let's take as long as the umpire will allow ... it'll give
the bullpen more time to get warmed up." Then the umpire came
to the pitcher's mound to insist that Harry call in another relief
pitcher. As I was ready to leave, Harry said,
"You want to wait around for dinner?"
"No, I'm going home."
The drive home was as horribly painful as the drive home
had been wonderfully pleasurable two nights ago. Not only had
I lost the control of my killer knuckleball, now I couldn't even
dream of it in my mind. I tried to think of my pre-pitch routine,
but all I could see was a baseball missing the plate. Each time I
visualized it, I heard the umpire yell,
"BALL!"

CHAPTER

SIX

FINDING A LOST KILLER KNUCKLEBALL

The next morning, when I took the Lynchburg newspaper
out of the paper tube, I stood beside the street reading the paper
before going into the house. I wanted to know if Kingston had
defeated the Young Cubs. Had I blown the game?
Yesterday morning, I was floating on the clouds, thinking
I had an unbeatable combination of a killer knuckleball and a
split-finger fastball. Yesterday morning, I was confident of my
pitching ability. The one thing I did best was to pitch the ball to
locations. My strength had been my control all my life, but last
night, it failed me. It's devastating when you lose the thing you do
best.
There was nothing in the paper about the Young Cubs,
and I was embarrassed to try to phone Harry to find out what
happened.
One of the strengths of my ministry was facing adversity
and overcoming it. Twice in my life, I had taken over churches
that had financial difficulty. In both places, there was not enough
money to pay all the bills, and on occasions, there was not
enough church money to pay me. What did I do when I didn't
get paid? Rather than letting up or trying to get a part-time job,
I worked harder at the church than ever before. By winning
people to Christ and teaching them biblical stewardship, I taught
them responsibility to give their offerings and tithes to God. As
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more people came into the church, offerings picked up. On both
occasions, the financial problems were turned around.
Once, our Christian Education facilities caught fire and
burned to the ground. We were able to use a nearby college for
Sunday School classrooms until we could rebuild. No matter what
other problems, I courageously faced adversity, and each time I
came out. Problems didn't scare me.
But this problem was different. The adversity was within,
and I was the cause of my problem. How could I have confidence
to face this problem when the very nature of this problem was
lack of confidence? All my life I had been able to throw the ball
exactly where I wanted it to go-the ball went where I focusedand now I'd lost my accuracy.
The phone rang; it was Harry Connelly. In his customary
abrupt fashion, he began talking before greeting me. When I
picked up the phone and said, "Hello," I heard Harry's gruff voice,
"How's your arm this morning?"
This was not the idle question that people ask, "How are
you today?" Harry was asking a medical question; he wanted to
know if my arm was hurting. Even before I could answer his first
question, Harry asked a second,
"Did you pitch with a sore arm last night?"

((No."
"How come you lost your control?"
"I don't know."
"Don't tell me you don't know." The abrupt Harry grilled
me like a prosecuting lawyer trying to uncover a bad excuse told
by a witness. "You must have some reason why you lost control;
you've always been pin-point accurate."
I explained to Harry that I went to Kingston with great
confidence. I told him the story of dreaming about my two
pitches, i.e., the killer knuckleball and the split-finger fastball. I
told him how I visualized setting up batters with the split-finger
fastball.
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"THAT'S IT!" Harry yelled into the phone. He
remembered that when I tried to pitch the split-finger fastball,
I couldn't control it. He remembered that I threw the ball at the
batter's head. Harry explained,
"That split-finger fastball destroyed your confidence."
Harry and I discussed my attitude toward pitching. I told
Harry that I never aimed the ball, nor did I ever try to direct the
ball. I just looked at the catcher's mitt, thought about the catcher's
mitt. When I threw the ball, it always ended up in the catcher's
mitt.
"Maybe that's my problem," Harry told me. Harry knew
he was wild, so he always tried to guide the ball into the catcher's
mitt. The more he tried to control his accuracy, the wilder he
became.
"Not me," I told Harry. "The less I think about my
accuracy, the more accurate I become." I could see Harry smiling
through the telephone; I could even feel his confidence change.
Then I heard him say,
"You always were a thinking fella, and I was always the
dumb one. You thought where the ball should go, and your head
guided your fingers to throw to that spot." Then Harry told me
how he always tried to throw it as hard as he could or to put as big
a curve as possible into a pitch.
I told Harry I wouldn't be back for this week. I was going
to California for some meetings and when I got back, I would be
busy catching up on all the things that didn't get done while I was
away. Harry agreed that a break from pitching would be good for
me.
A week later, I was in my church office, just concluding an
interview with the chairman of the Finance Committee. We were
reviewing the budget for the coming church year. As soon as the
chairman left the office, my secretary spoke over the intercom,
"I've scheduled a very important interview for a couple
of people." I glanced at my schedule book and saw it was blank. I
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wanted to go home early; Ruth and I were going out for dinner.
My secretary persisted,
"I've scheduled a meeting for you with Mr. Diamond; it's
imperative."
Who? I thought, who is this man and why is he important?
"Also ... there's another man with him who wants to give
you a pitch."
"I don't want to talk to salesmen today," I told my
secretary. "Tell Mr. Diamond to talk with the office manager."
"Pastor, you have to see Mr. Diamond and the one with
him." My secretary was persistent. I didn't catch on to what she
was doing. Then she explained,
"Your grandson Brad is waiting for you at the church's
baseball diamond. He wants you to 'pitch' to him."
I had my baseball spikes and glove in my car as well as my
uniform, but I didn't want to send Brad out to get them from the
trunk of the car. He might find the old plastic bag with the gray
wig and baseball cap. He might ask some embarrassing questions.
I wouldn't lie to him, but I wouldn't want anyone to know about
Gramps. So I told the secretary,
"Give me ten minutes, and I'll meet Brad on the church's
baseball diamond."
As I stepped on the baseball diamond, Brad squatted
behind homeplate and put his catcher's mitt right over the heart
of the plate. I stood there for a moment, staring at the mitt, asking
myself the question, can you hit that?
Stumpy said, "Yeah."
I didn't know whether to think about my killer knuckleball
or not. For years I had been the CONTROL freak; now I was
second-guessing myself. Last week in Kingston, when I tried to
guide the ball, I messed myself up. What would happen when I
tried my first pitch? Then, seeking a moratorium, I yelled,
"Let's just toss the ball back and forth until I get warmed
up." Brad agreed, but he yelled back to me,
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"I thought they called you 'Quick Start,' that you could
come out throwing bullets without warming up."
"Yep," was all I could say. I didn't want to tell him that I
had lost my confidence.
I moved away from the pitcher's mound, and he came
out from behind home base. He tossed the ball back and forth for
several minutes. Young Brad was becoming a fan of the Cubs, and
he asked plenty of questions,
"Will the Cubs make an end-of-the-season run for first
<"
pace.
1
Still not wanting to pitch off the mound, I backed up to
shortstop, and Brad threw me grounders. As I fielded them, I
whipped the ball into homeplate for him to tag out an imaginary
runner. Then I backed into shallow left field. Brad threw the
ball to me as though it were a single hit to left. I fielded the ball
and rifled the throw into homeplate. Again, Brad tagged out the
imaginary runner. After every throw, I backed a little farther from
the plate into left field. I felt my arm getting strong, and I was
pleased with the accuracy of my throwing to the plate. As a matter
of fact, my arm felt strong. Then I said,
"Now ... let's try some pitches off the mound."
Again, Brad put the catcher's mitt right into the heart
of the plate. I reminded myself, think catcher's mitt. Don't think
anything else ... think catcher's mitt. I threw my fastball down the
heart of the plate. Brad didn't have to move the mitt; all he had to
do was squeeze the ball.
After five or six fastballs, I was ready to try out my curvenot my killer knuckleball-just a regular curve. I was able to
hit the outside corner and the inside corner. Then we were
interrupted with a melodious female voice,
"Hey Brad, I've got your math book."
Looking up, Brad saw one of his friends from math class
in the parking lot. She had driven up without our noticing her
arrival. Without thinking, Brad left the world of baseball and
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immediately jogged over to get his math book-or rather, to see
the girl-and left me standing on the pitcher's mound. I smiled to
myself, thinking, Grandpa always takes a back seat to a girlfriend.
There was a chain-link backstop to keep foul tips from
being sprayed into the church's parking lot. Attached to the
chain-link backstop was a white sign, reminding the players of
the family that had donated money for the field. The sign read,
"Littleton Field, Dedicated to the Glory of God."
Oooo, I thought to myself. That sign is just about as
big as a strike zone. I wondered if I could hit it with my killer
knuckleball.
"Stumpy," I said, "Can you hit that sign?"
"Yeah."
Then, standing about sixty feet away, I assumed the
pitcher's stance. But not being anxious to throw, I went through
my pre-pitch routine: stretch ... windup ... roll a stiff wrist ...
push with Stumpy ... throw 69 mph. When I told Stumpy what to
do, he nodded in obedience. Stumpy could throw the pitch exactly
as I imagined it. So, I imagined a right-handed batter standing
next to the sign that was dedicated to the glory of God. I heaved
the ball at the batter's head; it fluttered, caught the wind, then
darted in, hitting the sign in the very middle.
"Yes!" I pumped a fist and knelt to the ground. I was not
sure if I was kneeling in thanks to God or kneeling in the ecstasy
of accomplishment. But whatever the reason, it sure felt good.
"Stumpy, you're good."
"Yeah," he replied.
I retrieved my ball and went through the routine three or
four more times, hitting the sign perfectly every time. My killer
knuckleball was back.
Brad looked up from talking with his girlfriend to see my
pitching against the backstop. He realized that he was keeping
me waiting, so he said goodbye and jogged over to the ball field
asking,
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"What pitch were you throwing?"
"It was nothing." I didn't want to answer Brad. I wanted
to keep my killer knuckleball a secret. If ever the word got out
that Gramps had a killer knuckleball, he might put two and two
together and figure out that I was "Gramps."

CHAPTER

SEVEN

GRAMPS PITCHES IN WRIGLEY

My coat was off, my tie was loosened, and the three-hour
meeting had gone much longer than any of us anticipated. The
coffee in the carafe was cold, and we were wrapping up loose ends
when a slight knock came at the door of the church conference
room. The receptionist poked her head in to say,
"I am sorry to interrupt, but, Pastor, you have an
emergency phone call." She went on to tell me that the caller's
name was Harry Connelly. She explained that Harry said I would
interrupt a meeting for him.
'TU take it in my office," I announced to the staff, breaking
up our meeting.
I picked up the receiver with the customary, "Hello,
Harry," but Harry was never one for niceties of greetings; he burst
into his reason for calling.
"THE GREATEST THING IN LIFE HAS JUST
HAPPENED TO ME!" Harry was almost yelling in my ear. He
was so excited I couldn't interrupt. Harry continued, "I've just
been called up to the Cubs ... I am going to be pitching coach for
the Cubs ... "
"Wonderful!" was my honest response to him. But even
as I heard these words come out of my mouth, I thought of
how many times I have responded to good news from a church
member with my usual "that's wonderful!"
Harry told me how they just fired the pitching coach
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for the Cubs, and he was in the Charlotte Airport on his way to
Chicago. While waiting for his flight, he was spending all his
money phoning his friends to tell them the good news. Harry had
tried to reach many of his former players who are now pitching in
the big leagues, but I was one of the first he called. He asked,
"What do you think Ole Fritz would say if he were still
living?"
I had warm memories of our old high school baseball
coach and the great aspirations he had for his students. Ole Fritz
would be proud knowing that Harry Connelly was making it to
the big leagues as a pitching coach. Even back then, I'm sure that
Fritz knew Harry would not make it as a pitcher; he was too wild.
Harry advised, "Ya gotta come see me in Chicago."
Harry explained that as soon as he got settled in, he
wanted to take me into the Chicago Cubs' locker room, introduce
me to the big stars: Mark Grace and Sammy Sosa.
Harry reminded me, "The 'Flame Thrower' is in Chicago."
My eyes widened and my pulse increased; here was the
chance of a lifetime. I considered the ultimate summer reward
was to just visit Wrigley Field and see a game. Now I was going
into the dugout ... and then I was tempted. Maybe Harry would
let me walk out to the pitcher's mound of Wrigley Field and put my
toe on the pitching rubber ...
Harry kept talking about Chicago and the Cubs, but I was
already dreaming of my trip to Wrigley Field. I was planning on
getting a baseball signed for Brad, my grandson, and I would get
Harry Caray, the announcer, to sign a picture for my wife, Ruth.
"When?"
"Next week." Harry paused to think through the
ramifications. "Next week would be a good time." In his usual
brisk manner, Harry quickly corrected a thought I hadn't been
thinking,
"Don't plan on pitching," Harry said to me. "You can
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pitch for a minor league team, but don't even think about pitching
practice for the Cubs."
I had not dreamed of pitching batting practice for the
Cubs. That was a dream farther away than reality. Pitching for the
Cubs was unimaginable. All I could say was,
"Oh, no ... I never thought about it."
"You got one great pitch," Harry reminded me of my killer
knuckleball. "Your one great pitch got you a few innings with a
minor league ball team, but the Cubs are different!"
I could tell by Harry's voice that he was intimidated. He
had reached the unreachable. When Harry didn't make it to the
majors because he was wild as a pitcher, he never thought about
being promoted as a pitching coach. Because he didn't make it as
a pitcher, he never expected to make it at all. Then, to explain the
unexplainable, Harry said,
"Let me tell you why they called me up." He went on to
explain that the remarkable turnaround of the "Flame Thrower"
caught the attention of the Cubs' management. Then he laughed,
"They also heard about how I coached the phenom, the guy they
call 'Gramps."
"What?" I was caught by surprise. "The Cubs' manager
heard about Gramps?"
"They know everything." Harry went on to say that the
Cubs read carefully all the reports that had gone in. They were not
impressed that Gramps had pitched for free; they were impressed
that he struck out three batters with nine straight pitches in his
first appearance.
I sat straight up in my chair as though I were being
interviewed by the Cubs' management. I adjusted my tie and
brushed back my hair-what there was of it-to make a good
impression on the Cubs' managers who couldn't even see me, nor
did they even know that Harry was talking about them.
After Harry hung up, I checked my date book to see when
I would be in Chicago again. Then I saw it: Des Moines, Iowa. I
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was going to a minister's meeting the following week. I knew that
I had to fly through Chicago to get to Iowa, so I would speak on
Tuesday night, fly to Chicago Wednesday morning, layover for
Wednesday afternoon to see the Cubs, and fly home that evening.
My flight from Des Moines to Chicago landed around
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday morning. O'Hare Field is one of the
largest in the world, like a giant man's hand with steel and glass
fingers reaching out to the airplanes. It's the largest and most
complicated terminal in the world.
I followed the signs to "rental cars." After I filled out the
papers, I took the shuttle bus to the outlying lot where I got my
four-door coupe. It only took me a short time to travel the Dan
Ryan Expressway over to Wrigley Field. I knew the way well; I
had been there many times before. The game began at 1: 10 in the
afternoon; I knew the gates opened at 11:00 a.m. Sure enough,
the tickets Harry promised me were waiting at the reservation
window. My box seat was only a few rows from the Chicago
bullpen. I was too excited for hotdogs and peanuts, but I did
need some hot coffee to settle my nerves. I closed my eyes and let
Wrigley Field talk to me,
"GIT YO ICE COLD BEER!" the concessionaire came
yelling down the aisle my way. I shook my head no.
"You da man ... you da man ... you da man ... " I heard
the ballplayers' staccato message to one another.
"Red hots ... red hots ... red hots ... " I drank in the sights
of Wrigley Field. High above homeplate was the announcer's
box-the famous platform from which Harry Caray used to lead
us singing, "Take us out to the ball game ... " I closed my eyes to
picture Harry leaning out of the window, leading the singing
with the microphone. I had been there to hear him. His voice still
echoes in the breezes from Lake Michigan.
The ivy on the outfield walls was still olive green, but soon
it would turn brown under the coming cool nights of the fall.
Straight across from homeplate-in the centerfield bleachers88
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was a large tarpaulin to give a dark backdrop so batters could
better see the ball. Over the years I had seen many balls hit to
centerfield: Ryan Sandburg ... Ernie Banks ... Ron Santo ... and
in modern days, Sammy Sosa.
The bleacher bums were out en masse, stripped to the
waist, big, fat beer bellies hanging over their belts. Already, across
Waverly Avenue, people were perched at windows to watch the
Cubs warm up; a few were even on the rooftops, having paid a
good price to watch the game from privileged private boxes on
Waverly Street.
I was so busy drinking in the aroma of Wrigley Field that
I hadn't seen Harry coming out of the dugout to the bullpen. He
interrupted my thoughts,
"HEY PREACHER ... "
I'd recognize that grating voice anywhere. I returned the
compliment,
"Congratulations on your promotion ... you gangling
scarecrow." We both laughed.
Harry gave me directions underneath the grandstand to a
certain souvenir shop, and he said, "Wait there-I'll come out of a
door and let you in."
The door was painted a brownish gray, just like the walls; I
would have missed it if Harry had not told me where to wait.
"Follow me," Harry gave a terse command. We walked
down a short hallway, cut through a secretary's office into a small
cubicle, and he announced, "This is my office."
Harry explained that pitching coaches didn't have their
own offices in the minor leagues, but here at Wrigley, he had his
own private office. He could use the secretary outside his door to
type letters and fill out forms. Smiling, he said,
"I didn't know Paradise could feel so good."
Harry's other office door opened right out to the tunnel
leading to the field or into the locker room.
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"I want to go out on the diamond first," I asked with a
pleading voice.
As we walked out through the dugout, I paused to say the
immortal words of Ernie Banks, "It's a beautiful day in Chicago ...
let's play two."
Harry and I both laughed. "Come on," he nodded with his
head toward homeplate. "Your life is not lived until you stand on
the pitching mound at Wrigley Field."
It was still early; neither team had come out to practice.
However, a few players were running wind sprints. A coach was
batting fungos to a couple of "wannabe" outfielders.
Stepping onto the mound at Wrigley Field, I experienced
the same sensation as when I first stepped on the mound in
Lynchburg, Virginia. I was breaking a mental barrier, entering
an area that was forbidden to most baseball fans. In religious
terminology, I had entered the Cubs' "holy of holies." I stood on
the mound ... to think about Carl Hubbell striking out five of the
greatest ball players in 1934. I also thought of Ienkins, Steve Stone,
and other greats who had stood in this spot.
"HEY," Harry interrupted my thoughts, yelling to the
batting coach. "GO TOSS ME A BALL." Then Harry turned and
pitched the ball to me and with a Cheshire grin, "You can't stand
on the pitcher's mound without throwing the ball at least one
time."
I had not paid attention to the organist practicing for the
game. As though sovereignly controlled, the organist broke into
the tune, "Amazing Grace." I recognized the song and nodded that
it was amazing grace that I was standing in Wrigley Field.
"HEY," Harry yelled to a batboy sitting in the dugouts.
'THROW ME A GLOVE." The young boy came trotting out of
the dugout with an outfielder's glove. Harry put it on and held
it up, "I don't need a catcher's mitt; you don't have anything fast
enough to burn my hand." We both laughed again.
I put my foot into the rubber and tried to think of my pre90
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pitch routine. But the television screen in my mind was garbled;
nothing was clear. I couldn't remember if the windup or stretch
came first. I couldn't decide whether to throw a curve or a fastball.
To make it simple, Harry took his stance behind the plate and
dropped one finger for a fastball.
I went into my windup and threw the ball down the heart
of the plate; I hit his glove perfectly. Harry didn't have to move a
millimeter to catch my ball.
"DO IT AGAIN," Harry yelled at me.
Again, Harry went into his crouch, dropped a finger, then
put the glove on the outside of the homeplate. I threw my fastball,
again hitting his glove perfectly.
"AGAIN."
I threw the fastball seven or eight times, each time
perfectly hitting Harry's glove. By now, I had forgotten where I
was. I no longer remembered that I was standing on the mound of
the world-famous Wrigley Field. Digging my wingtip shoes into
the pitcher's mound didn't seem to be inappropriate.
"NOW THE CURVEBALL," Harry squatted behind
homeplate and flashed two fingers for the curve.
"INSIDE OR OUT?" I yelled back before Harry could give
me a spot.
"OUTSIDE."
I went into my stretch, windup, and then threw the ball
perfectly on the outside corner.
"Ya still got it, Preacher," Harry yelled at me. "Now see if
you can throw a curveball high on the inside corner."
That was one of the easiest pitches. I would start the curve
at the batter's shoulder, and it would break gently into the strike
zone. This was an easy pitch for me because my killer knuckleball
started at the same area-the batter's head-so it was an easy
pitch to throw. When I threw to the inside corner, Harry yelled
back, "Right on target." Then he smiled at me. "Let's see if you
still have that killer knuckleball."
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I grinned; I had my killer knuckleball in my back pocket at
all times. Now the television screen in my mind was clear.
"Let's do it, Stumpy," I said.
I went through my pre-pitch routine: stretch ... windup ...
slow roll of a stiff wrist ... push with the Stumpy ... 69 mph. I
released the ball according to prescription at the imaginary head
of the right-hand batter. At the last moment, the knuckleball
jumped violently into the strike zone.
"STRIKE!" Harry yelled to me. He was glad to see that I
still had my killer knuckleball. After pitching it four or five times
and not missing the plate, Harry had to leave to work with some
new pitchers in the bullpen.
When I stepped out of the brownish-gray door next to the
souvenir stand, it's as though I stepped from heaven into another
world. I would never forget where I'd been; I would remember
every brick in the wall ... every blade of grass on the infield ...
and the feel of the pitching rubber at Wrigley Field.

CHAPTER

EIGHT

ANOTHER MAN'S OBSESSION WITH STUMPY

The frosted glass door banged as Sgt. Night-Train Hatch
stormed into the police precinct #107. He was angry, as usual, and
walked past several policemen without speaking. He stomped into
his office and slammed the door.
"He'll be a devil today." One policeman rolled his eyes at
another.
"His anger drives him," the second policeman answered.
"I guess that makes him a good cop. He's angry with everyone and
doesn't believe anything anyone says. He won't give up until he
nails his man."
Night-Train Hatch had a reputation around the precinct
for being relentless in pursuing every clue ... every shred of
evidence ... every prospective criminal. He never gave up on any
crime he'd ever investigated. He remembered every unsolved
crime he had ever investigated.
Entering his office, he slammed a file folder on his desk.
The District Attorney had just refused to file charges against a
criminal. Four years ago, a man had robbed a Chinese restaurant
only ten blocks from the station. Hatch had only two threads
of evidence: one was a thumbprint lifted from a credit card that
the shooter had taken from the victim before shooting him. The
shooter had ordered Chinese takeout-sweet and sour chicken
with an egg roll-then he demanded cash from the register. The
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shooter killed a customer, but also left his greasy fingerprint on
the food carton.
Night-Train Hatch used a computer analysis program
after searching the area for fingerprints. Hatch matched the
fingerprint to an inmate in the federal prison in Joliet, but the
DA refused to prosecute the shooter for murder. Hatch was sure
that the DA's workload was the problem. There just weren't
enough personnel to pursue the case. The Assistant DA had said,
"The guy's already in prison for twenty years ... he'll never get
out." Hatch was mad because he had spent a vast amount of time
searching for the suspect, and now the DA's office wouldn't do
anything. Hatch wanted the shooter to get the chair or at least life
without a chance of parole.
Hatch slammed the drawer closed and then spotted a jar
of muddy formaldehyde on the window ledge. In the jar was half
a finger from a white male-an index finger. The finger was the
one positive shred of evidence Hatch had from his first crime. Of
all the cases Hatch had solved, he had not solved the very first case
assigned to him. It didn't matter; Hatch had the highest rate of
solved cases in the entire city. The finger irritated him.
"Stumpy," Night-Train Hatch talked to the finger. "One
day I'll find your owner and put him in jail."
Hatch was sure he'd stick that finger right on the hand of
the one who was guilty of the first crime he had investigated.
Night-Train Hatch got his new job as inspector almost
forty years ago, and his first assignment was a shooting near the
Loop in downtown Chicago. A high-heeled shoe was found at the
site, so Hatch knew a woman was involved, but he didn't know
how. For some reason, Hatch knew she was not the shooter.
Hatch knew "Stumpy" had pulled the trigger.
"I'll get ya' owner," Hatched said to the finger. Because
of his careful investigation, Hatch had found the bullet halfway
down the alley. But the telltale evidence was the finger. Hatch
knew there was a struggle, and he knew two men had wrestled
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with the gun. Hatch was sure the finger on the shooter was shot
off.
Hatch had carried the finger from one precinct to another,
from one promotion to another, from one desk to another. Every
time he was transferred, the jar of formaldehyde and "Stumpy"
went with him.
"Stumpy," a disgusted Hatch yelled at the bottle. "This
murderer will not get away from me. I'll get your owner."
Hatch was determined to find "Stumpy's" owner. He
didn't know how long it would take him, nor did he know where
he would find him, but he would not give up. Somehow, Hatch
knew in his heart that if there were a slim chance of ever finding
the owner to the finger, he'd get him. Then, to make his point, he
again spoke,
"Stumpy, one day I'll find the rest of your body." Hatch
knew he was looking for a man who had lost his index finger.
Children call it the "pointer," but in medical terms, it is the first
digit.
It was late afternoon when most of the other lieutenants
went down to the corner cafe for dinner, but not Hatch. He
picked a videotape out of a cardboard box, slamming it into
the television set. He was going to watch the crowds leaving
O'Hare Airport. The surveillance camera kept an image of every
passenger who checked in for a departing flight. This afternoon
he was watching the U.S. Air desk, hoping to spot someone with
a missing finger-the index finger on the right hand. Usually, he
picked up one lead every two or three days watching surveillance
films. Every time a fingerless candidate was identified, Hatch went
into the computer records to find out the name of the man. The
inspector had a hunch that Stumpy's owner still lived in Chicago
and would travel in and out of the city on an airplane. It wasn't
much to go on, but at least he had something to pursue.
"There's one," Hatch sat up stiffly in his chair. He rolled
the tape back again and again. This fingerless man was about
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sixty years of age, balding, and he had warm eyes, almost laughing
eyes. Hatch noticed that the suspect only took the hand out of
a pocket when he needed. Most of the man's actions were done
by his left hand when possible, almost as though guilt-inspired.
Hatch figured the man had always kept his right hand out of sight.
"That's it." Hatch got excited. "He's used to hiding that
right hand."
Hatch pounced on the computer with renewed zeal,
quickly typing in the time and the identifying numbers from the
videotape. The slow-responding computer didn't help. Hatch
banged his fists on the table. "Come on, give me a name!"
When you're anxious, even thirty seconds seems like a
lifetime, especially when you think you're only thirty seconds
away from obtaining a lifelong goal. Then the name popped onto
the screen-Remle Noel-and with it a silver medallion account
number.
Remle Noel, approximately age sixty, had flown from
Chicago airport to Charlotte, North Carolina, and transferred to a
commuter airline into Lynchburg, Virginia.
"He'll be easy to find." Inspector Hatch went to the
computer to punch up REM LENO E L. The Lynchburg city
directory gave his home street number and the address of a local
Baptist church where he was pastor.
What shall I say? Hatch thought to himself as he dialed the
number. He had followed the same routine many times before,
each time getting excited about talking to his elusive victim, and
each time ending at a dead end. "Will this be a dead end?"
The phone continued to ring at the Noel residence. No
one answered.
Hatch called the Baptist church, and the receptionist
answered,
"Good morning, "she happily told Hatch. "How may I
help you?" the friendly receptionist continued.
'Tm Inspector Night-Train Hatch from the Chicago police
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department," he identified himself, then asked, "Is the Reverend
. ?"
m.

"He's not in today; he's at a funeral," Shelly, the
receptionist, answered. "How can I help you?"
"I am looking for a man about sixty years of age who is
missing part of a finger on the right hand," Hatch said to the
receptionist.
"Oh, that's not our pastor," the receptionist incorrectly
answered. "I've shaken his hand many times; he's got all his
fingers." Then she added, "Is this a joke?"
"This is no joke," Night-Train Hatch firmly responded.
"Just a couple more questions. How long has the pastor been in
the church?"
"I've been a member of this church all my life ... since
childhood. But I've only worked here in the office for the past two
or three months."
Hatch interrupted, "If you've been in that church all your
life, then you should know if your pastor is missing a finger."
"He has all his fingers," Shelly again answered. "I'd swear
to it."
Hatch looked at the phone receiver. Did he isolate the
wrong man on the video? Another dead end. And with that,
Hatch bit off the words and hung up the phone.
Another wild goose chase, another blind alley. He turned
to the TV and began watching the security tape again, looking
for the elusive fingerless man. What Hatch didn't know was that
Shelly thought she was protecting her pastor, though not from the
police. She wanted to protect Rev. Noel from radicals.
Shelly always thought it was embarrassing to have a pastor
with a missing finger, but she did like the fact Rev. Noel kept his
right hand in his pocket when he preached. As a matter of fact, he
kept it there most of the time. That's cool, she thought.
As I walked into the church from the funeral, I spied a
new face at the switchboard; it was the smiling face of Shelly who
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had tight, red Shirley Temple curls. I could tell she liked her work
because she was eagerly engaged in talking on the phone. I wanted
to smile and meet her, but our eyes did not meet. She was pouring
her warm personality into the receiver.
"Is Shelly going to take the job on the phones?" I asked
my secretary as I entered the office. "Shelly needs the job," my
secretary confided. Then she went on to explain that Shelly had
grown up in the church years ago, but had gotten away from the
Lord. She was a single mom who had difficulty finding a job
because she had a felony record, and she couldn't handle money.
My secretary went on to explain that during Shelly's teenage
years, she associated with the wrong kinds of friends, but recently
had made a decision for Jesus Christ. She was there trying to put
her life in order. My secretary noted,
"Shelly was in church last Sunday for the first time. I think
she shook hands with you as she left the worship service."
It was then that I remembered meeting her with a group of
people; I shook the hands of several people standing in a circle.
"Shelly has trouble telling the truth," my secretary added,
"but I don't think she will do any harm by answering the phone."
Just then every light on the intercom lit up; it was the
receptionist.
"Pastor," Shelly, the receptionist, said to me. "There was
a phone call from a policeman from Chicago asking about you.
He asked if you were missing a finger on your right hand, but I
told him 'No.' I shook your hand last Sunday and you had all your
fingers."
I held up Stumpy to show her I was missing a part of my
index finger.
I thanked Shelly for her response. I didn't know why
Shelly told him it wasn't me, but I was glad she did.
Shelly's message drained all my energy. I slumped into my
chair and told the secretary, "Hold all my calls; that was a tough
funeral. I just need some time to think and pray."
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I re-visited the alley and heard the young lady call for help.
Again, I saw the young man with the acne-scarred face. Again I
looked down the barrel of that gun and remembered sticking my
finger into its barrel. This time, I shook with fear. I was not scared
of dying-it was guilt. Was this sergeant in Chicago investigating
the crime that took place over forty years ago? Was he coming
after me? Would I lose my ministry? Would I lose my church?
For almost forty years I had walked straight-not even
a traffic ticket. I had begged the Lord many times to cover this
up. Sometimes I cried over it. Many times I shook with fear. But
now, I was being held over the brink of Hell by a slender spider's
thread, and there was a policeman in Chicago who could cut the
thread and let me plunge into the abyss.
Sergeant Hatch slithered out of the police station, a
different man from the one who arrogantly stomped in a few
hours earlier. With his hands pushed deeply in his pockets, his
head bent with discouragement, Hatch was deep in thought.
I was sure this guy owned my missing finger. He hid his
hand in the pocket as though he didn't want anyone to see the
missing finger. He's the right age, and I had a gut feeling that he
was the one, but the receptionist ought to know.
Hatch crossed the street into the park; pigeons fluttered
out of his way. Late afternoon sunbathers stretched out on the
grass to get the late afternoon sun. Mothers pushed new canvastype baby carriages, and old men occupied the park benches. The
park dwellers had nothing in common except that they loved
the park, and they all adored Hatch. They waved to him, but this
afternoon, he didn't wave back. Hatch was talking to himself,
"My emotions are like a roller coaster. I go 'sky high'
thinking this is my man; then I get depressed when I find another
dead end. Why should I get excited about 'Stumpy,' a finger? It's
one in a billion chances I'll ever find my man."
If Hatch had been quick, he would have checked the
history of Remle Noel. Hatch should have checked if Remle
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Noel was living in Chicago when he found the finger in the alley.
Because he let his emotions blind him, he missed this revealing
fact. He should have asked someone else in the church if Pastor
Noel was missing part of a finger on his right hand.
When Hatch looked at the other side of the roller
coaster-real fast-he pushed his shoulders back and "bucked up."
Suddenly, he was no longer discouraged, but he looked at the sun
in the afternoon sky and smiled. Then, looking beyond the sun to
God, Hatch prayed-something he hadn't done in a long time.
Dear God, the gruff voice prayed inwardly. There's a man
out there that I need to find. I have given my life to finding him,
and now I realize I can't do it. I've walked down too many deadend trails. Help me find "Stumpy's" owner ... please.
That was the first time Hatch had said "Please" in a long
time. He felt significantly better. He remembered his teenage
years as an altar boy in Saint John Mark's Catholic Church.
He had prayed many times as a boy and felt God answered his
prayers. As a matter of fact, when he was a teenager, he had faithdeep faith-that God was hearing his prayers and would answer
him. But now he didn't have faith in anything. Hatch thought
inwardly,
I want to catch the man. I've spent my life catching
criminals for the City of Chicago. I have one of the best records of
all detectives on the police force. There is no reason to hang my
head, but my first case is still unsolved.
Even though the City of Chicago had closed the case years
ago, it was still open in Hatch's mind. Like the man of La Mancha,
the index finger in the jar of formaldehyde was his "impossible
dream."
As he walked briskly toward the subway, he again talked
with God. If I can't catch my man, take this desire away from me;
burn out the root. Please stop this obsession.
When Hatch realized what he prayed, he shook his head
negatively. Hatch's inner man violently disagreed with what he
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just prayed. Even though Hatch prayed in his head to give up the
chase, he knew in his heart he couldn't.
Please help me, God. All the while, he knew that God
wouldn't hear his prayer because he didn't go to church ... he
hadn't been to confession ... he hadn't been to Mass.

CHAPTER

NINE

REMLE'S FIRST BIG LEAGUE GAME

About noon, a weather front came through Chicago. The
gentle wind that was blowing in from Lake Michigan turned.
Within minutes, the wind blew out with gale force. It was as
though the turning of the clock from a.m. to p.m. introduced the
turning of the weather. The hot sun of late July disappeared. The
angry clouds blew in, and even though it threatened rain, there
was no precipitation.
My coat was little protection, and I slipped down to the
souvenir stand to buy a sweatshirt that read "Wrigley Field, Horne
of the Chicago Cubs."
At Wrigley Field, when the wind blows out, harmless fly
balls get caught in a jet stream and go out of the ballpark for a
home run. Even the weakest hitting utility infielder becomes Babe
Ruth when the wind is blowing out.
Pittsburgh had a pitcher who kept throwing the ball low
and outside to every batter, and the Cubs kept hitting the ball
on the ground for outs. But Chicago gave up two home runs in
the first inning; one was with a man on base. At the end of one
inning, it was 3-0. By the end of the fifth inning, Harry Connelly
had gone through three Cub pitchers, but was able to stop the
Pittsburgh Pirates: the score was 7-0.
The weather kept many last-minute fans away, and many
of those who attended were gone by the seventh inning. A little
mist in the howling wind and the leaden skies sent all the families
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packing early. Only the most devoted Cubs' fanatic remained for
the ongoing slaughter. The Pirates scored five runs in the top of
the seventh; it was now 12-0. In the top of the eighth, Pittsburgh
added four more runs, making the score 16-0. Harry had gone
through seven relief pitchers; none of them could stop the Pirates'
onslaught.
I should have gone home, but it is not that often that I get
to Chicago and Wrigley Field. On many occasions, I had sat in the
hospital with a dying friend when I knew that death was inevitable.
There is a compulsive moment, though, life is slipping away and
death is waiting at the end of the hospital corridor; sometimes I
just couldn't leave when death was slow. Today, the Cubs were
dying, and their death was addictive. I couldn't leave.
By this time, I was sitting by myself in back of the Cubs'
bullpen. All the faithful had gone, and I missed them, though
not because we had talked or enjoyed fellowship. They broke the
wind and were a shield against the elements. The brutal wind
penetrated my new sweatshirt.
Harry stepped out of the Cubs' dugout and pointed at me.
I wonder what he wants, I thought. He had phoned one of the
catchers in the bullpen, who stood and gave me the message.
"Harry Connelly says for you to meet him at the door to
his office ... the one next to the souvenir stand."
I was glad to leave my exposed box in the elements and get
down under the grandstand where there was some warmth. When
I got to the souvenir stand, Harry had the door opened, waiting
for me. He barked an order,
"You're going to pitch in the top of the ninth. I don't want
to waste any more relief pitchers in this game ... hurry up!"
The necessity of the moment covered any feelings I might
have. Just as I had pitched to three batters in the ninth for the
Young Cubs, today was the same scenario. The only difference
was Harry didn't dress in a locker next to the other players; he had
a closet in his office with a small stool in front for changing shoes.
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"Here, put these on ... " He threw me a pair of his pants
and shirt, then fumbling in the bottom of the closet, he found a
pair of old dirty socks and a pair of baseball spikes.
Picking up the phone, Harry barked an order into the
mouthpiece,
"Get that contract down here quick; this man needs to get
into the game."
Then it dawned on me; back with the Young Cubs I had
worn a gray wig and hat that kept my identity secret. I didn't
want to go out and pitch for the Chicago Cubs; WGN televised
the game to almost every cable outlet in America. There would be
too many people back in Lynchburg watching. As a matter of fact,
Ruth said she was going to watch to see if the camera caught me
during the game. Half dressed, I stopped to tell Harry,
"I can't do this ... everybody will know me."
Harry smiled and walked over to his desk, pulling out the
bottom left drawer. There in the same old plastic sack were the
gray wig and cap-the ones I had worn when pitching for the
Young Cubs. Harry grinned mischievously.
"One of the reasons they called me up was because I had
developed Gramps, a 61-year-old. They figured ifI could help an
old man pitch, I could help the Cubs."
Harry threw me the gray wig, and it still fit. When I looked
in the mirror, I saw a humorous image of gray curls down around
my ears. But then, I looked down and saw the Chicago uniform.
Never before in my life had I had on a Chicago Cubs shirt. Even
when shopping in a souvenir store, I didn't buy a Chicago Cubs
shirt. I never dreamed ... I never thought ... this was beyond my
wildest expectations.
KNOCK, KNOCK, KNOCK. "We need a reliever," a voice
through the closed door demanded.
"PUT DONNY BACK IN," Harry yelled back at the voice.
"TELL THEM I HA VE A NEW RELIEF PITCHER COMING."
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Again, Harry went over to the phone, angrily dialed a number,
and barked again, "GET THAT CONTRACT DOWN HERE!"
Herman, the Cubs' trainer, came into Harry's office
waving the contract. "Sign here," Harry made a big "X" at the
bottom of the page. The contract called for payment of $100 in
response for entertainment, service, and baseball activity. "You
know what name to sign." I took the pen and printed in large
capital letters, REMLE NOEL.
By the time we got to the dugout, Donny, the reliever, had
allowed two more runs even though he got one out. Then I heard
the public announcer say, "Now pitching for the Cubs ... Remle
Noel, Number 38."
Walking to the mound was easy; I had walked through the
congregation to many pulpits. I felt questions from the crowds
on many occasions. They wondered if I could preach and if God
would speak through me. The pressure I felt from congregations
was no different than the crowds sitting in Wrigley Field that day.
The Cubs' faithful didn't expect anything. The game was over as
far as they were concerned, another Cub fiasco. All they wanted
was two outs; I knew I could do it. My killer knuckleball dances
and turns when I throw it into the wind, and today the wind was
blowing out of Wrigley. As the ump walked over to me, I knew
what he was going to say, so I cut him off,
"I only need eight warm-up pitches."
Toeing the rubber with spikes was a little different than
from my wing tips. I decided to throw four fastballs, and four
curveballs; I'd save my killer knuckleball for my first strike. When
the catcher came out to check signals, I told him what I had told
the third string catcher with the Young Cubs, "I've only got one
pitch. Show me any signal you want to, I am only going to throw
one pitch."
The catcher didn't understand, so I asked,
"Can you catch a knuckleball?"
"Yes, sir."
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I inwardly chuckled at the response. Baseball players grunt
at one another, and during games, they mask their respect behind
sarcastic language and curses. But this young kid-younger than
my children-said to me,
"Yes, sir."
"Stumpy, you've been with me almost forty years," I spoke
to my deformity. "Don't let me down now."
"We can do it," Stumpy answered.
With my toe on the rubber, I went through my pre-pitch
routine
stretch ... windup ... stiff wrist roll ... push with
Stumpy
aim at the head ... 69 mph. I threw the ball according
to prescription and prayed the wind would catch the seams and
blow it across homeplate. Not knowing what to expect, the batter
bailed out, and the ball darted toward homeplate.
"STRIKE ONE!" the ump pumped out the strike with his
right hand.
As I turned to look at centerfield, the corner of my eye
caught Harry in the dugout pumping his fist in triumph. From
homeplate, the large ancient scoreboard in centerfield was much
larger than I expected but there was the light under the word
"STRIKE." I had registered a strike at Wrigley Field.
"You$@%#," the Pittsburgh batter cursed me, daring me
to throw the pitch again. My calm smile seemed to irritate him all
the more.
After going through my pre-pitch routine, I threw the
killer curveball again at his head. This time the batter didn't bail
out but made contact, fouling the ball off in the right field line. I
had two strikes on him; all I had to do was miss for the third time.
I wanted to do something extra with this pitch, but then
again, reason prevailed. I reminded myself, work what works.
Going through the pre-pitch routine, I was ready for the third
strike. I pushed with Stumpy a little more than usual, and the ball
didn't break toward the strike zone, but fluttered outside. Before I
could panic, I saw the batter swing wildly and miss.
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"STRIKE THREE!"
Turning, I again put my back to homeplate and stared at
the light that just came on under the word "OUT." I had recorded
my first out in the National Baseball League. Now, my name
would go down permanently in the record books; not my name,
but Remle Noel would always be there for posterity.
The next batter was a weak-hitting shortstop. The
Pittsburgh Pirates had brought him up from the Lynchburg
Hillcats. He had seen me pitch in Lynchburg, but had never batted
against me. When he got into the batter's box, he yelled out to me,
"Are you going to throw me one of those easy flutter balls?
If you do, I'll hit it out of here." He tried to psych me out, talking
about the wind snapping the flags out in centerfield. Then keeping
up the chatter, he yelled, "This one's for Waverly Street."
I wasn't intimidated. I only had one pitch, and if I failed,
I'd fail with my killer knuckleball. After the pre-pitch routine, I
hurled the ball at his head. At the last moment, it broke sharply
across the outside of homeplate. He made contact, hitting a
grounder down to first base. I was so shocked, I forgot to break
to first base and cover the bag. But the first baseman outran the
runner and the ump signaled with his right hand, "OUT!"
I wondered what Harry would say as I jogged off the field.
I listened for what the other Cub players would say. The spirit
had been beaten out of them with the 18-0 score; they were not in
a friendly mood. But what does one ballplayer say to an old man
who has just walked onto the field and got two batters out. If they
never met the old man, they say nothing. In shocked amazement,
they trotted into the dugout. I wondered what Harry would say to
me, but in true Connelly style, he didn't have a compliment or a
word of encouragement for me. His grin said everything; I knew
he was proud of me. All he said was,
"Get out of here, Gramps."
Going down the tunnel to the locker room, I cut into
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Harry's office, locking the door behind me. I didn't need a
shower; it was too cold to work up a sweat. I quickly changed into
my street clothes and wrote a note on his desk, "I've got to catch a
6:05 flight to Lynchburg."

CHAPTER

TEN

MEDIA INTOXICATION

The next morning, I rolled out of bed at 6:00 a.m. Quietly,
Ruth slept on. I slipped down to fix the usual pot of coffee. All the
way home on the plane, I had been unusually calm and collected
about pitching at Wrigley Field. Fireworks didn't go off when I
got the final out.
I read the newspaper on the flight home as though
it were just another trip. I thought the once-in-a-lifetime
experience would hit me the next morning, but fixing coffee
was monotonously the same. I was beginning the day as though
nothing happened yesterday.
Yesterday, I had pitched for the Cubs in Wrigley Field!
Unbelievable!!! Amazing!!! Something I thought would never
happen. Yes, I wanted to pitch for the Young Cubs in minor
league, and when I got the opportunity, the dream ate me up.
Little boys dream of striking out the meanest batter in Little
League. Every aspiring pitcher is David striking out Goliath.
When that moment of glory arrives, we savor it like the first cold
watermelon of the season. We roll it around in the mouth and
suck all the goodness out until it loses its taste.
"Pretty good, Stumpy," I said, talking to my finger. We
carry on conversations all the time. "It's pretty amazing when
an old man and a freaky finger can strike out a major league ball
player."
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Striking out one Pittsburgh Pirate batter and forcing the
other into a ground out was no big deal. I knew I could do it when
I took the mound.
The greatest moment was last June when I struck out three
Tidewater batters on nine pitches. That was awesome because
I had never struck out a professional ball player. I wasn't sure
I could do it, but they went down swinging-an event forever
etched in my mind.
Pitching at Wrigley was great, but not world-shattering. I
wasn't even tempted to tell Ruth. Pitching against the Pirates was
like a second cup of coffee in the morning-it's good, but the early
morning first cup satisfies best. Defining moments slip up on us
unawares. Mechanically, I fill the pot and subconsciously smell
ground coffee; that wakes up a desire. The aroma of perking coffee
stirs my imagination; I want it before I can have it. The gurgling
sound of fresh brewed coffee dripping in the pot pushes my desire
to the edge, so I pour a cup before the pot is finished brewing. My
first early morning coffee satisfies best. Each succeeding cup is not
as tempting, and I lose interest as the day wears on.
Probably no one will ever know I pitched for the Cubs,
and that will be all right. I want to be known as a preacher who
can communicate the Bible to serve people's needs. My greatest
desire is to be a servant of the Lord, so I help people while obeying
the Lord-that's an added blessing.
It was a "fluke" to pitch for the Cubs. Intuitively, I knew
this sovereign opportunity wouldn't happen again. It had to
be arranged by God. Harry Connelly was frustrated, and on a
stormy day in Chicago, none of the relief pitchers could stop the
Pittsburgh Pirates. So, I got a one in a billion opportunity. I only
had one pitch-a killer knuckleball-and it worked.
I was a good keeper of secrets. Early in my ministry, I had
learned that no one could spill a secret ifl didn't tell them. So, I
determined not to tell Ruth or my sons, especially my grandson,
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Brad. Telling would not accomplish anything. Telling would not
help my ministry. An "overnight wonder" is only a freak; he's only
a guy who got lucky. I want to be respected for who I am, not for
being a freak.
As I began my Bible study that morning, I reviewed
my sermon on Timothy for the coming Sunday. Timothy was
converted as a teenager under the ministry of the Apostle Paul.
Timothy accompanied Paul on missionary trips, learning how to
be a minister as he helped Paul. My sermon featured the advice
Paul gave to Timothy when putting someone in ministry, "Don't
choose a novice because they will be lifted up with pride." God
didn't want "overnight wonders" to lead His church, and pride
was always my downfall. God wanted leaders who made a lifelong
commitment. God wanted ministers who ate, slept, and dreamt
of serving God. I had given my life to Jesus Christ in my teenage
years, and I studied for the ministry in college and seminary. I
was not an "overnight wonder" in the ministry, but the Cubs
were a different thing. I was a man with one pitch-a lucky killer
knuckleball. I had no right playing in the major league because
I was not a well-rounded player who eats, sleeps, and dreams
baseball.
I was busily absorbed in my sermon review when I heard
Ruth yell, "I am cooking breakfast," which was an unusual
remark. Most mornings, I went off to the church without
breakfast; just a bowl of bran flakes would hold me until lunch.
She added, "I am frying bacon and eggs ... breakfast is on the
table in two minutes." I knew that meant get to the kitchen
quickly.
As I was sipping my second cup of coffee, Ruth turned to
the sports section to read what happened to the Cubs yesterday.
It was not good news; they had been slaughtered 16-0. I had
not read the sports page because it's not fun to read about a
massacre. Then Ruth read aloud a news item under the "Odds
and Ends."
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WGN SPORTSCAST-(Chicago (EP)
The Chicago Cubs signed Remle Noel, a 61-year-old relief
pitcher, to a contract and brought him to get the final two
Pittsburgh outs yesterday. The gray locks of Noel brought
the only humor to an otherwise dismal game that the Cubs
lost 16 to 0.
Noel had saved two games in four relief appearances for
the Young Cubs in the Carolina League this past summer.
Nothing much is known about the relief pitcher called
"Grarnps" by Harry Connelly, the new pitching coach
for the Cubs. When Connelly managed in the Carolina
League, he began using Gramps early in the middle of the
season. The 61-year-old Gramps had never pitched professional ball until this season.
The Cubs had better not put any stock in a senior citizen
prospect, but rather find another phenomenon like the
one Harry Connelly calls "the Flame Thrower."

/

When Ruth finished reading the article, I didn't look up
from my coffee, nor did I show any emotions in my face. I was
surprised that anything was included about Remle Noel. I knew
that Ruth didn't recognize that name, so my secret was safe. My
only response was,
"Who?"

"If Gramps can get two outs," Ruth noted with detached
reasoning, "he ought to be used more often ... the biggest thing
the Cubs need is a relief pitcher."
I still didn't look up from my coffee cup; I didn't quite
know what to say. Then I repeated what she read in the paper,
"The future of the Cubs is with the youth."
When Ruth didn't say any more about Gramps, I was
relieved. I was smart enough not to bring the subject up again. I
was convinced that ifI were to say anything about Gramps, even
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in an detached voice, she would get suspicious and suspect what
was going on.
That evening when I got home, Ruth was in the family
room, sitting in front of the television, glued to WGN News. She
told me that a news item on Gramps was going to be included
in the 6:00 p.m. news. She suggested I change into something
comfortable.
Because I was afraid I might miss the news about Gramps,
I sat down with coat and tie and thumbed through the mail of
the day. I found myself getting excited, waiting for the sports
announcer to talk about Gramps,
"WE HA VE FURTHER INFORMATION ON GRAMPS,
THE RELIEF PITCHER LAST NIGHT FOR THE CUBS
WHO STRUCK OUT HIS FIRST BATTER WITH
THREE PITCHES, THEN GOT THE FINAL OUT WITH
ONE PITCH. GRAMPS'S NAME IS REMLE NOEL.
NEW PITCHING COACH, HARRY CONNELLY, USED
REMLE NOEL IN RELIEF APPEARANCES FOR THE
YOUNG CUBS IN THE CAROLINA LEAGUE FOR
FIVE OR SIX GAMES THIS PAST SUMMER. CONNELLY CAME TO THE CUBS FROM THE CAROLINA
LEAGUE WHERE HEWAS MANAGER. CONNELLY
WON'T RETURN OUR PHONE CALLS OR MAKE
HIMSELF AVAILABLE FOR A PRESS CONFERENCE.
HE HAS BEEN INSTRUCTED BY THE CUBS' MANAGEMENT NOT TO GIVE OUT ANY INFORMATION
ON NOEL WHILE THEY CHECK TO MAKE SURE
HE DOESN'T HA VE SIGNING OBLIGATIONS TO
ANOTHER MAJOR LEAGUE TEAM.
HERE'S WHAT OUR RESEARCH HAS UNCOVERED.
ACCORDING TO RELIABLE SOURCES, NOEL'S CONTRACT SAYS HE IS 38-YEARS-OLD, BUT WE THINK
HE WAS PROBABLY BORN IN '38 ... 1938. LOOK AT
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THIS PICTURE ON THE SCREEN OF REMLE NOEL.
THE GRAY HAIR AND THE LINES AROUND HIS
EYES SHOW THIS IS NO SPRING CHICKEN.
WE FOUND OUT GRAMPS FIRST ENTERED A GAME
IN THE CAROLINA LEAGUE WHEN THE YOUNG
CUBS WERE LOSING 19-0, ABOUT THE SAME SCENARIO AS LAST NIGHT. IN THAT GAME, GRAMPS'S
FIRST GAME, HE STRUCK OUT THE LAST THREE
BATTERS ON NINE STRAIGHT PITCHES. THAT'S
AMAZING FOR A MAN THAT OLD. WE FOUND
OUT FROM THE CUBS TRAINER IN THE CAROLINA
LEAGUE THAT GRAMPS ONLY HAS ONE PITCH.
IT'S CALLED A "KILLER KNUCKLEBALL." WATCH
THE SCREEN, YOU'LL SEE IT DEMONSTRATED.
GRAMPS THROWS IT LIKE A CURVEBALL, AND
THE MOST AMAZING THING IS THAT GRAMPS
HAS EXCELLENT CONTROL. HE THREW IT FOR
NINE STRIKES IN A ROW.
WE'LL HA VE MORE INFORMATION ON GRAMPS
ON THE 10:00 NEWS TONIGHT. TUNE IN AS WE
CONTINUE TO RESEARCH THIS NEW DEVELOPMENT IN CUBS' FRENZY."
As I listened to the announcer talk about me, I was
detached from the telecast. Here I was sitting in Lynchburg,
Virginia, watching a rerun of me pitching in the ninth inning
yesterday ... it was eerie. I didn't dare say anything, not knowing
what Ruth was thinking. She didn't say anything, so I thought she
was not that concerned.
The next morning, as I was reading the newspaper and
drinking my coffee, I again glanced down the column called Odds
and Ends, which gives stories behind the news. Another item on
Gramps caught my eye.
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THE GRAMPS CONTEST-CHICAGO (EP)
A BAR ON ADDISON STREET ACROSS FROM
WRIGLEY FIELD HAS OFFERED "A YEAR OF BEER"
TO GRAMPS IF HE WILL REVEAL HIMSELF TO
CHICAGO IN THEIR BAR. BECAUSE THE MEDIA
FRENZY IN CHICAGO IS HUNGRY FOR INFORMATION ON REMLE NOEL, THE BAR WAS STAMPEDED WITH CUSTOMERS WHEN THE RUMOR
GOT OUT LAST NIGHT THAT IT WAS GRAMPS'S
FAVORITE WATERING HOLE.
UNDER INTENSE QUESTIONING, THE OWNER
ADMITTED THAT GRAMPS HAD NEVER BEEN
THERE TO HIS KNOWLEDGE. THAT'S WHEN HE
ANNOUNCED THE CONTEST "A YEAR OF BEER"
TO FIND OUT THE IDENTITY OF GRAMPS.
At first I was offended because I don't drink beer, and
I didn't want anyone to think that I did. This contest muddied
up the whole issue of Gramps pitching for the Cubs. If people
thought Gramps was a rowdy beer guzzler, it would ruin my
ministry at the church. Now, more than ever, I was determined to
keep my identity secret. I'd never pitch again for the Cubs, and I
would never want anyone to know that I was Gramps.
Later that morning, I was in my office studying. It was
my private time when I didn't have interviews nor did I allow my
secretary to interrupt me, unless there was an emergency; it was
my time to pray. I heard a quiet knock on the door; the secretary
stuck her head in to say,
"There's an emergency for you on Line 2 ... it's Harry
Connelly."
Picking up the phone, I expected Harry Connelly to
begin the conversation in his usual abrupt manner. He always
got straight to the point without niceties. Then again, he might
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congratulate me on my pitching performance a couple of days
ago. Picking up the phone, I heard, "When are you going to pitch
for me again?"
"Ha!" I laughed at Harry's question, then answered with
my own question, "Why do you want me to pitch for the Cubs
again?"
Harry explained that the Cubs management wanted to
keep my identity a secret. They felt that the media frenzy about
Gramps was good for ticket sales. Harry told me that the phones
were ringing off the hook with people wanting to know when
Gramps was pitching again ... even out-of-town calls wanting
tickets to Wrigley Field to see Gramps. Harry explained that
the front office wanted him to keep me a secret from everyone,
including the players ... the media ... the secretaries ... even the
upstairs management didn't want to know who I was. That way
no leaks would get to the media. Harry went on to say, "Nothing
is kept secret in Chicago; the media has a pipeline to every office
in this organization."
I liked the idea of keeping Gramps a secret, and the only
way to keep it a secret in Lynchburg was not telling anyone in
Lynchburg. After all, I have said on many occasions, "People can't
repeat what I don't tell them."
Harry wanted me to fly to Pittsburgh to pitch to the Cubs
at Three Rivers Stadium that afternoon; they had a night game
and Pittsburg was one hour away by plane. I thought about it
briefly but declined, telling Harry that I didn't know how to sneak
in and out of the locker room at Three Rivers Stadium, or any
other stadium. I told Harry I might pitch again for him in Wrigley
Field; that would be the only place I would pitch. It was a great
temptation to tell Ruth and the family, especially my grandson,
Brad. But I knew telling a secret is like emptying a feather pillow
in the wind; you never get all the feathers back.

CHAPTER

ELEVEN

TWO DAYS IN A ROW IS TOO MUCH

In August, I spent two weeks at Olivet University in
Kankakee, Illinois, speaking to the pastors, which was a perfect time
to pitch for the Cubs. Each morning, I spoke at 9:00 a.m. and again
in the evening at 8:00 p.m. Kankakee is a little over an hour driving
time to Wrigley Field. I called Connelly's home phone and told him,
"Hmmm ... " was all that Harry said. I expected him to be
enthusiastic ... I expected a "WONDERFUL!"
"Hmmm ... " was all I got out of Harry. My feelings weren't
hurt; I knew Harry was not a talkative one. When he picked up
the telephone, it was for business, not for anything personal.
Finally, I said,
"Are you there?"
"Right," Harry answered me the same way he did in high
school. 'Tm looking over my pitching schedule to see if you'll fit in."
Ouch, I inwardly complained. After all, I had pitched
well. He should have been jumping hoops to get me in a game.
All he said was, 'Tm looking over my pitching schedule to see if
you'll fit in."
I explained to Harry that I would be in Kankakee, Illinois,
and could drive up for the game on both days. Then I added,
"If the game went into extra innings, I'd have to leave."
Traffic gridlock through Chicago's expressways would
make it tough to get to Kankakee for an 8:00 p.m. meeting. The
drive is a one-hour commute when there is no traffic; it's at least
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two hours during rush hour. Harry didn't hear my explanation.
He was still going over his pitching schedule when he said,
"Old Reliable is pitching on Thursday," another nickname
for Harry's most consistent starter. He added, "Old Reliable
always goes seven or eight innings ... I might use you if we've got
a big lead." Then Harry reminded me that I had not been tested in
pressure situations. He went on to explain that I might choke if I
were pitching with a tie score and the bases loaded. Again, Harry
reminded me that it is easy to pitch when nothing is at stake and
the team is down 19-0.
"Friday, we've got 'Old Leather' pitching." Then Harry
explained that he was as tough and dependable as an old leather
saddle. "We try to get Old Leather a complete game; it's good for
the stats and he's a crowd pleaser. The crowd really boos me when
I have to take him out."
Thursday afternoon was a scorcher at Wrigley Field. I
had gotten there an hour before the game started. There was not
a cloud to shade the blistering sun. I enjoyed sitting close to the
bullpen where I could watch the intricacies of the pitchers getting
warmed up. I enjoyed watching them sit in resigned anticipation,
waiting for the call that seldom comes. To be continually ready
and not called takes exhaustive commitment. You really have to
want to pitch to only pitch once or twice a week, and then for only
one or two innings.
"Today, I'd like to be in the grandstand," I murmured to
myself. I was sweltering in the afternoon sun. I lustfully wanted
the shade that others were enjoying.
The wind was blowing out; today there would be a lot of
homeruns hit out of Wrigley Field. An innocent fly ball is blown
into the grandstands. All a pitcher can do is stand frustrated,
watching his best pitch sail out of the park.
But when the wind is blowing out at Wrigley, it means the
wind is blowing in the face of the pitcher. That means that today
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my killer knuckleball would have snap ... crackle ... and pop. I
smiled in anticipation, thinking of my killer knuckleball.
"We'll do it today," I told Stumpy.
"Yeah," he replied.
Harry walked out to the bullpen, ignoring me. Just to
make sure he knew I was there, I yelled, "HARRY, YOU STIFFLEGGED SCARECROW." Even my yell didn't get his attention.
Then it dawned upon me; Harry wants me to remain anonymous.
He doesn't want Cub bullpen to know who I am.
After two or three minutes of chatting with the bullpen crew,
Harry pulled a dog-eared 3x5 card out of his rear pocket, pointed to
two pitchers, then made his mark with a stubby pencil. As he turned
to walk to the dugout, he looked my way. Our eyes caught each
other. Then I saw the wink-Harry knew I was here and waiting.
It's amazing what one wink will do. When a girl returns a
man's wink, he'll climb a mountain or swim a river just to meet
her, but what about a sixty-one-year-old grandpa? What does a
wink mean to him? Everything! My whole system kicked into a
higher gear.
"Did you see that, Stumpy?" I looked at my index finger.
"He wants us," Stumpy replied. "Quick Start" was ready to go.
Mr. Reliable pitched an outstanding game, holding the
Los Angeles Dodgers scoreless for eight innings. But he wasn't
getting much support; the Cub batters had given him only a one
run margin. As they went into the top of the ninth, the Cubs were
leading 1-0. Mr. Reliable walked the first batter he faced, and
those long gangly legs of Harry Connelly made the trip out to the
mound. Harry stalled as much as he could until the umpire came
to break up the meeting on the mound. All the while, a regular
southpaw reliever was heating up in the bullpen, but I could see
that his curveball was wild; he was not catching the plate with his
best stuff. What would he do when called in to pitch?
Mr. Reliable threw only one more ball to the next pitcher.
Harry was out of the dugout on his way to the pitching mound,
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signaling with his left arm for the southpaw pitcher. But then,
right before Harry returned to the dugout, he signaled to me. I
knew what it meant. Before he got to the dugout, I was on my way
to the souvenir stand and the dark green door that most people
couldn't see. Not knowing what to do, I knocked.
"NOBODY GOES IN THERE," the souvenir clerk yelled
at me. I shrugged my shoulders at him and knocked again. Then
Harry opened the door.
"I got to get you a key; I don't want people seeing you
standing around here." We cut through the janitor's room and
secretary's office. Harry spoke over his shoulder,
"My southpaw is wild today ... if he walks anybody, I am
going to use ya." Harry told me to get dressed quickly, and as
soon as I had my hat and gray wig on, Herman brought me the
contract, reminding me,
"You don't get paid unless you get in the game."
I was not worried about money. I just wanted to pitch for
the Cubs. Then I heard it,
"No-0-0-0-0 ... ," the crowd groaned. I didn't know what
had happened, but I was fairly sure that the Dodgers had gotten
another walk, or a hit. Then I heard the yell down the concourse,
"GET OUT HERE!" That was the unmistakable voice of
Harry Connelly yelling to me. Then I heard the public announcer,
"And now pitching for the Cubs ... Number 38 ... Remle
Noel."
I still got a chill when I heard my name announced in
public, even though it was not my name. So I knew I wasn't pitching
to make a name; I was doing it for personal reasons. Pitching is
something I have to do and do well. Because I am a perfectionist in
everything I do, I have to pitch well-every pitch has to be perfect.
When I lose in a game, it's more than a loss; it's Remle Noel that
didn't do his best. And when an opposing batter gets a hit, it's not
just giving up a hit; it's that my best wasn't good enough to get the
batter out. I take ownership for everything that I do, and whether I
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preach a sermon or pitch a game, my best is on the line. If I do less
than my best, I don't measure up to my expectations.
Harry was waiting on the mound for me. I passed the
southpaw reliever as he returned to the dugout. Now, the bases
were loaded. Harry slapped the ball into my glove, and without
looking at me, said,
"Do your thing, Rev," he winked again at me. "Throw that
crazy knuckleball of yours; you got the wind in your face."
A new catcher to me was back of the plate. He was the
backup catcher for the Cubs and had never caught me before. I
asked,
"Can you catch a knuckleball?"
"I can catch anything that you don't bounce on the
))
groun d.
At first I thought he was being sarcastic. Then he looked at
me and smiled,
"Let's get 'em, Gramps."
"You know the signals?" I asked my catcher.
"They already told me, no matter how many fingers I put
down, you only throw the same thing-that crazy knuckleball."
"Okay, let's get 'em."
I mentally went through my routine before making my first
pitch ... windup ... stretch ... roll the wrist ... 69 mph. Stumpy
pushed the ball perfectly. I threw the ball straight at the batter's
head. When my pitch hit into the swirling winds, it darted more
than usual. The batter's legs buckled, but my ball jumped outside.
"BALL ONE!"
Then I knew that I had to throw behind the batter's head
to compensate for the strong breeze in my face. I went through
the routine, throwing it behind his head. This time the batter fell
to the ground, but the ball danced across the plate,
"STRIKE ONE!"
My next two balls fluttered across the plate, called strikes.
Then the umpire yelled,
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"YOU'RE OUT!"
The next batter was the same; the ball danced into the
strike zone on three occasions, and again I heard the ump yell,
"YOU'RE OUT!"
Then I heard something I had not heard in my life; the
bleacher bums began to pick up the chant,
"GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS," they were yelling
for me. I had struck out two batters. One remained! The entire
grandstand picked up the chant,
"GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS."
The next batter was from Latin America, one of the
leading hitters for the L.A. Dodgers. When he stepped into the
plate, he yelled at me,
"I HA VE SEEN MANY KNUCKLEBALL PITCHERS IN
MY COUNTRY." Then, pounding his bat on the plate, he yelled,
"I CAN HIT YOU."
I knew it was wrong to get into a shouting match with
a batter. That usually elevated him to a higher intensity. But I
wasn't about to give in to this guy. I yelled back,
"YOU MAY HA VE SEEN MANY KNUCKLEBALL
PITCHERS IN YOUR COUNTRY, BUT YOU HAVEN'T SEEN
ME." I pounded my ball into the glove and yelled as I turned
around, "I CAN STRIKE YOU OUT."
The batter said something to me, but I wasn't listening. I
was facing the large centerfield scoreboard, my back to homeplate.
I went through my pre-pitch routine, throwing the ball
back of his head and smiling as the ball darted towards the strike
zone. The Latin batter waited patiently ... waited ... waited ... then
swung. But still he was early. He chopped the ball into the ground
behind third base. Suddenly, I panicked; if this guy hits a chopper
to the infield, where do I throw it? I called time. The infield came
in to talk with me. If it's a bunt, I had to play it and throw to first
base. They told me,
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"Don't try to get him at homeplate." They reminded me
that the third baseman would be running on a bunt.
I put my toe on the rubber. This time I pitched from the
windup, and the ball again snapped toward the strike zone at the
last minute. Again, the batter waited ... waited ... waited ... and
swung, again pounding the ball into the ground back of the third
base.
"NOW I HAVE MY TIMING," the batter yelled at me.
This time I ignored him, turning to the centerfield and
rubbing the ball up with the rosin bag. I took my time preparing
for my pitch; I wanted this to be my last one. Then I heard Harry
yelling from the dugout,
"PITCH OFF THE STRETCH ... ALL OF THEM WILL
BE RUNNING ... "
The catcher came out to remind me what Harry had
just said. All three base runners would break on the pitch, so I
shouldn't go through my windup. He told me to throw off the
stretch. I wasn't sure I could pitch off the stretch. I hadn't been
practicing it. I nodded my head thinking, "I can do anything. I can
pitch off the stretch."
Before making my pitch, I went through my pre-pitch
routine just to make sure everything was perfect. As I went into
my pitch off the stretch, I took a longer step than usual and threw
the ball with a bigger hand roll than usual. The late August wind
caught the ball, and it darted away from the batter, at least a foot
out of the strike zone, but he swung anyway.
"STRIKE THREE ... YOU'RE OUT!"
I put my fist and glove hand into the air and jumped.
Then, I dashed for the Cubs' dugout. On the way in, the infielders
patted me on the back. My catcher turned to point knowingly at
me as they darted down the dugout stairs. I should have known
better than to expect a compliment from Harry; that was not his
way of dealing with his pitchers. He patted me on the rear end
and said,
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"Get outta here before that rush hour gets hectic on the
))
freeway.
My sermon on Friday morning went well. Several of the
pastors wanted to have lunch with me, but I excused myself, saying
I had a previous appointment. Then, as soon as I could, I drove to
Wrigley Field and got the same seat as I had the day before.
I had not been sitting in my seat very long when Harry
stepped out of the dugout and gave me the signal-known only to
us-that I was to come down to his office. I got to the drab olive
door behind the souvenir stand; he had it cracked open, waiting
for me.
"Let's drink coffee, "Harry motioned me in quickly. When
we got to his office and poured a cup, we sat down to chat. I knew
Harry had something on his mind. He eventually said,
"This is an easy day for me ... ," he let his words trail off
into nothing. "When Old Leather pitches, I don't have to worry
about much." Harry explained that Old Leather had been around
for a long time. "He knows what to do; he doesn't need a pitching
coach."
Harry explained that Old Leather would be a pitching
coach one day. He didn't have the fastest ball, nor did he have the
best curveball, but Old Leather kept the ball low, forcing batters to
hit it into the ground. And prophetically, as though Harry made
fate angry with him, he repeated the challenge.
"I don't have to worry about a thing today." The phone on
his desk rang, demanding his attention. Harry looked puzzled at
the phone,
"No one phones me here."
As Harry answered the phone, he nodded two or three
times to an unseen caller. The long lines in his face deepened.
Harry didn't have a happy face. He usually wore an ever-present
scowl, but now his face turned pale. Then, banging the phone
back on the cradle, he looked at me and said,
"Old Leather hurt his arm warming up. It takes the next
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pitcher almost fifteen minutes to get ready ... can you give me
two innings?"
I was hoping to get called in for one inning at the end of
the game, not at the beginning. As a matter of fact, I had never
started a game in the minor leagues, much less for the Cubs. My
response was instantaneous.
"I can do anything," I told Harry. "You know me better
than anybody else. I may be sixty-one-years-old, but I can pitch
every day."
"Get dressed ... they're singing the Star Spangled Banner."
And with that, Harry got up and walked out of the room, but not
before he pulled the gray wig and cap out of his desk drawer. He
casually threw them on the chair next to me. Usually, I wanted time
to mentally get ready. Putting on the uniform was easy. But I wanted
some time to mentally get my mind ready to pitch. Once I was
mentally ready, the arm only took a few pitches to ready. I jerked the
uniform on as quickly as I could, trying to visualize a perfect pitch.
I got so engrossed in thinking about pitching that I tried to put my
spikes on the wrong foot. Then I heard the bang on the door,
"LET'S GO."
As I came into the dugout, I heard the public announcer.
"LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THE STARTING
PITCHER FOR TODAY HAS BEEN HURT IN WARM-UP.
PITCHING FOR THE CUBS TODAY IS NUMBER 38, REMLE
NOEL, THE ONE WE'VE BEEN CALLING 'GRAMPS."'
"PLAY BALL!" the ump yelled. The Cubs jumped out
of the dugout heading for their positions. As I walked by the
homeplate umpire, he said,
"You only get eight pitches." He came over, pointing out
that my name was in the starting lineup that had been handed
him. "If Old Leather had been hurt in a game, you could have all
the time you need, but you can only have eight pitches."
"That's all I need." I sent four balls down the heart of the
plate, not too hard so as not to strain anything. Then I threw four
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curveballs, first on the inside of the plate, then on the outside of
the plate.
"BATTER UP!" the umpire yelled and motioned for the
L.A. Dodgers' player to step into the batter's box. I had not looked
at the batter until I heard him yell to me,
"I'LL HIT YOU TODAY!" My first batter today was the
last batter that I struck out yesterday. Since I had struck him out
once, I felt I could do it again.
The wind was blowing in, which meant there wouldn't
be many homeruns hit today. But it also meant my flutter ball
wouldn't dart as much as yesterday. I began making adjustments.
I planned to throw at the batter's head, not behind his head. I
went into my pre-pitch routine: windup ... stretch ... roll a stiff
wrist ... push with Stumpy ... 69 mph. The catcher came out to
tell me the next batter likes to hit balls on the inside. He asked,
"Can you throw this knuckleball on the outside corner of
the plate?"
"Sure." I'm not sure I convinced him of my sincerity. I
sure didn't convince myself. I had just walked a man on four
straight balls, and given up two hits.
I began to settle down; I went through my pre-pitch
routine: windup ... stretch ... roll a stiff wrist ... 69 mph. When I
threw the ball at the batter's head, it broke. He must have thought
it was breaking on the inside. The batter made contact and hit a
one-bouncer to the second baseman, who turned the double play:
second to short to first ... two outs, one run in, and a runner on
third base. The crowd was not yelling, "Gramps."
Next was their power hitter-a homerun hitter-that batted
cleanup for the L.A. Dodgers.
"I DIDN'T GET MY CHANCE YESTERDAY," the power
hitter yelled into me, even though I had my back to homeplate. I
heard what he said, but didn't pay any attention to him. Then he
yelled again,
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"I GOTTA SISTER WHO LOBS A BALL LIKE YOU DO,
AND I CAN HIT HER A MILE."
My first pitch was inside. "BALL ONE!" I tried again, but
the same results. "BALL TWO!" Then I heard, "BALL THREE,"
and, "BALL FOUR!" In the minor leagues, I had struck out three
batters in nine straight pitches. Here, I walked the first batter on
four straight pitches.
I tried to aim my knuckleball instead of pitch it, and the
next batter cracked a line to left field. The first hit off me in the
majors.
The next batter took courage from the previous hit.
He waited patiently and hit one to right field. Two hits in two
pitches.
The gray clouds above were moving briskly through the
sky. The wind at ground level-at Wrigley Field-told us how fast
the clouds really were moving. The flags popped briskly in the
wind. My artificial gray locks scratched my ears, but I was ready
to pitch.
I threw the next pitch at the slugger's head, but the
following wind took some of the snap out of my killer curveball,
and it floated across homeplate like a hung curveball. The slugger
teed off on the ball, hitting it straight toward the bleachers in
straight-away centerfield, 405 feet away.
"NO!" I cried.
I had seen balls hit hard over my head before, and I knew
what a home run sounded like. I knew what the zip on a homerun
ball looked like. To my utter surprise, the ball caught up in the
high gusting winds of Wrigley Field, giving the centerfielder time
to drift back to the warming track. He easily caught it for the last
out of the inning.
I wiped my forehand with the back of my wrist. It wasn't
even hot. That was a close call. I was glad to get out of the inning
without any damage.
As I got to the dugout, there was no chant of "GRAMPS."
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There weren't any pats on the back from the other Cub players,
like yesterday. We were all glad to get out of that inning without
any damage. When I got to the dugout, I had to make a new
choice that I had not faced before. Where was I going to sit? That
was quickly solved. Harry motioned for me to come sit by him.
He patted me on the knee to get my attention, then said,
"Thanks for one good inning; that's all I am going to use
you today." Harry went on to explain that I was lucky to get out
of the inning without any damage. He told me that they got three
hard hits off my killer curveball. I was lucky that two of them were
hit at our players. Then Harry said, "My other pitcher is warmed
up, and he's ready to go. He's going to take over in the second
inning." Then Harry told me to get a shower, if I needed one, and
I had better head back to Kankakee for my sermon that evening.
As I drove down the Dan Ryan Expressway, leaving the
Loop, I tried to figure out how I could be so good on Thursday
afternoon, yet lose it on Friday afternoon. Did this mean I
shouldn't pitch two days in a row? Did this mean I shouldn't pitch
when the wind is blowing in? Did this mean I shouldn't pitch to
the same team two days in a row? Did this mean I shouldn't pitch
ifI don't have enough mental preparation?
Then I chuckled at a poem I remembered my
granddaughter repeating. The poem reminded me of my pitching.
The poem about the little girl who had a little curl right in the
middle of her forehead reminded me of my pitching.
There was a little girl,
Who had a curl,
Right in the middle of her forehead.
When she pitched good,
She was very, very good;
When she pitched bad,
She was horrid!

CH A PT E R

TW E LV E

REMLE'S SECRET

I was twenty years old the night I preached my first sermon.
It was a miserable sermon. I remember shivering as I then walked
across the rain-soaked parking lot in downtown Chicago-the
Windy City. There was just enough rain in the air to bite my face.
I remember being in a hurry; I had just preached in a downtown
rescue mission. My first sermon was lousy, and I wanted to get out
of that storefront mission. About two dozen homeless men had
listened to my sermon ... no, that's not true. Half of them slept.
None came forward to receive Christ when I gave an invitation to
be saved. I think most of them were winos, men with broken wills.
They didn't have the strength of choice to quit drinking, much less
choose to repent of their sins and turn to God.
My first sermon should have been my best, but it wasn't. I
was scared ... my thoughts got mixed up ... my words stumbled
over one another. Being discouraged, I wondered why I had come
downtown to preach in the inner city. I had grown up in a small,
rural town; I didn't like any big city, but I especially disliked the
inner city of Chicago. I came to the inner city of Chicago to preach
because I believed God could do anything. I came to preach in a
rescue mission because I felt Christ wanted me to do it.
The night sounds of the desolate city sent a chill down my
back, though not a chill from the cold; I have always been fearful
of crime in the inner city of Chicago. I remember that night
hearing the roar of a diesel bus ... the clank of a loose manhole
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cover ... and the honk of a taxicab. Then I heard a voice from a
nearby alley.
"Help me." It was a woman's voice, and it sounded terribly
frightened. I didn't know if it was coming from a radio or TV.
Then, I heard it again, "Help me."
I stared into the dark shadows of the alley and saw some
movement. Immediately I thought rape, a woman in trouble. I
immediately walked into the alley. I tried to click my leather heels
on the pavement loud enough to scare away anybody who was
there. I attempted to scare away any trouble I didn't want to face.
I'll admit I was scared, and now, I think I could have been foolish.
Because I was a Southern gentleman, one who would always go
to the aid of a woman, I had to go into that dark, menacing alley.
Staring into the darkness, I yelled out with a loud, gruff voice,
hoping to scare trouble away,
"Does somebody in there need help?"
"Help me," I heard the feminine voice plead. Then I heard
soft crying.
"What's going on in there?" I demanded, even with a
louder voice, still thinking I could scare trouble away. But I
stopped suddenly when I heard an equally demanding voice,
"Walk away," the voice said. "Don't come back here."
"No," I replied with blind zeal. It sure wasn't courageous
because I was scared silly. I never thought of running for help;
there was a pay phone on the corner. Nor did I think about
returning to the rescue mission to get some help. I didn't think
about anything except I had to go help that woman.
God help me, I prayed. I started walking into the fearsome
darkness. Then I prayed again, God help me!
I heard her again, "Help me." I was in my young twenties,
so I felt manly and strong. I had never fought anyone since
elementary school, but I was willing to do what needed to be
done.
"LET HER GO," I barked, as I plunged deeper into the
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alley. I stumbled over trash and bumped into a garbage can before
my eyes dilated so I could see. I was blinking furiously to try to
see everything as I walked toward the trouble. Then, suddenly, I
passed a dumpster and saw a girl lying on the ground, sobbing. I
could barely see a trickle of blood coming from her mouth. Her
small white apron told me she was a waitress, and her hands were
between her legs as if protecting herself from an assault. I looked
from the girl toward the man and saw the barrel of a gun pointing
straight at my head. It was the biggest gun barrel I had ever seen
in my life.
"I told you to leave," he said to me.
"PUT THAT AW A Y," I lifted my voice. "I am not going
to hurt you."
"Yeah, I know." The pimply-faced man in his twenties
snarled at me, "You might not hurt me, but I am going to hurt
you." He looked as scared as I was, and I was not sure that a
scared gunman shot any quicker than mean ones. I said to the gun
holder,
"Leave her alone ... I am not going to call the police. I'm a
minister." Turning my head, I told the girl, "Get up and leave."
"SHUT UP ... SHUT UP," he yelled at me, cursing me and
calling me a "do-gooder."
"LEAVE NOW," I commanded the girl with firm
authority. "LEA VE WHILE YOU CAN ... GO."
She crawled two or three steps away, then jumped to her
feet and began running down the alley, tripping over trash and
bricks. She tugged at her pocketbook, hung with a long strap
around her neck. I remember seeing it bounce as she ran to the
street. When she turned the corner to run out of sight, I was
relieved and sighed deeply. I thought it was over. Then I looked
back into his angry eyes.
"I am going to kill you," he said. The boy was about my
age-early twenties-and was about my size. When I saw fear in
his eyes, I became more courageous. I thought, "Maybe this is the
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time to be brave." There was no damage done. The girl was gone;
soon I'd be gone.
A mental image shot through my mind from a movie I'd
seen years earlier-a comedy show about cowboys. A cunning
outlaw stuck his finger in the end of the barrel and told the sheriff
the gun wouldn't shoot. Remembering this scene, I reached out
and stuck my finger, my index finger, in the end of the gun barrel.
I wanted to laugh, but it was funny only momentarily.
He jerked the gun up to the sky; I couldn't get my
finger out of the barrel. Half my finger was stuck in the barrel. I
grimaced with pain; it felt like he broke my finger. I grabbed the
gun with the other hand, and so did he. We struggled for only a
split second, and then I heard it,
"BLAMM!"
The gun went off, and pain raced down my arm again.
Each of us still had both hands on the gun. As I struggled for the
gun, I looked and saw blood beginning to ooze from the end of
my finger. He had shot off the end of my finger.
I was too scared to run ... or yell ... or even pray. My whole
emotional system shut down. I was just clawing frantically at the
young man with the gun, trying to keep the gun pointed in the
air. Then, for the first time, I had some wits about me. I realized
that his stomach was exposed. I kicked him in the groin, then I
wrapped my leg around his leg, and jerked him to the ground. I
was as strong as my assailant, if not stronger. We both crashed to
the ground. I was on top of the gun holder. Then I heard a second
shot just as loud,
"BLAMM!"
His hand went limp, and the gun clanked on the
pavement. I jumped to my feet to check myself out. I had to know
if I had been shot again.
I saw blood continue to ooze from my finger, so I grabbed
my bloody index finger with my other hand to stop the bleeding.
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Looking down at the young man, I saw blood coming from what
looked like his chest. He was still-dead still.
I didn't know what a dead man looked like, but he looked
dead. There was no sign of breathing, no sign of life. I panicked,
and turned and ran down the alley toward my car.
How could I get my keys out of my pocket? I didn't want
to stuff a bloody finger in my pocket. My left hand was still
holding my bleeding finger. Then I devised an ingenious plan. I
wrapped my bleeding finger in a handkerchief and balled it into a
fist. That seemed to stop the bleeding.
Then with my left hand I was able to retrieve my keys,
unlock the door, and drive away. I didn't think I was running
away; I didn't think about what happened. I just didn't think. As
I drove onto the street, I paused long enough to look every way.
I didn't see anyone running toward the alley. I didn't see flashing
lights of a police car, and I listened carefully. No sound of an
approaching siren. Should I go back? Should I call the police?
Should I call an ambulance? What to do? I didn't know what to
do, so I kept driving. I knew it was not my fault that he was dead.
It was his fault. I remember justifying myself at the time. I said,
'Tm innocent."
Here I was, a helper of troubled men, but I mortally
wounded a troubled man. I didn't shoot him. I wasn't the killer;
he was the killer. His finger was on the trigger, not mine.
But the police would probably hold me responsible. They
probably would charge me with manslaughter. This would wreck
my ministry. I could never preach again.
My car had one of those new automatic drives. I pressed
the accelerator and eased away from the scene. I didn't make
a decision to leave the body in the alley, and I didn't make a
decision to run away. I just followed my instincts and left. If I bad
time to think about it, I would probably have called the police and
stayed. I would describe to them what had happened. But I didn't
have time to think; my mind was throbbing as much as my finger.
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"What am I going to do?" I kept asking myself as I drove
home. "What am I going to do?" I called out several times,

"Why, God, why?"
I couldn't understand why this happened to me. I was
simply trying to help a girl. I got myself mixed up in a situation
that could ruin my life. I tried to look beyond the evening to my
future, and all I could see was blankness. Can a murderer preach
the Gospel? My ministry was over; my life was over.
When you're not thinking properly, you're not aware of
what's going on around you. I am usually aware of all the traffic
around me, but then this car was right there. It had come through
a red light, and I didn't see it coming. Before I could react,
"WHAMMMMM!!!"
I woke up on a gurney in Cook County Hospital. I don't
remember their taking me out of my car, nor do I remember the
ambulance ride to the hospital. An intern had sewed up the cuts
on my forehead. The car had hit me from the right and driven
the passenger door into my right arm, breaking it. After x-rays,
the intern put a cast on the right arm. Then he gave me a local
anesthetic for the finger.
"If I had the finger, I'd try to sew it back on," he casually
remarked. Then he continued, "The ambulance driver said they
couldn't find your finger anywhere in the wrecked car."
I knew where the finger was; it was in an alley downtown.
It was probably blown to smithereens. I thought, The bullet
disintegrated the finger. Because of my guilt, I didn't fuss about
losing my finger.
"You're lucky," the intern said, "the only scar you'll have
will be the loss of the end of your finger, right at the knuckle."
"What about my stitches in my forehead?"
"These will go away."
I didn't know what to think. An accident is a terrible
thing. The drunk who had run the stop sign was not even hurt,
although both cars were demolished. The drunk didn't even
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require medical treatment. Everyone lamented that the drunk got
off unharmed, and the preacher lost a finger. But God and I knew
that I had not lost the finger in the accident. I had lost it in an
alley in downtown Chicago.
"You can't make a point when you preach," someone
laughed.
Then, I rationalized that God had allowed the accident
to cover up the dead body in the downtown alley. Instinctively,
I said, "Thank you, God." I thanked God for an accident that
covered up the dead body. From that night on, I believed that I
had made the right decision, leaving the dead boy in the alley.
When I had walked away, I had done the right thing, and God had
helped me. He sent an accident, and now everyone believed that
I lost my finger in the car accident, corning home from preaching
my first sermon at a rescue mission in downtown Chicago.

CHAPTER

THIRTEEN

OBSESSIVE PRAYING

The sound of his leather heels echoed off the marbled
walls of St. John Mark Catholic Church. Many times, Night-Train
Hatch had entered this church. Many times, he had gone to the
altar. Many times, he had lit the candles before Mass. Many times,
the boy called Jimmy had run and played outside the church. But
now the boy known as Inspector Hatch was a man. His friends
called him Night-Train Hatch because he rushes through the
night rumbling like a freight train.
As a boy, Jimmy believed deeply in God. Jimmy had often
prayed for God's help. But Jimmy stopped coming to the church
when he became Inspector Hatch. The cruel years of police work
whittled away his faith.
Jimmy had once talked to God so sincerely that he actually
thought he heard God's audible voice speak to him. Jimmy's voice
echoed in the vacant sanctuary,
"What did you say, God?" but God never answered him.
It's hard to believe in God when you can't understand
what He's saying. It's hard to believe in God when you've seen
husbands murder their wives, and fathers slaughter their children.
At first, murder sickened Night-Train Hatch, but after so many
cases, he got crusty like bread left in the sun.
Why am I coming back to church? Inspector Hatch
questioned his motives for returning to his boyhood church.
Then he remembered the story about John Mark. As a boy,
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Jimmy had been taught that John Mark ran away from God
as a young man. John Mark left the Apostle Paul on the first
missionary journey.
As a boy, Jimmy had promised he would never run away
from God as did John Mark. But Hatch had done it. Hatch knew
he had not kept his promise.
If running away from God had come at a crisis, Hatch
would have never denied God. Night-Train Hatch was stubborn
and hardheaded; he'd never give up. But defection came subtly,
like darkness slowly eating up the sunlight at the end of the day.
Night-Train Hatch thought he knew how to control his
life, and his faith was an anchor in life. But the darkness of a
multitude of crimes had eaten away the light of his faith.
There it was ahead, just as Hatch remembered it: the
confessional booth. How many years since he had confessed
his sins to a priest? I don't know. Hatch knew he shouldn't be
here, because he didn't believe in God any longer. He didn't
want to be here. But his conscience made him come talk to a
priest.
"Father," Night-Train Hatch spoke through the clothcovered screen between him and the priest. "Father, there is
something desperately wrong with me."
"What is it, my fellow believer?" The foreign voice of the
priest sounded like an Eastern European dialect.
'Tm a policeman," Hatch began with halting words. 'Tm
supposed to protect people." Hatch paused again. "But there's
one man I've vowed to kill." Night-Train Hatch explained his
confession,
"My job is to investigate crime, and I failed my first job.
Forty years ago, I never solved my first case." Hatch went on to
explain that he had spent his life chasing the man who had lost
part of his index finger. The priest answered,
"Being compulsive about solving a crime is not a sin," the
priest was trying to console the policeman.
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"My failure is not my sin," Hatch barked. He didn't like
to admit he had failed. "Over the years, I've built up such hatred
for the man without a finger that if I ever caught him, I would
probably kill him. Yes ... I would probably kill him."
"Why?" the heavily accented voice of the priest asked.
There was silence in the confessional booth. Then the priest
finally spoke again, "Why?"
Night-Train broke the silence and said almost in a
whisper,
"Actually, the man without the finger is free; the law
doesn't want him any longer. The statute of limitations has run
out."
"Then why are you so relentless?" the priest asked.
"Because it's personal." Hatch said. "This was the first
crime I couldn't solve, and it's in my craw." Hatch explained his
inability to solve the crime was like a termite eating away at the
foundation of his house. "If I don't find the man, my life will
crumble," Night-Train explained. "Eventually, I'll snap! And
when I catch him, I'll kill the man without an index finger."
"Premeditated murder is a mortal sin," the priest
explained theologically. Even though the priest was not from
America, he understood American addiction and compulsion.
He had seen it in the old country. The priest knew that the voice
talking with him was addiction. The policeman was in bondage
to a crime that eluded him many years. The priest also knew from
Scripture that good people compulsively commit evil crimes. Not
because they choose to kill, but because they can't stop themselves
from doing it. The priest knew all these things theoretically; he
just didn't know how to explain to the policeman on the other
side of the screen. The priest didn't know how to tell Night-Train
Hatch that he was just as guilty as the man he was seeking.
"Who cares what happens?" Night-Train Hatch rebuked
the priest. Hatch explained he was going to lash out against the
man without the index finger when he caught him. "When I do,
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I will not be able to control myself." Then Hatch got real quiet.
"That's why I'm confessing my sin before I do it. Will God forgive
me for murder if I confess it before I do it?"
"Why are you concerned with a crime that happened forty
years ago?" The priest was asking Hatch a very innocent question.
The priest didn't know that Hatch was using the confessional
booth to soothe his conscience. Hatch had convinced himself
that if he confessed his sin before he did it, God would answer his
prayer, just like He did when Hatch was an altar boy.
"One last request," Hatch asked the priest. "Will you pray
for me?" Hatch knew in his heart that he was somehow close to
solving the crime. He didn't know how close, but he wanted God's
help.
"Will you pray for me?"
Hatch thought that Gramps, the sensational pitcher for
the Chicago Cubs, was probably the answer to his lifelong search.
Why? Gramps was missing the index finger on his right hand. But
more than the finger, Hatch knew in his gut that he was getting
close. It was a feeling he'd had several times-right before solving
a crime. But. ..
Hatch was caught in an unexplained dilemma. He loved
the Chicago Cubs-had loved them for years-and finally the
one man who could lead Chicago to the pennant was "Sturnpy's"
owner. Hatch knew that he would probably stop Gramps before he
pitched in the World Series ... if he had the evidence. Hatch would
do anything for the Cubs. But as much as he loved the Cubs, there
was a greater love; it was his commitment to solving this crime.
"What are you going to do, my son?" the Catholic priest
tried to bore in on Hatch. The priest wanted to make Hatch see
the error of his ways. But all the pressure from the priest didn't do
any good. Finally, Hatch left the confessional booth, saying,
"What am I going to do? I am coming to the end of my
journey."

CHAPTER
...............

FOURTEEN

··································

·············

MEDIA FRENZY

After pitching on Thursday and Friday for the Cubs, I got
home on Saturday evening. We had a good day at our church on
Sunday. Not only did my sermon go well, but also the Cubs had
swept the L.A. Dodgers, winning the game that I had started. The
good thing was, I didn't take the loss.
Monday morning was an average day in the office. As I
came back from lunch, the church receptionist stopped me to tell
me about a curious phone call while I was out. She told me that
someone had called from Chicago, looking for Remle Noel. Then
the receptionist said to me,
"I went through our church membership list, and we do
not have anyone in our church by that name."
The receptionist indicated how persistent the caller was,
so the receptionist said she looked back the past twenty years
and there had never been a Remle Noel in our church. Still, the
caller was persistent. So the receptionist even went through the
Lynchburg phone book, "There's no Remle Noel in town." Then
the receptionist noted,
"I forwarded the call to Calvin Falwell; he knows everyone
in town. Calvin will know if there's anybody in town by that
name."
I was glad the receptionist hadn't asked me if I knew
Remle Noel. I would have had to tell her the truth. But since she
didn't ask, I didn't say anything. But I did ask,
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"Why do you think the caller phoned our church looking
for Remle Noel?"
She indicated, "I thought the caller was a reporter from the
Chicago Tribune trying to find Remle Noel."
I was happy she was not a Cubs fan. Had she been
following the Cubs' games, she would have known that Remle
Noel or "Gramps" was causing quite a stir in the city of Chicago.
The receptionist explained to me,
"The reporter said he had Harry Connelly's long distance
bill, and that Harry Connelly had phoned our number." The
receptionist told the caller that Harry Connelly was my old high
school buddy who phoned to tell me that he had been called up to
the Cubs. Then the receptionist said,
"With that, he seemed satisfied and hung up."
When I got home that night, Ruth wanted me to watch
the WGN Six O'clock News with her. The station had been giving
"teasers" all day, saying that they would announce the identity of
"Cramps" on the Six O'clock News today.
I knew this was important to her. Right in front of the TV
set were the two TV tables, and the place settings were there for
our meal.
"Don't get comfortable," Ruth said to me. "I want you to
hear this."
She began telling me there was an old man pitching for
the Cubs who had a killer knuckleball. She knew his name was
"Gramps," and that he was great in relief. I could tell by her voice
that she didn't know that I was "Gramps." But I also knew she
was really excited about the Cubs' prospects to win the pennant.
Teasing her, I said,
"He's not so hot as a starter," I laughed. "He almost blew
the one start that he had."
"We don't need a starter," Ruth quickly replied. "We need
relief pitching. Gramps is the best relief we've got in the bullpen."
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We sat down to eat our meal and wait for the news item
on Gramps. About twelve minutes into the newscast, the sports
reporter said,
"THE REPORTERS FOR WGN AND THE TRIBUNE
HA VE BEEN SEARCHING ALL WEEKEND TO FIND
THE IDENTITY OF GRAMPS. ALL OF OUR USUAL
SOURCES IN THE CUBS' ORGANIZATION-THOSE
PEOPLE WHO LEAK STORIES TO US-DON'T KNOW
A THING ABOUT GRAMPS.
HERE'S WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT HIM:
HE WAS BORN IN 1938, EVEN THOUGH HE TRIED
TO PUT ON ONE OF HIS EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS IN THE MINOR LEAGUE THAT HE WAS
THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS OLD.
SOME OF THE CUBS WHO PLAYED WITH HIM IN
THE CAROLINA LEAGUE REMEMBER THAT HE IS
BALD, AND HE PITCHED ONE GAME WITHOUT
HIS GRAY WIG ON. WE'VE OFFERED A REW ARD
OF $1,000 TO ANYONE WHO HAS A PICTURE FROM
THAT GAME IN JUNE BETWEEN THE YOUNG CUBS
AND THE LYNCHBURG HILLCA TS. THUS FAR, WE
DON'T HA VE A PICTURE OF HIM WITHOUT THE
GRAY WIG.
WE'VE CHECKED EVERY PLAYER WHO HAS
PITCHED IN THE MINOR LEAGUE FOR THE CUBS
OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS. WE CAN'T FIND
GRAMPS IN CUBS MINOR LEAGUE RECORDS.
THE OWNER OF THE CUBS AND CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE NEWSPAPER, IN AN INTERVIEW, SAYS HE HAS NO
IDEA WHO GRAMPS IS AND FOR US TO ASK THE
PRESIDENT OF THE CHICAGO CUBS NATIONAL
BASEBALL TEAM. HE ALSO SAID HE HAS NO IDEA
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WHO GRAMPS IS AND TO ASK THE GENERAL
MANAGER. AGAIN, WE GOT THE SAME ANSWER.
WHEN WE ASKED HIM, HE SAID TO ASK THE
PITCHING COACH, HARRY CONNELLY. APPARENTLY, EVERYBODY IN THE CUBS' ORGANIZATION HAS LET HARRY CONNELLY SIGN GRAMPS
TO A ONE-GAME CONTRACT, AND HE DOESN'T
EVEN HA VE A ST AND ARD BASEBALL PLAYER'S
CONTRACT. GRAMPS IS SIGNING A ONE-GAME
'SERVICES' CONTRACT BEFORE EACH GAME,
WHICH MEANS THAT ANYONE ELSE COULD
STEAL HIM FROM THE CUBS.
WHEN WE ASKED HARRY CONNELLY HOW HE
GOT TO KNOW GRAMPS, HE ANSWERED, 'NO
COMMENT.' WHEN WE ASKED IF THE CUBS
COULDLOSEGRAMPSTOANOTHERTEAM,HE
ANSWERED, 'NO COMMENT."'

CHAPTER

FIFTEEN

CONFRONTATION

Cubs fans are probably the only ones who cheer pregame warm-ups. They applaud a running one-handed catch by
an outfielder or when the infield turns on an imaginary double
play. So Wrigley Field was rocking as I approached the players'
entrance from my usual parking spot behind a home on Waverley
Street. The game wouldn't start for two hours.
I wouldn't dare pull into the players' parking lot. If I didn't
have on my Gramps disguise wig, the fans might figure out who I
was. If I did have it on, I'd get mobbed by autograph seekers.
I didn't know Detective Night-Train Hatch had posted
police around Wrigley watching for me. He was connected by
walkie-talkies to each of his spotters. "Watch for an older man
with a missing index finger on his right hand."
To keep the charade going, the Cubs front office had a
special pair of gloves made for me-light tan with a stuffed index
finger. The skin-like color wouldn't attract attention.
A rumor was circulating on the street, "Gramps is pitching
today." The talk was repeated on WGN-TV sports news. The
crowd was charged up; even those on Addison Street and also
Clark Street were upbeat.
I didn't see the two plainclothes police standing at the
players' entrance. They were watching for anyone who might
resemble Gramps.
Jim "Red" Oats was waiting for me at the door. He was
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assigned by the Cubs organization to keep fanning the hysteria
surrounding Gramps. Red's job was to protect my identity from
the media and everyone else. That included people inside the
Cubs organization; there might be leaks. I never expected Red
would protect me from the police.
"Wait a minute, Sir," a plainclothes officer stopped me,
and at the same time radioed Hatch. "We have a suspect matching
Grarnps's description."
Red jumped into the conversation and pushed me toward
the players' entrance.
"You must wait there," he barked.
The police officer demanded that I return to them. Then
he explained that detective in charge would be right there.
I stood inside the doorway, not knowing what was
happening. Red kept asking the police, "What's this all about?"
The officer didn't try to explain. He just said, "Wait."
The overweight Hatch came running up. "Where's the
suspect?" Hatch immediately spied me and stopped to carefully
examine me, head to toe.
"I've been looking for you for forty years."
"For what?"
"For shooting a man in an alley near the Loop nearly forty
years ago."
Red, sensing a deeper problem, quickly stepped into the
doorway between Hatch and me, asking, "Do you have a warrant
to arrest?"
"No ... but. .. "
Red not only had salt and pepper red hair, he also got red
in the face when angry. Now he was getting angry, and his face
showed it. He explained,
"This man is a special guest of the Chicago Cubs, and the
police are here for protection, not to investigate our honored
visitor."
Hatch had met his match in Chicago stubbornness. Red
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would not be intimidated. He wouldn't let anything interfere
with the march of the Cubs to the National League pennant, and
Gramps was vital in that march.
"You don't have an arrest warrant, but you want to ask
questions."
Hatch took a smal1 notebook out of his suit pocket to
study some notes. Then told a story.
"On October 21, 1958, there allegedly was an attempted
rape of a young lady in an alley behind the parking lot of Pacific
Garden Mission, 646 S. State Street. Around 8:40 p.m., apparently
a citizen heard the cries for help from the victim and went to
intervene. A scuffle developed between the rapist and the citizen
who went to help. Apparently, one shot was fired from the
attacker's .38 revolver that tore off the defender's index finger. A
second shot entered the attacker's chest cavity."
In a split-second, the color drained from my face. That
shooting happened forty years ago. I had not intended to kill the
rapist or attack him in any way. I tried to do something noble,
and here I was accused of murder. My good deed was going to be
punished.
I immediately thought of a trial ... newspaper headlines ...
and maybe even prison. What would happen to my church ...
my ministry ... my wife? Forty years of serving Christ-down the
drain. Without answering Hatch, I prayed inwardly,
Oh God ... help me! I didn't know how God would help me.
I just kept praying inwardly, Oh God ... help me!
Red jumped to my defense. "That happened forty years
ago, and my guest is not from Chicago. You've made a mistake.
There was no Remle Noel living in Chicago then. Too many have
tried to attach this man to Chicago, but can't do it."
Hatch wouldn't be denied. "You have a missing index
finger under that glove. Take off your glove, and I'll prove you are
not innocent. Otherwise, I've got some more questions."
"No." Red wouldn't let Hutch continue with his
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questioning. "You can't ask anything else without a lawyer
present-you know the Miranda law." Red explained the Cubs
had a lawyer, but he was not immediately present. "Our lawyer
will talk with you tomorrow in our executive suite."
I was devastated! For forty years, I thought no one else
knew what happened in the alley behind the Pacific Garden
Mission. I was innocent ... I never tried to kill the guy. I was just
trying to save the girl. I hate rape ... all good people hate rape ...
God hates rape. I was the good guy, not the criminal.
I'M INNOCENT, I wanted to scream. But that would show
guilt. Sergeant Hatch made a charge that I didn't want to answer.
I didn't want to deal with it, but I was scared to death. Again, I
thought:
A sensational trial ... headlines ... my church
embarrassed ... loss of ministry ... prison ... what will happen to
Ruth and the kids?
Red turned from Night-train Hatch to push me toward
Harry Connelly's office. "You alright. .. ?"
"Yeah."
'TU get Harry."
The door slammed, and I heard the lock click. Immediately
the image crossed my mind of a prison door slamming shut. I sat
down and shook all over. Sweat poured down my forehead. There
was a cold Coke in the small refrigerator, but my hand shook so
violently I couldn't pull the tab. I just pressed the cold can against
my cheeks for some relief.
Harry rushed in to see the perspiration and shaking hand.
He opened the can, handing it to me. "You alright?"
I nodded yes.
Harry instinctively put his hand on my forehead to feel
for fever. "Can you pitch today?" The business-driven Harry was
more concerned about his pitching lineup than about me.
I was glad Harry was concerned with what he thought was
my sickness. I was glad he didn't hear about the confrontation
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with Sergeant Hatch. I was in no mood to answer any questions.
I didn't want to lie, but at the same time, I didn't want to tell the
truth.
"If you're sick, can you pitch?" Harry prodded.
I didn't answer. I was in no shape to pitch. My self-esteem
was crushed. I doubted I could see the catcher's glove, much less
hit it with a killer knuckleball.
"You want me to call you an ambulance ... or a doctor?"
"No," I quickly answered. "No ... no ... " I paused. 'Tl! be
alright in a minute."
I didn't want an ambulance to take me to the emergency
room in Chicago-of all places-Ruth and church members
would want to know what I was doing in Chicago.
"No ambulance ... "
"No doctor."
"Give me a minute to cool down."
Harry was persistent, "Can you pitch today?" Then he
went into a long story about how he pitched one day with 104
degree temperature. He talked about toughness. Then reminded
me that guys from the neighborhood where we grew up were
tough. "We can do anything we set our minds to do!"
"You're right." I agreed with Harry. "But I'm going home."
Then I reminded Harry that I'd be alright when I got home. I'd
sleep off this "bug."
"Okay," Harry agreed. His pitching schedule was set for
the day. He had a starter and a reliever. Harry was going to use me
only in an emergency.
I asked Garcia to walk me out through an emergency
entrance near the umpire's dressing room. Not much of a crowd
outside their entrance.
There were no police in the concourse. Almost
immediately, I was lost in a crowd heading toward the left field
bleachers where the bleacher bums sat. The turnstiles were
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clicking rapidly with the crowd heading in. I was the sole person
leaving.
When I walked close to my rental, I looked in all
directions. I wanted to make sure no one was foJlowing me. Also,
I wanted to make sure the police had not spotted me where I
parked.
When I reached the O'Hare terminal and checked in, I
began to breathe easier. I sat in the gate house, thinking about the
confrontation with the Chicago policeman who knew all about
that night.
How much did Night-train Hatch know?
Did he have any facts to attach me to the attacker's death?
If I were arrested, what lawyer could I get in the church to
defend me?
Should I even try to come back to Chicago to pitch for the
Cubs?
When I got home, Ruth casually mentioned the Cubs won
their game, tenth in a row. Then she nonchalantly mentioned,
"Gramps wasn't in the game today!"
Again, my guilt swelled up. Was this the time to tell her
about Gramps? Was this the time to tell her about the death in a
Chicago alley forty years ago? I'd rather she hear my story from
me than from a news release. She commented,
"The Cubs didn't need Gramps today."

CHAPTER

SIXTEEN

THE GAME IN PITTSBURGH

Fall came early to the Blue Ridge mountains of Virginia,
breaking the torrid summer heat. I went out to get my newspaper,
anxious to read about the Cubs. I gazed out to the eternal blue
hills in the distance; a heavy white marshmallow fog covered the
valleys. The headlines on the sports page announced,

CUBS WIN 14 GAMES IN A ROW.
My satisfaction flushed as though I had been there to
help them. Vicariously, every Cub win was a win for me. I was so
anxious to read the paper, I stood by the side of the street reading
every morsel of information on the latest Cubs win. On a back
page I found,
Chicago (EP)
The Cubs have not lost a game since Remle Noel,
the senior phenom, known as "Gramps," pulled out
a win in the middle of August. When the Mets had
bombarded the Cubs, homer after homer, no reliefer
could stop them. "Gramps" shut them down with three
strikeouts.
If there is a turning point in this season, it is that cloudy
day in August when the Cubs came of age. The Bible
says, 'A child shall lead them,' but in this case, the gray
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locks of a grandfather have brought an indescribable
pitcher to Wrigley Field, only described as unhittable."
Now the Cubs feel when the situation is desperate, "super
Gramps" can rush out of the stands, able to leap "tall
buildings," able to stop "speeding bullets," and with the
power of a "speeding locomotive," can knock any batter
down. Gramps can throw his knuckleball across home
plate to strike out any batter.
Has Gramps shamed the younger Cubs or inspired them?
Whatever he's done, Gramps has made every player
better. How? The thought of Gramps makes the Cubs
think they are unbeatable. And like the little train that
could, when the Cubs are down, they find some way to
win every game.
In the middle ofJuly, the fans began chanting,
"GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS." But now they
don't look for a miracle reliever, because he doesn't show
up that much. The rejuvenated Cubs look among themselves for a miracle reliever to come off the bench. And
what about V. Herschel Jenkins, the one called, "The
Flame Thrower." He's only allowed three runs in the last
four games; he's pitching better than they expected his
young arm to perform. The Flame Thrower has the confidence of a sixty-one-year-old Gramps.
I went in the house to drink my coffee as I read the rest
of the paper. The phone rang in the kitchen, and I picked it up.
Ruth was still sleeping. She knew early morning telephone calls
are usually from the hospital, telling me whom I needed to visit.
However, this was a long-distance call.
"Rev," Harry Connelly's abrupt voice went right into his
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reason for calling. He didn't bother to ask about me or Ruth. He
said, "I need you to pitch in Pittsburgh today. We've been doing
great without you, but our number one man is tired; he won't
make it past the fifth inning. My whole bullpen is tired, and I
don't want to break the winning streak.
Harry told me that he had a hunch they would lose today's
game in the bullpen. "I need you." Harry explained that if I could
be there for today's game, they had a day off tomorrow and a
night game the following day; "We get two day's rest, and we'll be
ready to go again."
Harry explained that there was a 12:00 noon flight to
Pittsburgh to get me there at 1:00. If I took a cab straight to Three
Rivers Stadium, I would be there a little after 2:00. They wouldn't
need me as relief until the late innings, at least 3:00 or 4:00 in the
afternoon. Then to make sure that I wouldn't tell him no, Harry
had a clenching argument,
"I've got a stretch limo already reserved. It'll be waiting
for you at the curb after the game. We want you to run all the way
from the playing field to the stretch limo. We know the media will
follow you with their cameras ... don't worry, they won't catch
you. When your stretch limo takes off, they'll be in pursuit..."
"But they'll follow me to the airport," I told Harry. "They'll
check the plane roster to Lynchburg; they'll know who I am."
"Not to worry," Harry had thought of everything. "I've
got a former pitcher of mine who is a deputy sheriff in Pittsburgh.
He'll let the media follow your limo for about two or three blocks;
then he will cut them off with flashing lights."
I heard Harry chuckle into the phone. He was getting
great pleasure out of describing the details of how he planned to
throw the media offline. Then Harry explained that there was
also a flight from Roanoke into Pittsburgh at the same time. If I
flew out of Roanoke and returned there-only fifty miles from
Lynchburg-even if they did check the passenger manifest to
Lynchburg, they wouldn't find anything.
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I had blocked off my afternoon to study for my sermon.
The staff didn't expect me in the church office. With a quick drive
to Roanoke and a one-hour flight to Pittsburgh, it was doable. I
liked the part about the stretch limo and running from the field
with my uniform on.
Three Rivers Stadium was like a large concrete doughnut,
not a dome like the Astrodome. It was a circular all-purpose
field for football, baseball, and all other sports. The only
problem was, it was suitable for all but didn't meet the specific
needs of any. There was too much space between both dugouts
and the diamond. The distances in the power alleys were too
far for most power hitters. The only good thing about Three
Rivers Stadium, it was a pitcher's paradise. Not many homeruns
went out of the park; the outfielders gobbled up the mistakes of
pitchers.
My flight arrived in Pittsburgh right on time, and by 1:35,
I was sitting right behind the Cubs' dugout, only seven rows back.
When I got there, the game was in the third inning, and the Cubs
were up to bat. The score was 1-1.
When Harry Connelly came out of the dugout to look
down toward his bullpen, I yelled to let him know I was there,
"Okay, you Scarecrow, let's make your pitchers pitch!" He put his
pointer finger up by his right ear and snapped it.
That was it, our boyhood signal. In high school, we talked
to each other across a classroom; a snap of the finger means, "Yes,
I hear you." Harry knew that I was in Three Rivers Stadium. But
I didn't know how to get to the Cubs' locker room. This was not
Wrigley Field, and there was no door for me near the souvenir
stand. I was within shouting distance of the pitcher's mound,
but I couldn't get there without a uniform. I panicked, "How can
I change into my uniform without anyone seeing me go into the
locker room?"
In the seventh inning, the Cubs got one run on a walk,
and when the Cubs stole second base, the ball went through to
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centerfield; the runner ended up on third base. Then with a fly
out, the Cubber tagged up and came home. The Cubs led 2-1.
I could see "Old Reliable," the workhorse of the Cubs' pitching
staff, was getting tired. "Old Reliable," as Harry called him, always
won over fifteen games for the Cubs. But he was never the ace
because he didn't win the most games-didn't strike out the
most-and didn't have the lowest ERA. He was just a pitcher who
gave up a lot of hits. But once the opposing team got runners on
base, he shut down the opponents. I could see that Old Reliable
was getting tired. His fastball was beginning to rise, and even
without a radar gun, I could tell he had lost his zip.
Still, I worried about how I would change clothes. My
thoughts were interrupted,
"Sir," a young usher came down and handed me a sealed
envelope that had three letters scribbled on the outside, "REV."
Tearing open the envelope, I saw Harry had instructed me,
"Go out Exit E-3. The white stretch limo is waiting for you. Your
uniform is there. You'll need your receipt to get back in the gate."
That crafty old fox, I smiled to myself.
Jumping up the stairs-two at a time-it took me less than
a minute to get to the stretch limo. Laid out on the back seat was
all I needed, including the cap with my gray locks. When I came
back to the entrance gate, one ticket-taker yelled to his buddy,
"Look at this old geezer who wears a Cubs uniform to the
game."
"Yeah," his buddy replied. "He can't remember to even
come on time."
I paid no attention to them; apparently they had not
heard about "Grarnps," the reliefer for the Cubs. When I got to
the Cubs' visitors' locker room, Garcia was waiting for me at the
door. He quickly ushered me through the clubhouse, down the
concourse to the Cubs' dugout. Once you've played baseball, you
sense certain feelings in the dugout, even when words don't tell
you what's going on. Even before I looked at the scoreboard or the
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bases, I felt tension. Looking out, I saw that the bases were loaded
with Pittsburgh Pirates; Old Reliable was sweating on this cool
September afternoon. No one had to tell me that he was finished
for the day.
The Cubs on the dugout bench did not see me standing in
the concourse, but Harry saw me. He'd been waiting for me. He
bounded up the stairs, onto the field, and then turned to the Cubs
on the bench to announce,
"All right, guys ... we're going to win fifteen."
Then I heard the public announcer,
"And now pitching for Chicago ... Remle Noel ...
number 38."
The Cubs dugout erupted with enthusiasm. The crowd
didn't cheer, but I could feel the confidence in the Cubs' dugout
as I bounded up the stairs. Starting for the mound, I heard some
guy shout,
"We got this game."
A sprinkling of Cubs fans got to their feet to yell,
"Grarnps!" There were not enough of them to make a loud
Wrigley cheer, but everywhere the Cubs go, faithful followers
show up to cheer them on. Five shirtless factory workers in the
first row of the upper deck all stood to throw their cups of beer
into the air. You know they're happy when hourly workers shower
the lower level with their beer.
The ump working this game had never worked a game I
pitched. He came out to the mound to remind me,
"You get only eight warm-up pitches." I nodded. "Don't
try to throw any extra pitches." Again, I nodded.
I needed three strikeouts. The bases were loaded and
if any Pirate reached home, it would tie up the game. But I felt
more than just this game was on the line. The Cubs had not lost
for fourteen games, and they needed this win to keep their spirits
going. Most of the young players take it one game at a time.
But I was a little older and I was detached; I lived in Lynchburg,
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Virginia. I had studied the rest of the Cubs' schedule. I knew that
if they could win this game, they had a golden opportunity to win
the National League Center Division. I prayed,
"Lord, I need a strike out." I am not sure God hears the
prayers of those in sports. There are good Christians on both
sides, and they both pray to win. What prayer would God hear
and answer? Does God have a favorite such as the Yankees who've
won so many times? I doubt it. Does God hate the Cubs because
they haven't won a pennant in a hundred years? I doubt it. I am
not sure that prayer has any bearing on a baseball game, much less
this one. But I turned to face centerfield and rubbed up the ball
with rosin. I couldn't pray for the Cubs to win, but there was a
prayer that I knew God would hear. So I prayed,

God, keep me calm ... keep me focused ... help me to do my
best ... help me throw strikes.
Knowing God would hear and answer that prayer, I
turned and faced the batter, then reviewed my pre-pitch routine:
windup ... stretch
roll the wrist ... push with Stumpy ... pitch
at the batter's head
69 mph.
This batter had never been up against me. Everyone told
him that I would throw at his head and for him to hang in there.
But he didn't realize that my killer knuckleball jumped at the last
minute. He dropped to the ground, and the ball caught the inside
corner.
"STRIKE ONE!"
I decided to do something I hadn't done before. Just to be
sure this guy didn't dig in and decide to wait for my curveball, I
decided to throw a fastball right underneath his chin. I signaled
for the catcher to come to the mound, so he would know what
I was doing. I went through my routine, then threw my fastball
as hard as possible at the batter's chin. He thought this was my
killer curveball that would dart to the plate at the last moment,
but it didn't. The batter tried to hang in there; only in the last split
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second, he again dropped to the earth. I lost a little bit of control,
and the ball sailed right at his head, barely missing him.
"BALL ONE!" The umpire charged around the batter
and pointed to me. Every ball player in the game knew what that
meant. Many of the fans knew what that meant. It was a warning
for pitching at the batter's head.
"TIME!" Harry Connelly came charging out of the dugout.
"TIME!" Harry argued with the ump that I had not pitched at the
head. It didn't make any difference. Like the decrees of God, an
umpire's decision cannot change. No umpire has ever repented of
a call, and none has reversed himself.
"WHY DID YOU THROW THAT FASTBALL?" Harry
yelled at me when he came to the mound. "WHAT ARE YOU
TRYING TO DO?" Harry continued to yell. "ARE YOU TRYING
TO GIVE THEM A RUN?"
I explained to Harry that I wanted the batter so much
that I thought I would scare him with a fastball, high and inside.
I could see that Harry was mad. He knew his anger wouldn't help
me, so he let me explain. Finally, he left the mound, saying,
"No one can hit your killer knuckleball; don't throw
anything but that."
With two more knuckle curveballs, the batter was called
out. When that happened, the infield played back for the double
play. Now I had to make sure they hit the ball on the ground.
The next batter had hit against me in Chicago and knew
that my knuckleball was going to cross the plate. He waited, teed
off on the ball, and hit a screaming line drive down the third base
line. But our third baseman was playing on the line to protect
against a double. He snagged the line drive and touched third base
for the automatic double play.
I wanted to rejoice and celebrate the out. I wanted the
other Cubs to tell me how great I was. But then I remembered the
words of Harry; I was supposed to run straight to the limo. So I
began trotting toward the dugout and the concourse. Harry yelled,
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"HEY GRAMPS." He jumped up the stairs to make sure I
saw him. "COME SIT BY ME."
Harry explained that he needed me to pitch at least one
more inning. Then I could make my victory run to the limousine.
In the bottom of the eighth inning, I went back out to
the mound. This was the first time that I pitched more than
one inning for the Cubs. It was an easy inning: a fly ball to the
center and two groundouts, both of them to the shortstop. The
Pittsburgh Pirates were getting into the rhythm of my slow
knuckleball; they were sitting back and waiting for me, then
swinging viciously. The only thing going for me was that the
knuckleball fluttered, and they were not getting solid contact.
As I came off on the mound, again I saw Harry come up
the dugout stairs. He was waiting for me to come over and sit by
him again.
"Do you have another inning in you?" Harry asked as I sat
next to the water cooler.
Harry didn't want the other players to get to talk to me
or get too friendly. It was important to the Cubs' management to
keep my identity secret, which built attention and loyalty.
Just then, I looked up and saw a camera being lowered
over the top of the dugout ceiling. The photographer climbed out
on the top of the Cub's dugout on his belly and leaned over with
his camera on automatic. He flashed one picture after another
until I put both hands in front of my face.
Harry charged up the dugout stairs, grabbing the camera
and throwing it to the ground. Then Harry kicked it to make
sure the film was ruined. Harry yelled to a policeman to get the
cameraman off the dugout roof. Then, in sharp agitation, he yelled,
"Get his Press Pass and rip it up. He knows the rules."
The last thing the Cubs needed was a distraction in the
dugout. They needed to focus on the ninth inning and possibly
get some runs. Then they needed to go out and hold the Pirates in
the bottom of the ninth.
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When I pitched in the seventh inning, I noticed only one
photographer there with a telephoto lens in the photographers'
section. Now the press box was crowded with photographers,
Where'd they all come from? I thought.
Unknown to me, reporters in the press box had phoned
out to get photographers to the Three Rivers Stadium as
quickly as possible. They had shown up from the local papers
and television networks. Several freelance photographers were
there representing national magazines. Each wanted to get the
perfect picture of "Gramps," to find out who he was. During
the past fourteen-game winning streak, the frenzy with Gramps
had subsided, simply because he had not pitched. But the lost
momentum was regained in three innings.
As I walked to the mound in the bottom of the ninth,
the Cubs were still ahead 2-1; all I had to do was get three outs.
Before I took my warm-up pitches, I noticed photographers
spread out to the right, to the left and to the center, each one
trying to get the perfect advantage for a shot of my face. Even
though they were too far away, I could hear in my mind a
thousand "clicks" of camera shutters. The camera shutters
exploded in my mind.
Turning my back to homeplate, I gazed out to centerfield,
not anything in particular. Without thinking what I was doing,
Stumpy rubbed the dust off the ball with rosin, as a man might
thinly peel the skin from an apple, shaving everything off the
apple. It was something I did; nothing I hadn't seem other
pitchers do. I told myself,
Don't try to hide your face ... be natural ... pitch your
normal game ... don't let the photographers put you in their
bondage ... be free. At that moment, I prayed,
Lord, help me to forget that the photographers are there.
Help me focus my mind on the ball that's in my hand. Help me
throw a strike.
God answered that prayer because the batter went down
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swinging on three pitches. The next batter lofted a pop-up behind
home plate that the catcher caught for out two.
My last batter was the pitcher, but Pittsburgh put in a
pinch hitter for him. The batter had a record of homeruns as a
pinch hitter. I wish I hadn't known it. That's one of the faults I
have for reading the sports page so carefully; I like to keep up with
little-known facts of baseball.
The first time, my ball fluttered toward home plate. The
batter waited ... waited ... and waited ... then swung as hard as
he could, lifting a high foul ball into the deep right field bleachers.
Foul! If it had been a fair hit, it would have been a homerun. The
batter yelled at me,
"I CAN HIT ANOTHER ONE JUST LIKE THAT." I
laughed at the ridiculous statement and then answered,
"THAT WILL MAKE STRIKE TWO."
He was mad because I laughed at him. I wished I had not
said anything. Nevertheless, I had to deal with the situation as it
was. I determined to throw my curveball to the outside. He hit
it again, a line drive, but this time not as deep into the left field
bleachers.
"STRIKE TWO!"
All I needed was one more strike, and I would spring
for the limo. The catcher came out to tell me that this guy was a
sucker for a low ball. He told me that if I threw it into the dirt, the
batter would probably go for it because he was so hyper.
Obligingly, I threw my killer curveball into the dirt
at home plate. The batter swung and missed, but the catcher
couldn't hold the ball in his glove. It rolled to his left several feet.
The runner took off for first base. If anyone knows the rules, when
the catcher drops the third strike, the batter is safe if he reaches
first base before being thrown out.
The huge man ran down the line toward first base, but
the catcher pounced upon the ball and threw him out by three
feet. As the team members ran over to congratulate the catcher
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and first baseman, I bolted toward the dugout and the concourse.
Photographers climbing on the top of the dugout yelled,
"Wait ... wait, Cramps."
But I kept running into the concourse and into the locker
room, out into the crowded exit tunnels that led out toward the
parking lot.
Because everyone was heading for the exits, they didn't see
me run past them. As I ran through the crowd, they yelled to me
only after I passed them,
"GRAMPS!"
But I never listened. I never turned around. Right there in
front of me was the stretch limo, the driver standing at the rear
door with the door open. If I can get there, I'll be safe.
Behind me were two photographers. I judged by their
equipment that they were freelancers; they were young men who
were able to run faster than me. The younger of the two yelled,

Cramps ... one picture, Cramps.
Not turning around, I ran straight to the open limo and
dove into the backseat. The driver slammed the door back of me.
My first reaction was to reach over and slap the door lock. I didn't
want any photographer forcing his way in. I didn't want a scuffle
of any type.
"WHAT?"
I gasped as I looked in the backseat. There were three men
sitting there. All three were dressed in Cubs' uniforms. They had
left the backseat for me. I couldn't believe my eyes; these were
three older men, each one dressed in a Cubs' uniform, each one
had #38 on his chest, and to make things even more absurd, each
one had on a Cubs' hat with gray locks. Four of us were in the
limo. There were four "Grarnpses" in the backseat of the limo.
Photographers ran and began to beat on the roof of the
limo, but fortunately they couldn't see through the darkened
windows. We could see out, but they couldn't see in. A young
photographer ran around to the other side of the limo, trying
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a different door. But the driver had locked us in. Running to
the front of the limo, he stared in the front windshield, but the
glass separating the front from the back was up; he couldn't see
anything. He pleaded with our driver, "I'll give you a hundred
bucks ... "
But the driver slowly began driving through the traffic
towards the freeway. I was glad to be rid of Three Rivers Stadium.
I still didn't have a chance to talk to the other three
"Grampses" sitting in the limousine. I hadn't expected them and
didn't know what to say to them.
I turned to see the photographer hailing a cab and
pointing toward us. Not far behind the cab was an NBC affiliate
news truck, the kind with television cameras and special
equipment to relay a telecast back to the station. The media were
really out to find out the identity of Gramps.
The limo headed into downtown Pittsburgh and stopped
across the street from the Sheraton Hotel. One of the fake
Grampses jumped out of the limo and ran toward the hotel. As
the limo left the Sheraton, I pivoted in the back seat to see the
fake "Grarnps" crossing the street, holding up his hands to stop
oncoming traffic. In the afternoon crowd filled with dark business
suits and gaudily dressed tourists, Gramps was distinctive in his
Cubs' uniform and gray locks flopping in the wind.
The photographer with a large zoom camera lens in tow,
dashed across the street after the fake Gramps. The last thing I
saw was Gramps disappearing through the revolving door and the
photographer a few feet behind.
I wonder what I'll look like in tomorrow's newspaper.
We lost the photographer in the cab, but the news truck
kept following us although at a fair distance.
"How about here?" the driver yelled back through the now
opened window. A second fake Gramps said,
"Suits me fine."
Slowly the limousine pulled up to a bus stop crowded with
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passengers waiting for the next bus. The fake Gramps stepped
out of the door, took his place on the curb amidst all the other
passengers. The white limousine again slowly pulled away from
the curb and entered traffic. Again, twisting in my seat, I watched
the news truck bypass the fake Gramps; they had not fallen for the
diversionary bait. They continued to follow us. Sitting across from
me was the last fake Gramps. I wondered what was up his sleeve. I
was enjoying the charade; then the driver again yelled through the
open window,
"There are three cabs at that hotel, is this close enough to
home?"
"Y ep. ,,
Before the last fake Gramps got out of the limo, he said to
me, "I only live five blocks away. I get a $100 bucks for this and
get to keep the uniform." Then he shrugged his shoulders saying,
"The cab will cost me less than $5."
Suddenly, the limo, on a pre-planned notice, screeched to
a halt. The last fake Gramps bolted from the door on the street
side, dashed over to the cab, and pointed in the opposite direction
toward the news truck. Then, entering the cab, the fake Gramps
ducked under the window to hide himself.
The news truck went for the bait. Pulling a U-turn, the
truck didn't quite make the turn and had to back up. Then it went
speeding off down the street after the last fake Gramps. Then the
limo driver turned to me,
"You can catch the airport limo at the next hotel..."
The following morning, I was amused by my favorite part
of the newspapers, i.e., News and Notes:
Pittsburgh-(AP)
The elusive relief pitcher for the Chicago Cubs, who goes
by the nickname "Gramps," played a Houdini disappearing act on the media in Pittsburgh yesterday. After get166
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ting his second save of the year in three innings of relief,
Gramps (known as Remle Noel), the 60-year-old senior
phenom, dashed from the field and through the crowd
pouring out of Three Rivers Stadium to a waiting stretch
limo.
A freelance photographer employed by Sports Illustrated
gave chase in a cab along with a news truck from the
local ABC affiliate. Because of the traffic jam, they both
caught up to the limousine but couldn't get inside to get
a picture. The windows were darkened, and the doors
locked.
In downtown Pittsburgh, Gramps ran from the limo into
the Sheraton Towers Hotel; the freelance photographer
followed him in and found out he was employed for the
day to act the role of Gramps.
A second Gramps was dropped off at a city bus line.
Before he boarded his bus, a news team from an independent radio station caught up to him and found out he too
was from a local nursing home.
Finally, the news truck followed the third Gramps in a
taxi to the Bay City Nursing Home. Apparently, pitching coach Harry Connelly had supplied three men from
the home with "Gramps" uniforms and a cap with his
gray curls; each man was paid $100 to throw media off
Gramps's tracks.

CHAPTER

SEVENTEEN

CUBS TIE

The October sun gets up much later in the morning than
I do. No matter what time of year, when 6:00 a.m. rolls around,
I climb out of the bed. When I went out to get the paper, the red
glow in the eastern sky promised a beautiful fall day. Wanting to
see what the local Lynchburg paper said about my beloved Cubs,
I immediately turned to the sports section. They had given the
Cubs the headline:
Cubs Tie - (EP)
Today began the last series of the year: the Cubs playing
the St. Louis Cardinals, tied with Pittsburgh for the Central Division Championships. But if the Cubs win two
out of three they go to the World Series. If they win only
one, there is only a slight chance they could back in to the
division playoff as an alternate.
My warm sweat suit was comfortable against the crisp
Virginia morning. I thought,

I wonder if Harry will call me for this series.
As I finished the morning paper and my first cup of coffee,
the phone rang. The caller ID was from Chicago. Picking up the
phone, I began the conversation,
"Good morning, Harry." Even before I could say anything
else, Harry was all business.
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"I need you tomorrow," Harry's voice demanded. "I got
today covered, but I'm shaky for tomorrow." Harry went on
to explain that if they could win the first two games, they were
assured the championship. Harry knew he could win the first
game, and he needed me for the second game. Then I said,
"Tomorrow is Sunday ... " I let my words trail off into
nothing.
Nothing else needed to be said. Harry knew I wouldn't
pitch on Sunday; he had simply forgotten. Then without thinking
about the ramifications, he commanded,
"If we lose tomorrow, I'll need you for sure on Monday.
Can you be here?"
"Yep," was all I had to say.
The weekend was exciting; the Cubs won the Saturday
game as expected. Mr. Reliable pitched eight innings, and the
closer got the win. But Sunday was a different matter. I hadn't
thought about turning Harry down; I was concerned about my
sermon and the things of the church. As soon as the services
were over, Ruth and I went straight home to watch the game on
television. It was a gut-wrencher, but in typical Cubs tradition,
they had the lead going into the last inning, 8-7. I was not there to
help, and the Cubs' bullpen fell apart.
CUBS' LUCK
We don't say bad luck, we say Cubs' luck. That means if
anything can go wrong, it will. And if anyone can screw up, the
Cubs will get distracted. No matter what the reason, the Cubs find
exciting ways to lose the game. The bullpen pitcher hit a batter, he
stole second, and came home on a windblown homerun. Going
into the bottom of the ninth, the Cubs were losing, 9-8. Why do
we have to get the obese umpire, the one we call, "Large Zone?"
Not only is he a big man, he has a big strike zone. And in the last
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of the ninth inning, his big strike zone killed the Cubs; they went
down on strikes.
Tomorrow was the last day of the season, and the Cubs
were coming down to the wire, needing only one win to win it all.
Knowing the "Cubs' luck," I was not sure they could do it. But as
I turned the television set off, I determined that no matter what, I
would be there tomorrow to help them.
At the reserve tickets window, I asked for the tickets in
my name; but the girl couldn't find my ticket. Looking into the
computer, she again couldn't find my ticket. I gave her my title,
Reverend, and the name everyone in the church knew me by;
it was a name I had always used to pick up tickets. But the girl
still said, "Sorry ... , no tickets for anyone by that name in the
computer."
"You gotta have a ticket for me ... I've got to get in."
"Everyone is saying that." She shrugged her shoulders,
unconcerned.
I panicked; I was shut out of Wrigley Field and couldn't
get in. Here I was, the one the Cubs needed the most, and I
couldn't get into Wrigley Field. If I told her I was "Gramps," she
wouldn't believe me. Then I wondered how many other people
had tried to get in using the name "Gramps." The situation was
ridiculous. The man behind me yelled,
"Get out of the way."
I raised my voice and demanded, "Harry Connelly left me
a ticket; I know I have a ticket here."
"Oh," was all she said.
Then, leaving the ticket box, she returned shortly with a
long white envelope, and when she passed it through to me, I saw
my ordained name on the envelope. Harry had written,
"Dear Rev, Sorry! Every ticket is sold out, and there is
extreme pressure on everyone to get tickets. Enclosed is a pass
to get you in Wrigley; use your key to watch the game from my
office. Signed, Harry. P.S. They put a color television in my office.
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I locked both of Harry's office doors from the inside. I
didn't want anyone stumbling in by mistake and putting two and
two together; they'd figure out I was Gramps. Checking out the
refrigerator, I found Cokes for me and distilled water for Harry.
I took a peek in the closet; it was there in the plastic bag. Just to
make sure, I unzipped the bag, and sure enough, Number 38 was
ready. Then, looking after all details, I found the hat and wig in
his desk drawer.
The game was still an hour away, and nothing was on
television about the game. Not knowing what to do, I took out
the small Bible I carried in my pocket and finding some paper
in Harry's desk, I began sketching an outline for next Sunday
morning's sermon. Then it dawned on me that I should be
nervous-at least feel some stress-because this was the last game
of the year, and the Cubs needed to win. But honestly, I was more
interested in the sermon I was going to preach next Sunday. I
wished I had some of my reference books with me to look up words
and backgrounds. I would have to wait until I got home. Then,
"WHAMP ... WHAMP ... WHAMP," came a banging on
the door. I was not sure who it was; it could be some of the media
frenzy.
"Who's there?"
"Harry."
"We've got a little bit of a problem," Harry explained to
me when he came into the room. Honestly, I thought my problem
was with the media, but he explained,
"Your team is upset that you weren't here for Sunday."
Harry explained that they complained that I got special treatment
because I didn't have to show up for practices and team meetings.
He explained that it was a good meeting because they vented some
of their frustration, and a lot of it was aimed at me. But Harry was
philosophic; he knew that it was losing yesterday and tension over
the final day of the season. Then Harry winked at me,
"I told them all a lie." Harry broke into one of his seldom
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grins; it was an impish grin. "I didn't want to tell them you were
a preacher, and you don't pitch on Sunday. Some of the guys are
Christians, and they don't buy that." Harry continued, "I told
them you had a sore arm and that you don't show up a lot of time
because it takes you a long time to get over strained ligaments."
Then Harry smiled and said, "Then I told them you were only
getting $1,000 a game." When he explained to the people that
I sign a contract each time and had never upped the ante, they
thought I was nuts. But Harry told them, "Gramps loves the Cubs;
he does it because he's loved the Cubs for longer than most of you
have been alive. He's got a job making just as much as a minor
league player. He's not in this for money."
"Are they going to support me?" I asked Harry.
"The money did it," he again smiled. "They'll play for
you."
It was Old Reliable's turn in the pitching rotation, and
he pitched his usual appropriate game. Old Reliable always gave
up hits, but got the outs when men were on base. Going into the
seventh inning, the game was tied 2-2, and both teams had three
more times at bat. That meant one more time through the batting
order.
I was propped back in Harry's office chair, my feet on his
desk, and a perspiring Coke can on the telephone stand. Before
the game, I was calm and collected. When I study my Bible, I
never think about the Cubs. But now I was immersed in the final
three bats of the season.
The first man in the seventh inning singled up the center,
and Old Reliable walked the second man. Old Reliable was always
dependable.
The television gave a close-up of Old Reliable's face. The
eyes were wide open; it was a response that told me, "Fear." I
watched his mannerisms. He was nervous, and I had seen the signs
before. He had lost his poise, and I knew he would lose this batter.
Either Old Reliable would walk him, or he would give up a hit.
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I knew that momentarily, Harry would come busting
through that door, demanding that I get into that game. I knew
there was not much time, and I wanted to be ready. But I didn't
want to put the uniform on until Harry needed me. I didn't know
what went on in his mind; he may bring in another reliefer. The
television camera scanned the bullpen; there was a lefty and a
righty warming. Suppose Harry was going to use one of those?
For the first time since I had pitched, I wanted to make
Harry's decision for him. I wanted to put the uniform on, cover
my bald head with the gray curls, walk the concourse to dugout,
and say to Harry,
"Put me in!"
But he was the coach, and I was only the relief pitcher, and
I was only used once in awhile. Then I heard,
"WHUP ... WHUP ... "
Instinctively, I sprang for the closet door and jerked the
uniform out of the plastic carrying case. Swiftly, I put the pants on,
and within no time, I had socks and spikes on. I had changed several
times before in this office; I now had the routine down. Time was
of the essence. I glanced to the television, and Old Reliable had two
balls and no strikes. If he walks this man, he would fill the bases. I
jerked the hat on, looked in the mirror, and smiled. Then it dawned
on me: Harry had beat on the door, but didn't come in.
Was that just a signal? I thought to myself. Had Harry
gone back to the locker room to get the contract? He should have
been here by now. Where's Harry?
"WHUP ... WHUP ... WHUP ... "
I sprang to the door and jerked it open to be greeted by the
yells and screams of four or five media reporters. "That's him!"
Without thinking, I slammed the door shut as they pressed
upon it. I used all my strength to throw the first lock, then the
second lock. In an indecipherable riot, they were yelling for me to
come out. All the while, they were beating on the door,
"WHAMP ... WHAMP ... WHAMP."
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Now I panicked. It had not been Harry at the door; it was
the media. Did they know his knock? Had they been waitingfor
me all day? My first thought was to get dressed back in my street
clothes and run for it. Then I realized that the Cubs might need
me; I couldn't run. What am I going to do? Then the phone ran,
and I picked up the receiver.
"What in the name of 'tarnation' is going on back there?"
Harry yelled into his mouthpiece. I could almost hear his voice
echoing down the corridor, as well as through the telephone.
Then I heard Harry yell to the security guard,
"Get those media out of the locker room. Push them into
the hall."
The yelling outside the door didn't go away. I felt like a
caged rat in a prison cell that was filling with water. I was going
to die. I was in a state of shock, not knowing what to do. I sat
there, my mind bouncing from one idea to another. I had lost
complete focus on the game; saving my hide was the only thing
that mattered. I took a quick gulp of Coke to wet my dry mouth;
then as I heard the clamor of the reporters dying down, I heard
the beating on the door,
"WHAMP ... WHAMP ... WHAMP ... THIS IS HARRY ...
OPEN UP."
Harry stepped into his office, saw me standing there in
the uniform, and I knew he was mad. I cowered before him like a
grade school boy who just flunked an exam. I wanted to say, "I'm
sorry," but nothing came out.
"This messes up everything." Harry blurted his
exasperation. "I wasn't planning on using you until the ninth
inning."
I tried to tell Harry why I got dressed. I wanted to tell him
that I thought he was at the door wanting me, so I got dressed. But
I didn't say anything; I didn't want to equivocate in front of him.
Then Harry jerked his head toward the door and demanded,
"Come on."
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We walked down the concourse through the dugout, and
he angrily announced, "Wait here." I stood in the dugout, not
knowing what to do. But now was not the time to disobey Harry.
I stood like a soldier on guard duty, not flinching, not looking to
the left or right. I just stood there.
Harry walked straight to the mound and asked Old
Reliable for the ball. He had just walked with the bases loaded.
Then turning to me, Harry nodded his head toward the mound.
Then I heard the public announcer blare forth, "Now pitching
for the Chicago Cubs, Number 38, Remle Noel, the one we
know as "G ... R ... A ... M ... P ... S .... " The way he said Gramps
sounded like the introduction to a professional boxing match.
The audience went wild, while I coolly began my mandatory eight
warm-up pitches. I had been here before; I knew what to do. The
frustration in Harry's office was gone, and now I was down to
business.
I had been in life and death situations before. Two or three
times I had been in hospital rooms at the moment of death, and
I had to turn to grieving loved ones. Once, I had to talk a young
man threatening suicide into putting down his .45 revolver as he
had it cocked, pointing at his head. He told me, 'Tm not afraid to
die." Then, pointing the revolver at me, he said, "Are you afraid to
die?"

Ifl could get through those life and death situations,
getting through the last out for the Cubs at Wrigley Field would
be easy.
I turned my back to homeplate, and with my ring finger
began subconsciously massaging the ball with rosin. My thoughts
were interrupted by the umpire's loud shouts,
"PLAY BALL!"
I had hoped for "Large Zone" because he had a generous
strike zone. I wanted to strike this guy out. But behind the
homeplate was "Stingy," the one who had the skinniest strike
zone in the National League. I was going to have to get the ball
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close to get a call strike. My only hope was to make him swing at
everything I threw to the plate.
Going through my pre-pitch routine: windup ...
stretch ... roll the wrist ... 69 mph. When the ball darted towards
homeplate, the batter flinched slightly, then swung awkwardly.
"STRIKE ONE!"
I went through the same routine again, and the ball
fluttered across homeplate for a call strike.
"STRIKE TWO!"
Harry yelled from the dugout,
"DON'T WASTE ANYTHING TRYING TO FOOL HIM;
JUST THROW YOUR FUNKY BALL!"
I almost lost my concentration, laughing at Harry's
description of my killer curveball. He had never called it "funky"
before. The crowd was yelling,
"GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS." They all were
standing, stomping their feet to the rhythm of the cadence. Then,
after my pre-pitch routine, I heaved the ball, and it was outside
Stingy's strike zone, and he yelled,
"BALL ONE!"
But the base runner ventured too far off third base. The
catcher stepped behind the batter and rifled a throw down to third
base, catching him off the bag. The third base umpire stuck his
finger high in the air yelling,
"YOU'RE OUT!"
Harry met me at the dugout steps and whispered in my ear,
"We're taking you out for a pinch hitter; get outta here
before the media get wise."
Within minutes, I dressed in my street clothes and was
ready to go. Then, as I reached for the knob for the door to the
secretary's office, I heard a voice on the other side yell,
"Gramps, we know you're in there ... let us in .... "
Again I panicked, and again I felt like the rat in the prison
cell; the water was still rising. Shortly, I'd be a goner. Then I
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remembered what Harry had told me about the previous pitching
coach. They fired him because he couldn't handle the pitchers, but
also he was a little quirky. The women had reported the pitching
coach for crawling through the ceiling tiles in his office, and
spying on the ladies' restroom that was on the other side of the
wall to Harry's office.
Do I try it?
When a drowning rat knows the end is near, he'll try
anything. Quickly, I pushed the desk over to the wall, and pushing
the ceiling tiles out of place, I looked around for the ladies'
restroom. As I climbed into the ceiling, I thought of another
problem. Suppose I were caught in the ladies' restroom. It would
not be Gramps that would get caught in the ladies' restroom;
it could be the pastor from Lynchburg, Virginia. Would that
be a more serious problem than letting everyone know that I am
Cramps?
As I was standing on the desk with my head through the
opening in the ceiling tile, I had to make a decision. Not knowing
what to do, I was motivated by the constant yelling from the
secretary's office door.
"Gramps ... we know you're in there ... come out." And
then to add to the confusion, they began beating on the door.
"WHAMP ... WHAMP ... WHAMP."
I hoisted myself into the space above the ceiling tile,
reached over the concrete block wall and removed a ceiling tile to
the darkened room. I didn't know what it was, and I softly yelled
into the room, "Anybody in there? Let me know if anybody is in
there; I am coming in."
Silence!!
I scraped two buttons on my shirt climbing over the
concrete block wall, and as I let myself down into the darkened
room, I realized it was the ladies' restrooms. The only light I had
was that showing under the restroom door. The room was not
pitch black; I could make out the sinks as I slowly opened the
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door, readying an excuse if anybody was out there, but no one was
there. This was a new office complex, and I didn't know which
way was out. Giving myself a pep talk, I reminded myself that the
worst thing in the world is to look scared. If I got caught, Harry
knew me, so it wouldn't be "breaking and entering." The worst
thing I could do if I were caught was to reveal that I was Gramps.
Seeing lights ahead, I walked toward the foyer of the business
offices, and there was a young lady at the switchboard. Before she
could say anything, I asked,
"Which way out?"
She pointed to the glass door and asked,
"Can I help you with anything?"
"N o, t h an k you. "

CHAPTER

EIGHTEEN

THE CUBS SQUEAK INTO THE PLAYOFFS

Ruth used the commercial break to tell me her opinion,
"Grarnps is a retired ballplayer who decided to come back with
a killer knuckleball." She explained that Gramps had too much
"game presence" to not have experienced playing in the major
leagues. She commented, "Pitching in Wrigley Field would scare
anybody to death who has not pitched in the major leagues
before." Not knowing what to say, I commented,
"Maybe Gramps is mentally handicapped and doesn't have
enough sense to be scared."
"Oh ... you ... "
The reporters came back after the commercial break,
"We've interviewed a number of people on the street to
ask them who they think Gramps is. A businessman in the Loop
with a three-piece suit on who is a stockbroker said,
"I think he's someone who has played major league ball in
the '60s, somebody who almost made it and committed himself to
coming back. I think it is Ron McDaniel."
An interview with a computer programmer, a young girl
in a white blouse and pink sweater, followed, "I think Gramps is
the father of one of the Cubs players who taught his son to play
ball, and when the son made the Cubs' roster, he got a place for
his dad."
A grandmother sitting on a bench in Lincoln Park,
enjoying the sun, commented,
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"I think Gramps is cute, and I think it's Kevin Costner, the
movie star who played a baseball player in Bull Durham. Now he
thinks he is good enough to play for the Cubs."
A little nine-year-old girl at an amusement park said,
"I think Gramps is an angel, cause my daddy says he saved
the Cubs. I believe that angels go around saving people."
"Stay tuned to WGN in our search for the identity of
Gramps. You'll be the first to know, and if you stay tuned to
WGN, you'll know who Gramps is when we find out."
I didn't give the identity of Gramps any more attention;
to me, it was a cute diversion for long-suffering fans of the Cubs.
As a matter of fact, the more media frenzy surrounded the search
for Gramps, the more I wanted him to stay hidden. I would be
absolutely sure of it if they would find out the real identity of
Gramps. The next thing, there would be a TV camera in the lobby
of our church, interviewing members. We wouldn't have church;
we would have a three-ring circus. But I knew it wouldn't last
so long; TV would only be there for one week and would then
be gone. But that would be time enough to do more damage to
the cause of Christ than I cared to think about. So I was more
determined than ever before to go along with Harry Connelly and
keep Gramps a secret.
The next morning at the breakfast table, Ruth scoured the
sports page looking for any information on Gramps. Then, in the
Odds and Ends section, she found what she was looking for and
read it to me,
(Chicago-EP)
WGN and Chicago Tribune announced a joint endeavor
to find the identity of Gramps for its viewers and readers. Surveillance cameras have been placed at every
entrance to Wrigley Field, including employee and player
entrances, in an attempt to identify when Gramps is in
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attendance of a game and to interview him for the fans.
Using the latest in computer enhancement and computer
search, technicians feel they can identify Gramps before
he leaves the stadium, and reporters feel they can get
vital information for viewers and listeners.
In the past two days, handwriting experts have compared
the signature of Remle Noel (the only specimen of his
handwriting) with those of former major league players,
attempting to match Gramps to a former major league
player who might be his approximate age. Thus far, all
attempts have been futile.
That evening, when I arrived home, the TV tables were
again in front of the television, and Ruth announced to me that
WGN had a picture of Gramps. He had attended a Cubs game
that day in Wrigley, although he didn't pitch. On the Six O'clock
News, WGN was going to show a picture of Gramps, and at long
last, they hoped to have a live interview with Gramps from his
home on the North Shore in Deerfield, Illinois.
I quickly shed my coat and loosened my tie, and got ready
for the revelation of the real Gramps, i.e., Remle Noel. This was
a show I didn't want to miss. As a matter of fact, I was probably
watching the Six O'clock News with a different motive from
everybody else in America. Many thought this man might be
Gramps-or wanted him to be Gramps-or a lot of people didn't
even know who Gramps was. But I was the only one-beside
Harry Connelly-who knew who Gramps really was. Finally, the
sports announcer came on,
"This gentleman was seen entering Wrigley Field this
afternoon for a home game, coming approximately an hour early,
sitting behind the Cubs' dugout." (The screen showed a man in
a sports shirt with a beer ad on his chest, coming through the
grandstand entrance; the surveillance camera was in black and
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white. The man had a bald head and very full mustache from one
corner of his mouth to the other.) The announcer said, "We think
the mustache is false; watch this computer enhancement. First, the
mustache is taken off, and then notice the two pictures together;
this man is Remle Noel. Here is your Gramps. WGN was not able
to interview him at Wrigley Field because of the time it took to
get all the computer enhancements done, but one of our reporters
followed him home and is there at his house. After a commercial
break, we will take you live to the front door of the home of
Vernon Harrison, and you can see the man who is Remle Noel,
the one we call Gramps. Vernon Harrison is a retired US Postal
employee, a father of three and a grandfather of six, and has been
an avid lifelong Cubs fan. We know Vernon Harrison pitched
in college for Auburn University, and forty years ago pitched
in the Carolina League but never made it to the majors. Now, a
commercial break."
My wife turned to me and said, "I don't think that's
Gramps; the eyes don't have a twinkle." Ruth went on to say that
any man who could pull off this stunt of pitching for the Cubs in a
disguise would have to have a twinkle in his eyes. She said to me,
"That Gramps didn't have a twinkle."
"Here we go live," the TV announcer said, followed by
a floodlight. By this time, several other reporters had gathered
on the lawn of Vernon Harrison's home in Deerfield, Illinois.
The picture showed the reporter ringing the doorbell, with
lights blaring; then a baldheaded man came to the door in his
undershirt, the reporters having interrupted his evening meal.
Apparently, he was a Cubs fan, but didn't watch WGN Six O'clock
News. The reporter said, "We're from WGN News and we have
every reason to believe that you go by the name Remle Noel, the
one they call Gramps, and you've been pitching relief for the
Chicago Cubs in the last two months."
"That's ridiculous!" Vernon Harrison shielded his eyes
from the glare of the lights, then demanded, "Turn that #%$& thing
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off!" The incredulous look on his face was not pantomime; Vernon
Harrison was telling the truth. He knew he was not Gramps.
"Our computer enhancement shows that you look exactly
like Remle Noel," the reporter said to Vernon Harrison. "We want
to show you on our television set what we found."
"Yeah!" Vernon responded with some skepticism. "I
want to see how much I look like this character." They showed
him the television enhancement from the time he walked in to
Wrigley Field and then, on parallel screens, how much he looked
like Gramps who pitched last week. "It looks like Gramps." They
showed a picture of Gramps from last week's game against the
L.A. Dodgers.
"It does look like me," Vernon Harrison said, "but I can
prove that I am not Gramps." He went on to say that he missed
both games last Thursday and Friday when Gramps pitched.
On Thursday afternoon he was playing golf with three buddies,
and Friday afternoon he was fishing on the North Branch of the
Chicago River with a different buddy, all of whom would testify
for him.
One of the radio announcers didn't quite believe Vernon
Harrison; the big, fat, bushy mustache looked fake up close just as
it did on television. The radio announcer thought he would pull
a coup, and he reached over and jerked on Vernon Harrison's
mustache ... but it didn't come off.
"What the @#$%," Vernon Harrison cursed the radio man
and said, 'TH sue you for slander ... I'll sue you for assault and
battery ... I'll own your radio station ... "
The media frenzy backed up and gave Vernon Harrison
some room. Then he announced to the media, "Anyone else want
to pull on my mustache for $10,000?"
The next morning at the breakfast table, my wife
continued to follow the media frenzy surrounding Gramps and
the Chicago Cubs. There was another item in the Odds and Ends
news article that described what happened the previous evening.
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(Chicago-EP)
Last evening, four reporters accosted Vernon Harrison
on the front porch of his home in Deerfield, Illinois,
accusing him of being Remle Noel, the senior citizen
pitching sensation for the Chicago Cubs. While ordinary
computer enhancement suggested that Vernon Harrison
looked like Remle Noel, later research indicated that that
report was false.

Vernon Harrison has accused a local radio announcer of
trying to hit him in the face during the interview, however. Television tape indicates the reporter was trying to
pull off what he thought was a fake mustache, but actually was real. Harrison threatened to sue the radio station
for $10,000, but the Chicago Cubs stepped in to resolve
an embarrassing situation, and Harrison has settled for
two Cubs season tickets for the rest of this season and
next year.

CHAPTER

NINETEEN

A REW ARD FOR FINDING GRAMPS

When I went out to get the morning paper, huge drops
of water were dripping from the leaves, but it was not raining.
A heavy mist covered Central Virginia, but even a fifty-degree
temperature, without the sun, was chilly. I wondered to myself,

I wonder what the conditions are in Chicago today? I
retrieved the paper and ran to the house to keep the paper from
getting wet.
The hot coffee seemed to trickle down into every chilly
bone in my body. Because last summer had been so hot, I had
forgotten what it meant to be chilly, so today was a shock to my
system. But hot coffee brought a twinkle to my eyes. When the
phone rang, I found myself hoping it wouldn't be Harry. After I
said hello, I heard,
"The Cubs want you for the first three games here
in Chicago," the abrupt Harry Connelly jumped right into a
conversation without saying "Hello," or "How are you?" Harry
began babbling on about how his pitchers were all in line, his
bullpen was in good shape, but he added,
"If things go bad and our bullpen gets killed, I'll send you
an emergency SOS."
"Can't do it," I told Harry. I explained that my busy
schedule of church activities for the next three days wouldn't
allow me to get out of town, even for an emergency. Then I added,
''I'll pray for you to win."
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"I'd rather have your killer knuckleball than your prayers,"
sarcastic Harry responded back. But as quickly as he said it, he
commented,
'Tm sorry; I shouldn't say that. You know that I believe
in God, and I need the Almighty to help me at this time." Harry
agonized a few minutes over having said something so irreverent;
he repeated two or three more times, 'Tm sorry ... I'm sorry."
Wanting to put that behind me, I asked him what their
chances were. Harry told me that the Cubs would win the first
three games in Chicago, then would take the series at Dodger
Stadium when they played the L.A. Dodgers. He reminded me,
"We've got three guys who can't miss now that we've got the
Flame Thrower and Old Reliable."
Harry talked about the impact of one player on all the
Cubs. The Flame Thrower had brought optimism to the whole
club, and since the Flame Thrower was always a "stopper,"
everybody played better because they knew one man could always
get them a victory. Even as Harry talked to me, I thought about
the man, Christ Jesus, the One who came from God to save us
from our sins; He made all of us live better. Yet I knew that Jesus
Christ was not just a man, He was the Son of God.
Harry was not in a rush to hang up; he just wanted to chat
about the Cubs and a chance to get into the World Series. Then I
heard the click of the phone on the other line; it was Ruth saying,
"Are you on the line? Is it an emergency?"
I told her it was just Harry Connelly talking to me about
the Cubs in the championship series.
Ruth greeted Harry; she only knew him casually. Then
before hanging up, she said,
"Harry, can you get your old friend a ticket for the World
Series? Your old baseball buddy has never seen a World Series."
I wondered if Ruth had picked up the phone to hear us
talking about my pitching, or if she suspected anything. A few
minutes later, she came into the dinette where I was drinking
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my coffee to greet me as though nothing had happened. She was
excited about the Cubs and planned to watch the championship
series on WGN that day. Then she casually asked,
"If Harry gets you a ticket, will you go?"
"Sure ... "
I came home for lunch, knowing I could catch the
beginning of the championship series on television. I knew she
would be watching, but as I walked into the house, she was not in
the kitchen. She was already glued to the television set. She yelled
to me from the family room,
"COME QUICKLY ... YOU'LL BE INTERESTED IN
THIS." When I got into the room, I saw on the television screen a
rerun of Gramps pitching at a game a couple of weeks ago. Ruth
announced to me,
"They're running a special on Gramps before the game."
Without saying anything, I sank into my favorite chair without
taking off my coat; my eyes were glued to the screen as they
discussed the identity of Gramps. The TV clip was called,
"THE CUBS' MYSTERY MAN."
Then I heard the announcer with a voice over the action
shots of Gramps pitching,
"One of the mysterious reasons for the sensational run
of the Chicago Cubs to catch the Pittsburgh Pirates and
win the Central Division has been Number 38, Remle
Noel, the one everyone calls 'GRAMPS.' He's an enigma
to us all because no one seems to know who he is, except
Harry Connelly, the man who keeps signing him to a
one-game contract. Gramps doesn't work out with the
team, he doesn't warm up in the bullpen; he simply walks
out of the dugout, takes eight warm up pitches, and then
throws one strike after another. For anyone who has ever
pitched, that is sensational, and he is the spirit of the sensational Cubs.
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The Cubs have a lot of older men searching for the elusive World Series ... Sammy Sosa, Mark Grace ... Henry
Rodriquez, and a lot of other aging players. And then
there are the young Cubs who are taking their place, led
by the phenom Harry Connelly calls the 'Flame Thrower.'
Everyone on the team agrees that the Cubs play better
because of the 'Flame Thrower.' What a year it's been!
The youngest of the kids-the Flame Thrower-and the
oldest of the veterans-Cramps-might just lead the Cubs
to the World Series.
In just a moment we're going to open up the phones to the
number you see on the screen. Ifyou know who Gramps
is, or ifyou have any clues to identifying Gramps, please
call our operators. We have several operators standing by
to receive your call, and as soon as we get any leads, I'll
let you know who people think Gramps might be or any
clues they have about Gramps. So, as we go to this commercial, call now while our operators are standing by.
***
The first caller from California said he remembered
playing high school ball with a guy who looks just like
Gramps, and would probably be Gramps's age today.
Checking on this lead, the caller said his name is Kyle
Duncan from Ventura, California. We've got a social
security number, and we'll check on that. The second
caller says that Gramps has been pitching church softball
in an evangelical church league in Lansing, Michigan. He
says that Grumps is a plumber who attends the Highland
Park Presbyterian Church of Lansing. We don't have a
name or number, but we'll check that lead.
The third caller tells us that Gramps really is Phil Neikro
who's hitting with a gray wig. Now everyone knows that
Phil Neikro was the knuckleball pitcher with the Atlanta
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Braves during the '70s and '80s; according to my memory,
he finished up pitching with the New York Yankees. No,
Gramps is not Phil Neikro; that is a lead we've already
checked out.
The fourth caller says Gramps is Bob Esteppe, a pitcher
on the Cubs' spring training roster in Arizona during the
mid '60s, over forty years ago. The caller said Esteppe
never made it into the majors, but always harbored a
dream of pitching with the Cubs. So he developed a killer
knuckleball and, now past sixty years old, has come back
to the Cubs with one pitch, i.e., the killer knuckleball.
Folks, I have just been handed this note that our lines
are so overloaded with callers that we are swamped. As
a matter offact, they've asked me to tell you to STOP
CALLING OUR NUMBER. The computer cannot take
any backup calls, and you're only going to overload the
system.
We didn't think there would be this much interest or curiosity about Gramps, the mystery pitcher for the Chicago
Cubs. Right now we're going to go back to our tape and
watch Gramps strike out another batter. When we come
to the right frame, they'll enlarge his face, and you'll get a
good look at the mystery known as Gramps.

A commercial came on, and they switched the program to
Wrigley Field. My wife looked at me and said,
"What do you think? I'd like to be the one that identifies
him and wins the award."
"What award?"
"You haven't heard about all the money that is being
offered to the person who tells them about Gramps and gives
them information to discover the identity of Gramps?"
''No."

Ruth began to tell me how several of the sponsors of the
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Cubs' baseball team had chipped in to give an award to the person
who could supply them information to unveil Gramps. First,
they'd get a season's pass to the Cubs' games for a year; second,
they'd get $1,000 from one of the beer companies, and they'd also
get a weekend in Chicago, all expenses paid, luxury hotel, best of
restaurants, and box tickets to see the Cubs play.
I didn't answer Ruth; I walked back into the dinette and
began nibbling at the sandwich at my plate. Then realizing I had
nothing to drink, I went to get a cold drink from the refrigerator.
It was my way of changing the topic. Then Ruth began talking
about the mail; I realized it worked. We talked about the bills that
we owed and those we'd have to put off paying for awhile. When
the game began, we went in to watch the Cubs play Los Angeles.
They beat them in the first game: 8-4.

CHAPTER

TWENTY

THE FIRST GAME OF THE WORLD SERIES

October in the Blue Ridge mountains is breathtaking. God
dips His brush into multiple colors, painting the hillsides orange,
burgundy red, muted pinks, and lime green that turns plum
purple.
When I was young, spring was my favorite time of year
because a young man's fancy turns to baseball. Then again,
perhaps the excitement of spring reflected the optimism of my
teen years. But now I live in the autumn of life; the colorful leaves
are still alive, but soon come the snows of winter that cover the
ground. Autumn is nature's last great World Series before baseball
diamonds are covered with snow.
This morning, I had an easy time praying for my sermon.
I was in Lynchburg, Virginia, preaching the Word of God just as
God would have me to do. The Chicago Cubs were playing the
first game of the W odd Series in Baltimore against the Orioles.
Hmm ... I thought to myself. Baltimore is only a three and
a half hour drive away from Lynchburg, Virginia. I had never
thought about even seeing a game in Camden Yards, but it was
a thought. If the Cubs really needed me, could I go to Camden
Yards? How would I sneak in and out?
As I gave last touches to my sermon, there was no guilt
about not being with the Cubs. As a matter of fact, I wanted to be
in Lynchburg with all my heart, and I didn't even have a small tug
to be with Harry Connelly and the Cubs in Baltimore.
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Through the paper-thin walls between my office and the
Children's Sunday School, I could hear the buzz of young voices,
excited about learning the Word of God. Looking at my watch,
I put my sermon notes in my Bible and walked over to the door.
Momentarily, there would be a knock from the choir leader,
getting ready to file into the auditorium.
Today, I am happy in the center of God's will.
"Knock ... knock."
I followed the choir out onto the platform, and when I got
there, the organ stopped playing. Something was wrong; we didn't
have silence at this moment. Usually, the choir burst into a joyful
refrain.
"Take me out to the ball game."
I looked around to see what was wrong, and the chairman
of the deacons, Roger Elliott, was coming to the platform.
Whatever was happening caught me off guard. When Roger got to
the microphone, he turned to me and said,
"Pastor," he motioned for me to come over by him. "We
have a gift for you this morning ... just to show our love and
appreciation to you."
I hadn't expected a gift, so quickly, I ran through why
they were giving me a gift ... not my birthday ... not my wedding
anniversary ... how long had I been in this church ... I didn't
know why he was calling me up for a gift. Then Roger pulled an
envelope out of his coat pocket, fingering it nervously, saying,
"Pastor, we know that you love the Chicago Cubs more
than anything." He went on to explain that it had been a hundred
years since the Cubs played in the World Series. He told me that
the whole church had been working on getting a set of tickets for
me and Ruth to go to the World Series. He said, "We found out
that everyone in America loves the Cubs, and if you knew how
hard it was to get just one ticket, you would appreciate how much
we love you."
The congregation stood and broke into applause, some of
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the young kids showing their exuberance by saying, "GO CUBS
GO ... GO CUBS GO." Quickly, I put my hands up to squelch any
cheers in the church auditorium. Roger continued,
"Pastor, one of our members got these tickets through a
company connection; we had to go all the way to the corporate
headquarters just to get them for you."
"You shouldn't have done this," I choked, and, later, Ruth
said tears came to my eyes. "You shouldn't have done this because
now I probably won't be able to preach. I'll be looking forward to
going to a Cubs' game more than preaching the Bible." Everyone
laughed. Again, laughter interrupted my thoughts.
I explained to the congregation how my son Sam and I
started following the Cubs when he was a nine-year-old boy and
we lived on the north shore of Chicago. We followed the Cubs
when almost no one showed up for a game-fewer than two
thousand people-and we had free rein of all Wrigley Field. My
son and I had become Cubs fans, and we followed them wherever
we lived via WGN cable television. As a matter of fact, when we
moved out into the country, and there was no cable television, I
bought a "dish" just to follow Cubs baseball. Then I said,
"From the bottom of my heart, I appreciate this gift more
than you'll ever know." Then, with a lump in my throat, I said, "I
appreciate this gift more than I can explain."
As I returned to my seat, I felt a little embarrassed,
knowing that Gramps had been on the mound at Wrigley Field,
and they didn't know it. As a matter of fact, they had spent a lot of
money for these tickets, and with a phone call, I could have gotten
in to see the game, even if it was by closed-circuit television from
Harry's office.
The Cubs won the opening game in the World Series in
Baltimore: 8-2. Old Reliable had pitched the game of his life, only
allowing two earned runs in the first eight innings. The Cubs'
bats were alive; they hit three home runs, and they always came
through with a hit when someone was in scoring position.
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The second game of the World Series was a different
matter. A cold front came through and with it, clouds and a damp
wind. The chilly night in Baltimore cooled down the Cubs' bats;
no one seemed to be able to get a hit to drive in a run. The Cubs
lost: 4-0.
On Tuesday afternoon, I was meeting with our staff in our
weekly meeting when the church receptionist stuck her head in
the door.
"Pastor," she apologized for interrupting, "Harry
Connelly is on the phone and says it is important to interrupt
you."
"I'll take it in my office." I decided I was going to say hello
to Harry before he got started talking. I was going to try to make
him more human. Picking up the phone, I said, "It's a wonderful
day in Lynchburg, Virginia, and how are you?" But my strategy
didn't work. He jumped right into the conversation.
"Don't phone me ... " Harry explained that there was an
unlawful tap on his telephone. "I don't know how they got it
done. I know it's against the law; it must be one of those freelance
guys who's trying to get the prize money to find out who you are."
Then Harry went on to explain that they had staked out his office,
and that I should not use my key to meet him there. Not knowing
what to do, Harry said, "I'll think of something ... "
"I've got the answer," I told Harry about the free ticket the
church had given me and that everyone knew I was coming to the
fourth game of the series. Then I told Harry I was sitting in the
upper deck, SECTION "J." I gave Harry the seat number. Then he
responded,
"Oh! I know where that is. I can see it by stepping out of
the dugout." Harry told me that when he needed me, he would
step out of the dugout, give me the "high sign" by wiggling his
finger near his ear; then he suggested I did not use his office to
change clothes. He said,
"Use a toilet stall; everybody else does." Harry told me that
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when I got the sign, I should change clothes in the men's room,
and then Garcia would let me into the locker room. That way, I
could bypass the media that had staked out his office.
Before he hung up, and in his usual blunt way, Harry said,
"But I don't think I'll need ya ... "
"Ok."
"But bring binoculars; you're getting old and you can't see
that far," was Harry's last instruction to me before he hung up.
As the fourth game of the World Series approached, Ruth
and I made plans to fly to Chicago to use the tickets given to us by
the church. At the last minute, Ruth's mother had a stroke, so she
couldn't go with me. It was too late to ask anyone else to go with
me. Ruth insisted I go by myself, "The Cubs need you."
I went through a long decision process in choosing a bag
to take my uniform and gray wig to the game. At first I thought
I would get a nice athletic bag, the kind I take to the health club.
But then I remembered, not many people take athletic bags
to the game. I thought about a garment bag to throw over my
shoulder, but that looked too conspicuous. If reporters had their
surveillance cameras, they'd spot me for sure. Then I decided a
small plastic bag would be inconspicuous. A lot of people carry
sandwiches ... drinks ... and parents even bring baby clothes in a
plastic bag. So I thought to myself,

If I walk in with a couple who has a baby, people will think
I am the grandpa.
As I got out of my rental car, I realized that people could
look right into the throat of the bag and see the uniform. I stuffed
the gray locks down to the bottom, but was still worried about the
uniform; then I decided to tie a knot around it so if I accidentally
dropped the bag, nothing would spill.
Following my instinct, I walked slowly down Addison
Street looking for a young couple heading toward Wrigley. Then
I walked over beside them, admired their young kid, and followed
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them right through the ticket stall, continuing to talk to them all
the way into the grandstand. Then I left them.
I was winded having to climb all the way to the upper
deck; there were no elevators to get me up there. When I finally
found my seat, the Chicago employees from Roger Elliott's
company knew who I was; they all wanted to shake my hand and
meet Roger's pastor as well as a lifelong Cub fan.
SEAT NUMBER 1 was right on the aisle, a clear shot all
the way down to the dugout. When Harry stepped out to give
me the high sign, I could dart down the stairs and find the men's
room; it wouldn't take me long to end up at the locker room door
where Garcia would let me in.
Old Reliable was pitching his usual game of adequate
baseball. He didn't overwhelm them with his fastball, nor was his
curveball extraordinary. He just knew how to get the opposition
out when he needed to. Going into the seventh inning, I could
see he was laboring. Through my binoculars, I saw the sweat; the
long season was taking its toll. It looked to me like the zip was
gone from his fastball, and he walked a man to begin the seventh
inning. After two hits, Cubs were ahead 7-1. Old Reliable gave up
two more hits, Cubs now 7-3.
Harry stepped out of the dugout and gave the high sign
with his finger. Then to make sure he didn't arouse suspicion,
he scratched his ear, finally taking off his hat to run his fingers
through his balding gray hair.
Instantly, I was out of the seat and down the stairs; I knew
just what restroom I was going to use. It was out of the way down
on the playing field level. That way, I wouldn't have to walk too
far to the Cubs' locker room with my uniform, and I wouldn't
arouse too much speculation.
Because it was in the middle of an inning and there was
tension on the mound, not many men were in the restroom. I
found a toilet stall and quickly changed to my uniform. Garcia
would have my spikes waiting for me in the locker room. After
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getting my uniform on, I pulled the gray locks with the hat in
place. But I felt conspicuous. I would be closer to the people than
ever before.
I felt vulnerable.
Besides being vulnerable, I looked stupid. I had on wingtipped shoes, a baseball uniform, all decked out with flowing
gray locks. After tucking my casual clothes into the plastic sack, I
decided to make a run for it to the Cubs' locker room.
Throwing the stall door open, I bolted out of the
bathroom, through the door, turning right towards the Cubs'
locker room. The leather heels of my wing tips were clicking on
the floor. As I ran down the hall, I heard a young kid yell at his
dad,
"THERE GOES GRAMPS ... NOW WE'LL STOP 'EM."
"WHAMP ... WHAMP ... WHAMP," I banged on the
locker room door. It took Garcia a few seconds to get to the door.
He had my spikes waiting, and I gave him the plastic sack filled
with my clothes. As I ran up the concourse towards the dugout,
I heard Garcia yell to me, "These are wrinkled; I'll iron them for
you ... "
When I got to the dugout, Harry had already brought in
a relief pitcher. The score was 6-4; Mr. Reliable had allowed four
runs before Harry could get him out of the game. When I got to
the dugout, Harry saw me out of the corner of his eyes, jumped
up, and ran over to say,
"I am going to use you as a decoy today."
"Why?" I sputtered out the words.
"Don't ask questions," Harry said in his abrupt way. "Your
being here will give steel to this team." Harry told me I was to go
down and sit in the bullpen for the next three innings. Then he
said to me, "Can't you feel it?"
"Feel what?" I innocently shrugged my shoulders.
"Just your being here pumps these guys up; they know
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they can win when they've got you on their side. Let me explain;
I'll get a catcher to walk down to the bullpen with you."
As the top of the seventh ended, the relief pitcher finally got
out the Baltimore Orioles and held them to four runs. The catcher
and I emerged from the dugout and started the long walk down
toward the left field bullpen. Then I heard it. A murmur went
through the crowd, but rather than getting louder, the crowd at
Wrigley became silent. People were talking, but not as loudly. All
the booming yells and catcalls were gone. A few people who were
still talking didn't realize what was going on. Most of the Wrigley
crowd watched Grarnps slowly walking toward the bullpen.
When I took my seat on the end of the bench, I could feel
strength coming from the guys; it was a good feeling, like just
when you hit a homerun or you just struck a man out. There was
a feeling of confidence that we could do this thing again.
"Hey Gramps, how about an autograph?" The people in
the left field box seats behind the bullpen began yelling for my
attention. "Hey Gramps ... "
Then I saw three ushers corning down the aisle; they were
heading toward the people who sat right behind the bullpen. I
didn't know it, but Harry Connelly had sent them down to make
sure the fans didn't rattle the players. Specifically, Harry didn't
want the media down there upsetting the players during the game.
The three ushers stood with their back to the infield,
facing the fans when the catcalls came from those whose view
was blocked. The ushers squatted behind the wall; nevertheless,
they knew that they were just as important to win this game for
Chicago as any man on the playing field.
On other occasions, Harry had said he was not going to
put me in, but then did. He was a funny guy, hard to figure out. I
was sure that he would have me warming up anytime soon. The
orange October afternoon sun warmed my back. Right then, there
was no place I'd rather be than in Wrigley Stadium, with the Cubs
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fighting for a World Series win. When I should have had my mind
on the game, I found myself praising God.

Thank you, Lord, for calling me to preach, and thank you
for giving me a healthy body and an arm that hasn't worn out yet.
Thank you for Harry Connelly and the opportunity to pitch in
Wrigley Field. The greatest privilege in life is doing what I always
dreamed of doing. What more could a man want, and what more
could a man thank God for.
Between the eighth and ninth innings, the phone in the
bullpen rang. The third string catcher always answered it, but
pointed the receiver at me and said,
"Harry wants to speak to you, Gramps."
"Don't come back to the locker room after the game,"
Harry announced over the phone. "Garcia will meet you under
the left field bleachers in the groundkeeper's area," Harry said to
me. "As soon as the last out is over, run straight for the gate under
the 360 mark on the left field bleachers. You remember that the
groundskeeper opens it immediately after the last out and comes
out with the equipment. Go in there, and Garcia will show you
where to change clothes."
As Harry talked to me, I turned to look into the left field
and saw the gate painted dark green, matching the paint on the
wall where the ivy grew. I had seen the groundskeeper use that
gate on many occasions. Then, before he hung up, Harry said,
"Oh, yeah, thanks for being here today; we wouldn't have
won without you."
"We haven't won yet," I said.
"We will."

CHAPTER

TWENTY-ONE

THE FIFTH DAY OF THE WORLD SERIES

The day was overcast with steel-gray clouds. A front had
moved in from the west, and at Wrigley, the wind was blowing
out, and the flags in centerfield were snapping at their mast. This
Saturday was not a good baseball day; the temperature would
only get into the high forties, and the wind-chill was down into the
thirties. It was a bone-chilling day, but the Cubs had the sluggers
to take advantage of the wind blowing out.
I knew I would get another game today because my killer
knuckleball breaks harder under the wind than any other time.
Even though the sun was not shining, this would be a perfect day
for me to shine. I was sitting down behind the Cubs' bullpen in
the left field waiting for my opportunity to show the crowd what
Gramps can do in the World Series.
The Cubs had the Orioles down three games to two, and
today we could finish them off-winning the World Series.
Old "Mr. Stability" was pitching for the Cubs today.
Harry had given today's pitcher "Mr. Stability" because he always
came in to break up a losing streak, and he added stability to the
Cubs' game. I even called him "Mr. Stability," but he wasn't an
old man, even by my standards. To me, he was just one of the
kids, even though, he was almost forty years old. Heck, I had a
son his age.
With the wind blowing, it was too much for "Mr.
Stability." In the first inning, the Orioles got their first homerun,
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and in the third inning, they added two more. Going into the
fourth inning, the Cubs were down 3-0, the Orioles' pitcher had
pitched the Cubs low, and our batters couldn't hit the ball high
enough to take advantage of the wind blowing.
Two more Orioles went deep in the sixth inning, and the
Cubs were behind 5-0. Old "Mr. Stability" was lifted for a pinch
hitter in the bottom of the sixth, but Harry didn't nod to me.
The early setting sun had long since cast its chilly shadows
over the left field seats where I was sitting. I was chilly, not having
worn a heavy enough coat for October in Chicago. I kept my
hands tucked deep in my pockets to keep them warm and ready.
But Harry used the other bullpen members. These relief pitchers
were not as good as old "Mr. Stability," and by the time the Cubs
came to bat in the bottom of the eighth inning, they were behind
11-0. The Cubs got one homerun in the bottom of the eighth, and
two more runs in the bottom of the ninth; they lost to the Orioles,
11-3.

If this had been a regular season game, a lot of the crowd
would have gone home after the seventh inning, but this was the
World Series, and the Cubs had come back from worse deficits in
the past. Those who held hope in the Cubs had an eternal spirit,
and they prayed constantly for sovereign intervention. But this
day, help did not come. As I rose to leave, the announcer on the
loudspeaker blared out,
"SEE YA TOMORROW WHEN THE CUBS WIN THE
WORLD SERIES," the speaker went on to announce. "GAME
TIME, 2:00 P.M."
I had not thought about tomorrow, and instantly, my
heart turned chilly as my body. Tomorrow was Sunday, and I
had not pitched on Sunday. Since I had made my commitment
to the Lord, I would not pitch on Sunday. I would be in church
preaching the gospel.
As I walked toward Harry's office, I thought how weak
our bullpen had been today, giving up hit after hit to the Orioles.
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I thought, The Cubs need me, and as a minister, I always try to go
where I am needed. But the need to pitch baseball is different from
going to the hospital to minister to a family when they've lost a
loved one. Spiritual need is different than baseball.
I didn't have to make a decision; that choice was made
years ago when I said "yes" to the ministry. Jesus Christ comes
first in my life, and I will always put ministry before pleasure or
anything else. There was never a thought of pitching on Sunday,
and there was no decision to be made. I would do what I have
always done since I began pastoring.
But the thought crossed my mind, Maybe the last game of

the World Series is so important that I ought to be with the Cubs.

If they need me in the late innings to save a win-and I am not
here-I'll regret it for the rest of my life.
Because we human beings selfishly express the tiny seed
of divinity that is in us all, I began thinking, The Cubs need
me, and I am the only one who can help them. All I had was a
killer knuckleball, and that ability was given to me by God; why
shouldn't I pitch for the Cubs when they needed me most-the
last game of the World Series? Again, I reminded myself, This is

the first World Series for the Cubs in 100 years.
As I walked by the empty souvenir stand, I noted that
the subdued crowd had left Wrigley early. Using my key, I let
myself into the hallway, then to the secretary's office; I waited for
Harry in his office. It wasn't long before the gangling scarecrow
squeezed his tall frame through the small doorway. In his usual
manner, Harry didn't greet me; he just started talking.
"You couldn't have made any difference today," he said,
shrugging his shoulders. "Your killer knuckleball surely would
have danced out in that wind today, but it wouldn't have done us
any good when we were so far behind."
A good manager is philosophical about a loss; they know
their team will not win them all. When losses come, managers
don't look back in regret, for post-game introspection cannot
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change a game that's already lost and will not help the next game.
So Harry simply concluded,
"Their bats won today, but tomorrow the Cubs will win."
Then Harry explained that my ticket for tomorrow would
be at the same window, and I would probably be used because the
wind would be blowing out tomorrow. I didn't know how to tell
him, and I didn't want to tell him, so I just blurted it out,
"Tomorrow is Sunday." I didn't have to say anymore.
At the word "Sunday," Harry's downcast eyes looked up at
me, knowing what that meant. Harry and I had discussed playing
ball on Sunday; he didn't have my commitment, and playing ball
on Sunday was never an issue to Harry. But he respected me and
never once tried to put any pressure to make me play on Sunday.
As a matter of fact, Harry respected my commitment, and he was
just as committed as I was to honor the Lord's day. He observed,
"I know you won't pitch on Sunday ... and I respect that ...
but we sure need you around for assurance."
Harry didn't try to change my mind ... he didn't beg me to
come ... nor did he try to use any persuasive arguments. He knew
I had made up my mind, so he had to make plans for tomorrow,
and I was not in those plans.
As far as Harry was concerned, I could be on the disabled
list and not available to pitch. If I were hurt, he would have to
make plans without me. Sometimes a pitcher gets a sore arm and
is not available. At other times a relief pitcher goes several innings
and is not available the next day. This just happens to be Saturday,
and I am not available on Sunday.
On the flight home, I thought about my options.
Tomorrow's sermons could be just another sermon like another
brick when building a large brick wall. What is one brick when
there are thousands of other bricks? But tomorrow's game was
not just another game; tomorrow's game was the most important
game for the Cubs in the last 100 years. If I were to help the Cubs
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win the game-and the World Series-that could be the most
significant experience of a lifetime.
The logic was irrefutable; I ought to pitch for the Cubs
tomorrow.
But if I pitch for the Cubs, and my church found out, what
would they think of me? Then I thought of Ruth; she loved the
Cubs, but her commitment to Christ is so much deeper. What
would she think of me? Even Harry knew I wouldn't pitch on
Sunday because of my commitment to Christ. Ifl were to phone
and tell him I was coming to pitch, what would Harry think of me?
Even if I pitched tomorrow and helped the Cubs win, is
that what I wanted to do with my life? Even though tomorrow's
sermon is only one brick in a wall, my life is building a wall, and if
one brick is missing, I could damage the whole wall. If I pitch for
the Cubs, what would I think of myself?
As the jetliner broke through the steel gray clouds above
Chicago, the golden rays of the setting evening sun pierced into
the passenger section and momentarily blinded me. Then I
remembered what I had always preached,
The sun is always shining somewhere,
Just because you cannot see it,
Doesn't prove it isn't there.
Because of the clouds, we may not see the sun, and because
of problems and difficulties, we may not see the Lord, but God is
always there. As I squinted in the afternoon sun, I thought,

What would God think if I pitched for the Cubs?
Later that night in Lynchburg, Ruth and I went for a late
night coffee and ice cream. She had been busy at the church all
afternoon and had not seen the Cubs' game on television. All
she knew was that the Cubs had been beaten 11-3. She casually
remarked,
"Too bad the Cubs didn't win today ... it would be the first
World Series in 100 years."
"Uh-huh."
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"If they had pitched Gramps ... " Ruth carefully chose her
words before continuing, "Gramps is effective when the wind
blows out; his killer knuckleball really breaks. The Oriole batters
wouldn't have been able to touch him all day."
"Uh-huh."
"But Gramps is too old to pitch a whole game," my wife's
continued remarks made me uncomfortable. This was a good
chance to tell her the truth, but I was all choked up. I didn't know
what to say, so I just said,
"Uh-huh ... "
Ruth continued to talk about the Cubs, explaining, "You
know, Gramps doesn't always show up; he probably wasn't in
Chicago today. That's why the Cubs lost today." Ruth continued
to talk, fiddling with her coffee cup. "Maybe Gramps won't be
there tomorrow; maybe he has another job and can't get off."

CHAPTER

TWENTY-TWO

WHEN GOD INTERVENES

The crisp fall Sunday morning crept into my bedroom
unnoticed; the chirp of an early morning bird was the first to
awaken me. One eye popped open to look at the illuminated dial
on the alarm clock: 5: 13 a.m. I usually don't get up until 6:00 a.m.,
but it was useless to stay in bed; my mind traveled immediately
to Chicago and the Cubs. Today was the last game of the World
Series.
What's happening to you? I asked myself. Usually I wake
up with thoughts of God, and before I get out of bed, I pray the
Lord's Prayer. This morning I prayed,

"Our Father who art in Heaven, hallowed be Your name
through my sermon I will preach today ...
Your kingdom come in the lives of my listeners ...
Your will be done in my church ...
Give me bread of strength this day ...
Forgive me my debts ...
Lead me not into temptation ... "
When I prayed the word temptation, my mind
immediately focused on my greatest temptation ... the Cubs. I
should be thinking about the God I serve, but I couldn't get the
Cubs out of my mind. Will they win or lose their World Series? It's

been almost 100 years ...
After I got finished praying the Lord's Prayer, I slipped out
of bed into my sweatsuit, then down to the kitchen to fix coffee.
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I thought as I did my push ups, If I were in Chicago, I would sleep
until 8:00 a.m. Then smiling at my thoughts, I continued, I'd get
all the rest I could for the most important day of my life.
The red and golden autumn leaves rustled across my
driveway ahead of the early morning breeze. Fall is the perfect
time for the World Series; just as the long hot summer ends with
a dazzling display of colors, so the excitement of the World Series
is the perfect climax to baseball's long season. Reaching into the
tube, I pulled out the newspaper, turning immediately to the
sports page. It read,
"CUBS LEAD SERIES ... TODAY GAME 7"
That headline played tricks with my mind. After a cup
of coffee, a bowl of bran flakes, and a quick glance through the
paper, I was ready to climb the stairs to my study where I would
pray over my sermon.
Just as the pitcher must go through his routine in
preparation to pitch, so a minister goes through his Sunday
morning ritual before he preaches. First he prepares his heart,
then he prepares his sermon. But I couldn't get God in my
thoughts; I couldn't pray. When I tried to pray about my
introduction to the sermon, I thought about my windup and
stretch. When I tried to pray about the main points of my sermon,
all I could think of was a stiff wrist ... slow roll ... push with
Stumpy ... 69 mph. When I tried to pray about the conclusion of
my sermon, all I could picture in my mind was my follow through
after I released my killer knuckleball. Finally, in frustration, I beat
both fists on the desk, asking out loud,
"GOD, WHY CAN'T I KEEP MY MIND ON MY
SERMON?"
I turned my thoughts away from my sermon and began
to pray, asking God to take away the temptation, but it didn't
work. Every time I asked God to take away the desire to pitch, all
I could see in my mind was my windup and pitching motion. In
frustration, I said,
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"Dear God, I am going to ruin my ministry if I can't forget
about baseball."
But even when I said baseball, I saw my knuckleball
flutter toward the head of the batter, then at the right time jerk
toward the heart of the plate. I didn't hear "Hallelujah!" from my
audience. Neither did I hear "Amen!"
STRIKE THREE! was all I could imagine.
Finally, in frustration, I shoved my sermon notes into my
Bible and went downstairs to shave and get dressed for church.
My wife and I left the house at about the same time, and as hard
as I tried to get the Cubs out of my mind, everything seemed to
work against me. The first thing she said when we got into the car,
"Today the Cubs win the World Series." My wife was ever
the optimist. She continued, "Remember, this is the seventh game
of the World Series."
My wife was reminding me of the most obvious thing in
my life. She couldn't have been more obvious if she said you need
air to breathe or you need to open your eyes to see. The seventh
game of the World Series had pushed everything else out of my
head. Then my wife reminded me,
"Don't stand around to talk with the people after church,"
she reached over and patted my hand on the steering wheel. "I
have a roast and vegetables in a crockpot. We can eat dinner in
front of the television."
Everyone says I am focused-some have even called
me compulsive-but on this particular day, I was not focused
on preaching. It seemed like every time I shook hands with a
different parishioner, someone mentioned the Cubs. They all
knew I was a Cubs fan. When that happened, I abruptly broke off
the conversation to walk away; I was not friendly. I wanted to get
away from people to retreat to the solitude of my office. But even
there, I couldn't escape baseball.
The primary Sunday school in the next room had an
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attendance contest on the theme of baseball. Through the wall, I
could hear music,
"Take me out to the ballgame ... take me out to the
crowd ... buy me some peanuts and Cracker Jacks ... "
When I closed my eyes to pray, I saw the big Cubs'
sign on the corner of Clark and Addison Street, and I smelled
the seductive aroma of roasted peanuts and Cracker Jacks at
Wrigley Field. I could hear the hawkers yelling, "GET YOUR
PROGRAM." Even in my office, I could feel the rush of
excitement when I first stepped out onto the diamond at Wrigley
Field. I could hear Ernie Banks ... Mr. Cubs ... saying, "Let's play
two!"
"Knock ... knock ... knock."
The signal came from the choir; I had been dreaming for
thirty minutes. They had their robes and were ready to file into
the choir loft. I was supposed to follow them into the sanctuary
where I take my seat to the right of the pulpit. Absent-mindedly,
I followed them into the sanctuary, then realized I had left my
sermon notes and Bible on the desk. By the time I got back to the
auditorium, the congregation was standing, waiting for me to
pray the Invocation.
The sermon was spotty that morning; I couldn't keep my
thoughts on what I was preaching. Instead of saying "God will
judge your sins," I slipped, saying, "the umpire will call you out."
When I realized what slipped out, I tried to cover it up. "God is
like an umpire who will call you out." I stumbled over words and
had to refer to my notes because I kept forgetting the next point.
Being embarrassed by my clumsy presentation, I felt my blood
pressure rising, and I began to perspire. It was the same sensation
when I walked all those batters in Kingston. I couldn't control my
thoughts, just like I couldn't control my killer knuckleball.
If there was any anointing that day by God on that
sermon, I sure didn't feel it. If God used the sermon in the hearts
of others, it was in spite of me, not because of me. I wanted to be
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in a Cubs uniform pitching in the World Series, but I had made a
commitment many years ago. I would always put God first, and
today I put God first. As I got ready to give the invitation, I prayed
silently,

Lord ... I am here in church where I am supposed to be; I
am not playing baseball.
Then I remembered the words of the chorus I had learned
as a boy,

"I have decided to follow Jesus, no turning back ... no
turning back ... "
After the sermon, I was standing in the churchyard
shaking hands with different parishioners when my wife walked
up to tug at my sleeve. She didn't say anything; she just turned
and walked to the car. I finished my conversation, and as I
reached for the car door, she said,
"Let's go home ... the Cubs are going to win the World
Series."
We were the last ones to leave the parking lot, turning
west toward home. Suddenly, I knew something was wrong with
the car; I heard rumbling in the rear of the car. I felt it. About
a half block from the church, I pulled over and found out I had
a flat tire. Because I always ask the same dumb question when
things go wrong, I asked to no one in particular,
"WHY ME ... WHY THIS ... WHY NOW?"
What I wanted was a leisurely Sunday afternoon in front
of my television set, watching the Cubs in the final game of the
World Series. But I was stuck a half block from the church with a
flat tire.
Looking back to the church, I didn't see anyone who
would help me change my tire. So I ripped off my coat and tie
and sprang into action. It had been years since I changed a tire.
My next frustration was the jack to lift the car. I had never seen
one this small, and I didn't know how to use it. So I had to go
back and follow the directions on the inside of the trunk and work
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with a new kind of lug wrench. Why can't they use the same old
kind of jack I used years ago? Eventually, I got the tire changed.
The only problem, we were thirty minutes late, and my pants and
white shirt were dirty. My hands were greasy.
When I unlocked the front door, Ruth walked straight
toward the crackpot; she didn't want the roast and vegetables
to overcook. I headed straight to the family room towards the
television. I held the remote with a handkerchief to keep it
from getting greasy and pressed the selection for WGN-TV.
Commercials were on ... I wondered what was the score? Who
was pitching?
The commercials seemed to go on forever, first for a
soft drink, then for new automobiles, next for aluminum siding,
and of course the commercial for the Chicago Tribune. I was
irritated and impatient, talking to the television set, "SHOW
ME THE GAME!" When the program came back to live TV, the
announcers were in the box, giving background color about the
Cubs. Again, I said out loud,
"Come on ... come on ... tell me what the score is."
I was standing in the middle of the family room, holding
the remote in a dirty handkerchief, anxiously staring at the screen,
waiting for the score. Then I saw the cameras scanning the infield
covered with a tarpaulin. Rain was splashing in puddles on the
canvas. Then, across the bottom of the screen, I read the words,
Rain ... game cancelled.

CHAPTER

TWENTY-THREE

REMLE'S FINAL GAME

I planned to go to bed early Sunday night and catch the
6:15 Monday morning flight out of Lynchburg to Charlotte, North
Carolina, then transfer to the Chicago flight. Since I changed time
zones, I would gain an hour, arriving at O'Hare Airfield at 9:20 in
the morning. I would rush through the airport, rent my car, and
before 10:00 a.m., I'd be driving away from O'Hare Airfield. The
Chicago gridlock from early morning traffic on the Dan Ryan
Expressway is over by 10:00 a.m. so I would have an easy drive
over to the Wrigley Field exit. It would take thirty minutes to get
to Wrigley.
God is good! I had refused to pitch on Sunday, refusing to
put baseball before my church commitment. I had decided not to
pitch in the seventh game of the World Series because the Lord
came first in my life. It was not an easy sacrifice. As a matter of
fact, the greater the sacrifice, the greater our demonstration of
love to God. I had put God before any personal desire and before
the 100-year quest of the Cubs for a World Series title.
I had honored God by preaching at my church on the
Sunday of the final day of the World Series. And God who
controls the rain had honored my decision. He had rained out the
seventh game. Now I could pitch the following day. I would be in
Chicago on Monday, ready to pitch in the World Series.
To help me sleep better on Sunday evening, I took a
sleeping pill and immediately dropped into a stupor-filled sleep.
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I was more tired from nervous exhaustion than physical activity.
After two hours of sleep, I jerked awake and sat up in bed. The
illuminated dial on my alarm clock said 11:30; I thought it was
11:30 Monday morning and I had missed my flight to Chicago,
but it was 11:30 at night.
"What's the matter?" I had awakened Ruth. She put a hand
on my shoulder, wanting to know if I were ill. She repeated her
question, "What's wrong?"
"Nothing." I tiptoed around the truth. I still hadn't told
her about pitching for the Chicago Cubs. I wondered how I would
tell her the truth ... when I would tell her the truth ... how could I
tell her the truth.
I beat the pillow into submission and turned on my right
side to try to sleep, but it didn't work. Then I turned on my left
side; that didn't work either. For the next hour, I turned back and
forth; I couldn't find sleep.
Finally, I got up and drank two glassfuls of water which
usually helps me sleep, but it didn't work on this night. I just had
to get out of the bed a couple of times to go to the bathroom.
Because I had been cool and collected about Remle Noel
pitching for the Cubs, nobody knew about "Cramps." My ability
to focus ruled my day, but my subconscious ruled my night. I
couldn't sleep. I tried quoting my favorite Bible verses, but that
didn't put me to sleep. I tried praying for my parishioners, but my
mind always wandered back to baseball. A little after 2:00 a.m.,
I finally drifted off to sleep, but not for long. After about twenty
minutes of fitful sleep, I jerked awake to the chant of the Wrigley
Field crowd,
"CRAMPS ... CRAMPS ... CRAMPS!"
"What's the matter?" I had awakened Ruth again. "You
never have nightmares," my wife said to me. Turning over, she
said, "Go to sleep ... you'll pitch your sermon all right tomorrow."
My eyes popped open again. Did she say what I thought she
said? Did she say pitch? Or ... was I so dreaming of pitching for
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the Cubs, that I only thought that's what she said. In any case, I
couldn't ask her.
Instead of getting up at 5:00 a.m. for my early flight to
Chicago, I was up at 4:00 a.m. because I hadn't gone back to
sleep. Quickly, I was out to the paper tube to get the morning
paper. I wanted to see what the local Lynchburg paper said about
the World Series and the Chicago Cubs. I was enjoying my
early morning coffee and newspaper-one of my favorite daily
routines-knowing that in a few minutes I would have to go shave
before leaving for Chicago.
"BUZZZZZZ."
"BUZZZZZZ." The phone rang. I glanced at the kitchen
clock as I tried to reach the phone before it awakened Ruth. It was
4:35 a.m.
Who's calling at this time of the morning? My mind
immediately went to an emergency in the church
someone
died ... someone was in an automobile accident
I had to go to
the hospital. From the bedroom, I heard Ruth call out,
"Who's on the phone?"
"I'll get it," I assured her. "Go back to sleep. I'll leave you a
note if I have to go to the hospital." Picking up the phone, I heard
Harry's gruff voice,
"This is Connelly. My pitching coach was on the other
line, and not being a man of many words, he always got right to
the point. I was glad that Ruth was not listening; I didn't have
to explain to her what was going on. Tersely, Harry said, "It's
storming in Chicago ... sheets of rain are blowing through the
city ... the game is canceled until Tuesday ... I'll see you then."
That was it. I didn't have to go to Chicago today; I'd go tomorrow.
I went back to bed, wondering if I could go to sleep. I
almost never go back to sleep in the morning, but my physical
exhaustion caught up with my nervous tension, and Ruth said
I snored terribly. As a matter of fact, for the next four hours, I
snored. I woke around 9:00 a.m.
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Monday is a slow day around the church, so I don't go
in unless there is an emergency. I usually lead the pastoral staff
meeting early on Tuesday morning, but tomorrow I would be in
Chicago. Later that day I would postpone the staff meeting for one
day until Wednesday.
A little after 9:30 a.m., I was sitting at the kitchen table
having my second cup of coffee and a bowl of bran cereal when I
heard Ruth laughing out in the yard with someone. I could tell it
was one of the grandchildren; they were playing. Then I heard her
yell through the open window,
"Honey ... come outside and pitch to your grandson ...
he's going to be a great catcher."
'TU be there in three minutes."
Ruth was talking to our grandson, Brad, the one who
wanted to play baseball. Quickly, I put on my sweat suit and went
to the garage, getting my glove and spikes out of the trunk of my
car. As I walked into the backyard, Ruth said, "Brad wants you to
give it all you've got ... don't hold back on any of your pitches."
I walked over to a low brick restraining wall and did my
thirty pushups, just to limber up my arm. Then I yelled to Brad,
"Let me lob a few just to warm up."
"You're called 'Quick Start,"' Brad reminded me. "You
ready to pitch with only eight or nine warm-up tosses?" I smiled
at my grandson; he knew how to compliment and motivate me.
After I had thrown my warm-up pitches, he put his catcher's mitt
right into the heart of homeplate, asking,
"Can you still hit my glove?"
"Easy." I said. Knowing what I had been doing all summer,
I went into my stretch ... windup ... and then threw my fastball
right down to the heart of the plate, but it missed. It sailed inside.
"Try it again," Brad yelled.
Missing the heart of the plate bothered me a little bit. I
usually didn't miss unless I did something wrong in my routine.
As a matter of fact, I never think about missing; I throw to where
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I think, and where I think is where the ball always winds up.
But I had thought much about my first pitch. So I reviewed my
routine ... windup ... stretch ... a fastball right down the heart
of the plate. But the second time it drifted outside. It went the
opposite way of my first fastball; that confused me. I was not
throwing where I thought. I threw five or six more fastballs, each
time missing Brad's glove, although not quite as much as the
previous time. I was getting close to his glove. But the problem
was the ball was not going where I thought. When I thought left, it
went right; when I thought up, it went down. Other times, it went
even higher.
"Let's see your curveball," Brad yelled to me.
Again, I went through my routine: stretch ... windup ...
I aimed at the outside corner of the plate, but when I snapped
off my curveball, it didn't curve. It was a hanging curveball. The
curve didn't go where I thought. Brad yelled,
"Try it again ... throw the curve to the heart of the plate."
A second time I tried to throw the curve, wanting it to
bend right into the middle of the plate. But I snapped too hard
and the ball sailed outside. If there had been a left-handed batter, I
would have hit him.
"GET YOUR FIELDER'S GLOVE," I yelled at Brad.
"LET'S JUST THROW A FEW BACK AND FORTH WITHOUT
PITCHING." For the next ten minutes, Brad and I lobbed the
baseball back and forth. He didn't know what I was doing, but I
was trying to regain my accuracy. I had been pitching at certain
spots and missing them consistently. I knew that some pitchers
lost their accuracy when they tried to aim the ball, rather than
just following their routine. So, I went back to just practicing long
throws from the outfield. I pretended Brad was standing at home
plate and I was throwing from left field. My pitches didn't get to
him; I was throwing the ball to his right. With each throw, Brad
had to run ten feet to shag my throws.
When the phone rang with a true emergency from the
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hospital, I had to end my baseball practice in the backyard with
Brad. After a quick shower, I was heading towards Lynchburg
General Hospital. One of my board members had a heart attack.
For the rest of the morning, my thoughts were on a dying friend,
not on a dying right arm.
I called a special staff meeting for late Monday afternoon,
knowing I would be gone on Tuesday. There were several items in
the office that needed my attention. I didn't think about my killer
curveball for the rest of the day.
I came back home for lunch, but Ruth was not there; she
was running errands. After some soup and a sandwich, I slipped
into my sweats and spikes and went out back again. Previously, I
had thrown some pitches against the garden shed where I hung
a rug. I had pitched to a strike zone I had marked on the rug. I
needed to know if I could control my killer knuckleball.
I felt a new tension as I prepared to throw my lucky pitch.
I had to get my accuracy back. I visualized myself pitching to the
strike zone on the rug. I stared at the spot until I was ready to
pitch.
I didn't have a pitching mound or a pitching rubber in my
backyard, just a piece of wood as big as a pitching rubber buried
into the lawn. Before putting my toe on the board, I went through
my routine carefully. Stretch ... windup ... roll the stiff wrist ...
push with Stumpy ... throw the ball 69 mph.
Carefully, I reviewed the routine, making sure I
meticulously followed each step in my killer knuckleball. As I
released the knuckleball to the imaginary batter's head, I watched
and prayed for it to take that nasty dive into the heart of the plate.
But it fluttered harmlessly without a curve.
"What's wrong?" I asked myself. "Have I lost my killer
knuckleball?"
I went through the routine carefully again, again making
sure I did everything right. Again, the ball fluttered without taking
the last minute curve toward the heart of the plate. I tried a dozen
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more times, and not one time did the ball dive to the heart of the
plate.
"How can you pitch a killer knuckleball on Saturday, and
lose it the following Monday?"
That night I tuned into WGN television on my cable
station. The Six O'clock News talked about the World Series, and
the weatherman predicted perfect conditions for the last game of
the World Series at Wrigley on Tuesday. Just to make it perfect
for me, he said the wind would be blowing out. I thought to
myself,
When the wind blows out, my knuckleball is a killer. I felt
good about the game until I remembered pitching to Brad and my
loss of control. I wondered, Was it nerves that ruined my pitching

today?
I ended a busy evening making three or four pastoral
phone calls. I called the family of my friend in the hospital, then I
called a Sunday School teacher who had been absent three weeks
without a good reason. Finally, I phoned a lady from our church
who would celebrate her ninety-fourth birthday tomorrow,
recuperating from surgery in the hospital.
Again, I went to bed early. I planned to take that 6:15 a.m.
flight to Chicago tomorrow morning. As I did the night before,
I took a sleeping pill to make sure I got a good night of rest, but
the pill didn't help. I couldn't go to sleep. I kept asking myself the
question,

Why? I wanted to know, Why didn't I have my pinpoint
control?
At first I thought I lost my accuracy because I was pitching
too early in the morning. I remembered getting up at nine, and
shortly thereafter I was out in the backyard pitching. Did I lose
my control because I was pitching too early in the morning?
Then there was always that spiritual factor. Was God
punishing me because I was putting baseball before the ministry?
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Had God taken away my accuracy because I had not given Him
my full loyalty?
NO, I told myself. God doesn't deal with people that way.
God is good; God doesn't punish those he loves. But the more I
tried to convince myself that God was good, I couldn't rid myself
of a small tinge of guilt in the back of my mind. Did God want me
pitchingfor the Cubs?
I tossed and turned, not being able to go to sleep. Then I
convinced myself, I didn't pitch well this morning because I didn't
sleep well last night. I persuaded myself that the lack of sleep was
my problem. But here I was, not able to sleep again this night.
When I finally dropped into unconsciousness, I was only there for
a short period of time when I suddenly awakened to the cheers of
Wrigley Field,
GRAMPS ... GRAMPS ... GRAMPS.
Startled, I again bolted from under the covers, sitting up in
bed. Ruth complained,
"Not another night ... you kept me awake last night with
your tossing and turning."
Two big glasses of water finally put me to sleep around
2:00 a.m., and I slept soundly until the alarm went off at 5:00.
Quickly, I was shaved, dressed, and out of the house. The flight
was uneventful to Chicago, and the rental car got me quickly from
O'Hare Field to Wrigley Field. My favorite backyard parking spot
was available, and I parked my car earlier than usual. I had to
bang on the backdoor to pay my $7.00. Harry Connelly had left a
ticket for me at the Reservation window. He had reserved a seat
for me down the left field bleachers near the bullpen. That way,
I could be near when he needed me to warm up. All Harry had
to do was to look my direction and nod toward the locker room.
Within a few minutes, I would be ready to pitch for the Cubs.
When I got to my seat next to the bullpen, none of the
Cubs were warming up. The outfielders were chasing long, lazy fly
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balls, and a ball boy was shagging the extra balls for them. I called
the ballboy and gave him a message for Manager Connelly,
"Tell Manager Connelly that the Rev needs to see him
immediately ... it's an emergency."
Within a couple of minutes, I saw the long stride of
the gangling scarecrow coming out of the dugout toward me. I
thought his trip to the bullpen would be one of the longest walks
ever, but he got to me before I was ready to tell him my problem.
He asked,
"What's wrong?"
"I've lost my control." I explained to Harry what happened
the day before, that I couldn't hit my grandson's catcher's mitt
with my curve or fastball. Then I told him how I came back later
to practice my killer knuckleball, but it was gone. Harry could see
panic in my eyes, so he knew I wasn't kidding him.
"What happened?" was my logical question I expected
Harry to answer. He was the pitching coach.
"I don't know," was all he could answer.
I explained to Harry all the things I thought were
wrong ... no sleep ... pitching too early in the morning ...
nervous anticipation ... or God's punishment in my life.
Harry smiled at the last suggestion of punishment. Then
he softened his eyes, looking right into my soul, and said,
"God's too good to punish a guy as sincere as you."
Harry told me to get dressed quickly, put on the uniform
and gray wig, and he'd warm me up in the bullpen. It only took
a few minutes for me to find the door next to the souvenir stand.
My key opened it, and I walked down a short hall through his
secretary's office and locked the door to Harry's office behind me.
I was terrified putting on the uniform. I remembered
earlier that summer the fear I had when I first put on the Young
Cubs' uniform to pitch batting practice. My early summer fear
came from a dream realized. Actually pitching to professional
baseball players scared me. It was something I always wanted to
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do, but never got a chance. After leaving, that was fear of a dream
realized, but this was terror of a dream lost. As I pulled on my
baseball pants, I realized I might never do this again in my life.
As I left the locker room, that short walk up the tunnel
might be taking me for the last time up the steps onto Wrigley
Field. I questioned, Should I even try?
The click of my spikes on the concrete walls of the
tun nelway was louder than usual. Most of the regulars were back
in the locker room playing cards, watching television, or picking
their way around the large sandwich trays of pre-game snacks.
The benchsitters were out on the field warming up; this was their
opportunity to stay sharp.
As I stepped out onto Wrigley Field, the words of Ernie
Banks-Mr. Cubs-crossed my mind, "It's a beautiful day in
Chicago; let's play two!"
When I looked down towards the left field bullpen, Harry
was signaling for me to hurry up. He was anxious to find out what
I had in my right arm. But more than anxious, he was protective
of my gifted arm. He warned,
"Warm up slowly. Don't throw anything hard until you're
perfectly comfortable."
We lobbed back and forth for several minutes. I didn't try
to aim the ball at his glove; I just concentrated on limbering up
and getting mentally ready to pitch the ball.
'Tm ready," I yelled to Harry. He squatted behind the
homeplate and pounded his fist into his catcher's glove. Then he
advised me,
"Go through your pre-pitch routine; make sure that your
mind is ready before you throw your first pitch."
I put my toe on the rubber; it felt comfortable. I'm glad
it was higher than the 2x4 in the lawn back home. Maybe that
was the difference. Again, I rehearsed my routine: stretch ...
windup ... roll a stiff wrist ... push with Stumpy ... 69 mph. I was
ready to give it a test.
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Placing my toe on the rubber, I went through my routine
and threw at the imaginary batter's head, the knuckleball slowly
rolling as I had seen it do all summer. But it didn't break. It
fluttered harmlessly high and inside. Harry didn't say anything; he
didn't have to. When I saw terror in his eyes, I was scared. Then
he warmly coaxed me,
"Try it again ... same pitch ... again."
Again, I threw at the imaginary batter's head, the
knuckleball rolling slowly as it was supposed to, but it didn't break
wildly to the heart of the plate. It didn't break at all. Harry asked,
"ARE YOU THROWING IT TOO FAST?" he yelled to
me. He reminded me of what I knew too well, "When you throw a
knuckleball too fast, you throw it right through the curve."
"NO!" I shook my head. "It's not too fast." Going through
the routine again, I tried a third time. Again, the knuckleball
rolled as it should have, then fluttered and broke toward the plate,
but this time not diving into the strike zone. My knuckleball
curved like everybody else's knuckleball. I didn't know where my
knuckleball was going just like everybody else doesn't know where

d1eir knackJ{eb:aJJ 1wat JOi,nt;"
Five or six more times I threw my knucldebaII. Somrtrm~
it floated left; sometimes it floated right. I had lost my control.
I tried pitching faster, but it didn't make a difference. I tried
pitching slower, and that didn't make a difference. I pushed
harder with Stumpy, and I tried snapping my wrist more sharply.
Nothing helped. My control was gone!
After fifteen minutes of practice, Harry knew that nothing
was going to work today. At first he was very supportive, then he
got angry and began peppering me with questions,
"Did you mess with your knucklecurve at home?''
«No.))

"Remember last summer when I tried to get you to pitch a
split-finger fastball? Have you been trying that?"
((No."
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"Did you try to throw the knucklecurve before you took
your ten warm-up pitches?"
«No."
"Is there sin in your life that made God take your
knuckleball away?" That was a question I thought Harry wouldn't
ask, but he did. Now I knew he was as frustrated as I was. Harry
was getting belligerent with the question that earlier I denied.
Harry became the preacher, wondering if my problem was
spiritual. But my answer was,
"No.)'
Then Harry tried another line of questioning. It was a line
of questioning that made me mad. He asked,
"Are you trying something funny just to get a million
dollars from the Cubs?"
"Harry ... you know better than that." Harry and I had
discussed my hundred-dollar contract earlier in the Fall. The front
office hadn't given in; they were still paying me $100 a game, but
they said I'd make a lot more money next year. Harry spilled the
words out sarcastically,
"You're not holding out for more money?"
"No."

Harry was a good manager. They had promoted him
because he had made good decisions. It didn't take Harry long to
make good decisions about his relief pitcher for today. He looked
at me and said,
"I'll have to go with "Flame Thrower" today." I nodded
when he mentioned the words "Flame Thrower." While I was
slow and accurate, "Flame Thrower" pitched a blur; no one
could see his ball, much less catch up to it. I nodded, because I
understood. Then Harry said,
"You better not sit out here in the bullpen with that
uniform and gray wig on." I knew what Harry meant. I always
dressed in his office and came straight from his office to the
mound, and I left to go straight back to his office. I didn't want
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one of the WGN announcers to catch me on the field at any time,
especially today. I was in a lousy mood to be interviewed. Also, I
didn't want to get too friendly with the rest of the Cubs players.
A player can be at the top of his game and suddenly, for
no apparent reason to him, lose it. Every golfer knows the story
of Iohnny Miller, the boy sensation who won major golfing
championships and many regular tour victories, but one day, as
suddenly as he broke on the scenes a star, just that suddenly, he
lost it. Ian Baker Finch had won the British Open Championship
and, just that suddenly, lost his putting touch.
Many sporting heroes have their moment in the sun. Some
have one year, others longer, and suddenly they're gone. The
football wide receiver can no longer run his pattern, the basketball
hero loses a half a step, and the pitcher loses his coordination.
Had my moment in this summer's sun faded in the cool breezes of
autumn? Was I just a controlled pitcher who couldn't miss when
it didn't count, but when the pressure of the World Series was on,
lost control of my emotions and my pitch?
After I changed back into my street clothes, I stuffed my
gray wig into a plastic bag and thought of throwing it in the trash.
I didn't want it to remind me of my lost dream, but I wasn't ready
to throw it away. I stuffed it into a drawer of Harry's desk. For the
last time, I cut through the secretary's office, down a short hallway
toward the door by the souvenir stand.
Before pushing the door open, I looked around one last
time. I kept thinking, 'TH never be inside this locker room again.
I'll never visit Wrigley Field again. I'll never be this close to the
heart of the Cubs again." With sadness, I closed the door to the
Cubs and walked out into the crowd. No one recognized me; no
one knew I was Gramps. I walked away from the Cubs having
fulfilled the dreams of any man's lifetime. I was happy and free.
Then I saw them ...
Waiting outside was a television crew. I froze in my
steps, knowing that the charade was over. Suddenly, my muscles
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tightened, and my throat went dry. I had run from them for
months and lost them in the crowd. I had done everything I
could to keep my identity a secret. Now they had me; I couldn't
run from them this time. Not knowing what to do, I mentally
surrendered. I thought, Who cares? The embarrassment of being
found out was nothing compared to the embarrassment oflosing
my control.
Dropping my shoulders, I walked over to the television
crew, ready to confess that I was Remle Noel. Like a little kid who
had been caught stealing an apple, there was nothing else to say
but, "I did it, I'm sorry." I couldn't see their faces; the bright sun
reflecting down the concourse behind them blinded me. Finally,
I used my hands to shield my eyes from the glare and meekly
shrugged my shoulders to confess,
"You've been looking for me ... I am Gramps."
"Hah," the cameraman said. "You're not the first nut
to confess to us." The cameraman pointed up to the television
monitor over the souvenir stand. "That's where the games are
televised for those who are buying food or souvenirs." The
cameraman laughed at me, "You can't be Gramps. He's still
warming up out there in the bullpen." I turned to the television
monitor and saw myself warming up with Harry Connelly in
the bullpen. I knew that it was a replay, but the television crew
didn't know. Talking among themselves, they were predicting
that Gramps would start the game today, and because of that, the
Cubs would win. They were determined to stay at this door until
Gramps came out; they were determined to find out his identity
today.
I walked between the television cameraman and the female
reporter holding the microphone. They had their opportunity
at the truth, but they didn't take it. They who live by the truth of
the television also are deceived by television. So, I kept walking,
wondering if in the next few steps, they may call my name. I didn't
look back, and I didn't hesitate. I heard nothing, so I kept walking.
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The traffic outside on Waverly was especially heavy.
Scalpers were everywhere selling tickets for $2,000 a seat. For the
first time in almost 100 years, the Cubs had a chance at winning
the World Series, and every fan who had ever watched the Cubs
wanted to be there. I had my seat, but I was leaving Wrigley. In
a few minutes, I would be in my rental car, on my way back to
Lynchburg, Virginia.

CHAPTER

TWENTY-FOUR

THE INEVITABLE CONFRONTATION
PRODUCES UNEXPECTED RESULTS

Ten feet away were the police. I may have been free from
the Cubs, but the death of a young attacker in a Chicago alley
forty years ago wouldn't go away.
There was no place to run; there was no place to hide.
I was in the bottom of a deep hole, and there was no escape. I
wanted to blame Stumpy for getting me to Chicago and then for
letting me down. Stumpy couldn't get the ball over the plate. But I
knew my problem was much deeper. My bottomless hole was my
ego, and I couldn't find myself in the darkness. Had God let me
down? I thought.
Sergeant Hatch- "Night-Train Hatch" -was waiting with
two policemen, and I was psychologically naked. I wanted to melt
into the crowd, but I knew they saw me. I couldn't deny it any
longer; Night-Train Hatch knew that Remle Noel had killed that
boy back in 1962. He had looked all these years for the man with
the missing finger. Embarrassingly aware that I couldn't hide my
crime any longer, I stuffed Stumpy in my pants pocket. At least I
didn't want Hatch to see Stumpy. But he knew all about it.
I decided now was the time to be totally honest. I had run
long enough. Walking over to Sergeant Night-Train Hatch, I held
all my fingers up like a small boy, asking for one of the police to
count my ten fingers. The top half of the index finger was missing;
Stumpy stood out conspicuously. With a cracking voice, I said,
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'Tm your man, Sergeant." With eyes downward, the conviction of
sin squeezed my voice; I couldn't talk. "I lied to you that day ... I
am the one who shot that boy."
Then I heard nothing ... nothing at all. For a few
embarrassing seconds, I heard nothing from Night-Train Hatch.
Then I looked at my hand. They were not in handcuffs. I looked at
Hatch's hands, and he was not holding handcuffs. Then I looked
at him, eyeball to eyeball. I didn't see his hard sneer, but rather a
small grin at the corner of his mouth.
"Who are you?" Night-Train said to me. "I am trying to
find Gramps, just like every other Cubs fan in Chicago. I want to
shake the hands of the man who will win the World Series for the
Cubs."
"I am Gramps," my voice choked the words out. "I am the
guy who has been pitching for the Cubs."
Again, silence ... an awkward moment. I didn't know
what to expect. Hatch stood there just grinning at me as though
he hadn't heard a word I said. I had just told him I was the man
he had spent his life looking for, but he didn't respond. This was
Sergeant Hatch, who had jumped on every clue and deliberately
and belligerently pressured people to find any thread about his
first unsolved assignment. Hatch had spent a lifetime trying to
solve this crime, and I solved it for him. But he wouldn't believe
me. His steel-gray eyes smiled at me, and the grin on his lips
confused me.
"You're not Gramps." He broke into a nervous laugh, then
pointed to the TV monitor. "There's Gramps pitching up there
now. "
I turned to see myself pitching on the monitor, but
it wasn't me. It was a videotape of a previous game. The TV
commentator was wrapping up the season, and they were
reviewing Gramps striking out a batter. Then the screen showed
a close-up of Stumpy holding the ball. I saw my constant
companion, Stumpy. He had gotten me in this mess.
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I was confused. Surely Sergeant Hatch knew better. But
there was an issue here much larger than Gramps. The issue was
the boy I left bleeding in the alley in downtown Chicago. Again,
not knowing what to do, I confessed,
"Remember that murder in Chicago in 1962? I was the
one who shot that boy in the alley. That finger you found near the
body was my finger; it belongs right here." Stumpy stood up to
show Hatch where it belonged.
"The boy wasn't killed ... " Sergeant Hatch let the words
trail off into nothingness.
"WHAT?" My mind raced back to the alley. I had heard
the gun explode; I saw the boy crumple into the garbage. I saw the
blood pouring from his body. All these years-over forty years-I
believed that he was dead.
"WHAT!" I said again, not understanding what I heard.
"He didn't die?" I didn't know what else to say ... to think ... to do!
The grin in the corner of Batch's mouth widened.
Instantly, the sergeant knew that I had been plagued by guilt all
these years. Instantly, Hatch knew that I thought I had killed a
young boy.
Hatch laughed, not a belly laugh, but a chuckle.
"No, you didn't kill the boy. He was out of the hospital
in three days." Hatch chuckled again. "The bullet shocked his
system, as much as you're shocked right now. The boy thought he
was dead-I cross-examined him-and now you think you killed
him."
Hatch looked up into the sky and laughed. His eyes shut
as if he were praying. "Your punishment has been your guilt for
forty years. You've suffered enough for a crime you didn't do."
I wasn't amused. It was not funny to me that I had gone
through forty years of torture, thinking I had killed a person.
Thousands of times I had asked God to forgive me for killing the
boy. God couldn't forgive me for a crime I hadn't committed. All
my prayers were wasted.
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I had not intended to hurt anyone; I was protecting a
girl-it was an accident. Now, after forty years of agony, I found
out that the boy was not dead, but alive. I had to know ...
"Why did you pursue me ... the time you called the
church ... the time you tried to question me before the game and
Red wouldn't let you ... why?"
"That's a fair question," Sergeant Hatch said. "But you
don't understand the thinking of a police officer. Every time we're
sent out to investigate a case, we are like a preacher that has a job
to do. Our job is to rid the world of crime, just as your job is to get
rid of sin. We think we can solve every crime, just like you think
you can save every soul. That was my first assignment. It was
embarrassing not to solve it.
"Preacher," Hatch asked, "do you remember your first
sermon?"
That was a hard question. That night forty years ago at the
rescue mission, that was my first one. I had done a poor job, and
no one lifted a hand for prayer. No one was saved. As a matter of
fact, I knew I had done a lousy job. Running away from that alley
only compounded my guilt.
"God forgives you," Hatch said, "and so do I."
I was speechless. Hatch had pursued me all these years to
satisfy his ego. The sun was warm, and the crowd flowed around
us like water, but it didn't touch us. Hatch explained,
"Police work is much like being a pitcher for the Cubs.
You want to get that first man out, because if he gets on base,
you've let your team down. You feel like a failure."
"God forgives you," I told Hatch, "and so do I."
"Do you know that I have your finger in a bottle of
formaldehyde? It's on the ledge of the window right over my desk.
I've had it for forty years to remind me of my failure, but it didn't
make me feel bad. Every time I saw that finger, I knew that one
day I would find the hand that belongs to that finger."
I let Sergeant Hatch talk; I understood his heart. Like me,
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Hatch had pursued the unreachable goal of washing away past
failure. Nagging failure prodded him to keep on going. But now
that he's found out, was victory sweet?
We stood in the sun a long time. I looked at him; he
returned the stare. I wanted to laugh, but was afraid. I waited for
him to talk first. If he had put out his hand to shake my hand, I
would have reached out to him. If he had reached for his cuffs,
I would have held out both hands. Whatever initiative he took,
I would follow. But he didn't do anything; he kept staring, and
people kept walking around us. Finally, he broke the silence and
said,
"Well, you're not Gramps because he is still up there
pitching." We both turned to look at the TV monitor and saw me
strike out a batter. I saw something in the TV that I don't think
Sergeant Hatch saw. I saw me talking to Stumpy and smiled. Then
Hatch said,
"And I don't think you are the man who shot the boy." He
went on to explain that the statute oflimitations had run out. He
couldn't do anything when he caught the man with the missing
finger.
Hatch, the eternal pessimist, said something
uncharacteristic, "Today is a good day, the Cubs are going to win
the pennant, and I don't care any longer who shot the boy. I am
going to go back to the station and pour out that formaldehyde.
I'm going to throw that finger in the trash."
Suddenly, I realized that he was talking about me, at least
about my finger-a part of me I had not seen in over forty years.
Then Hatch asked,
"You want the finger?"
"Not me."
Then Hatch turned abruptly and melted into the crowd
and just that quickly was gone.
I was on the Dan Ryan Expressway before the afternoon
gridlock so my rental car moved along rather rapidly. There was
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an earlier flight to Charlotte, so I knew I had to turn in my car
quickly and run through the terminal to catch my plane. I had a
good chance to be in Lynchburg earlier than I planned.
The ticket clerk at US Airways told me, "Good thing
you're coming early. There will be a rush for seats after the World
Series is over." He was happy to put me on an earlier flight,
knowing that later there would be a crunch for seats.
When I got to Lynchburg, I called the hospital and my
board member friend was recovering well from his heart attack.
That was good news. The lady who was almost ninety-four years
old died that afternoon. She never got to her goal. I was glad she
lived as long as she did.
I drove over to have prayer with the family who were at
Whitten's Funeral Home, arranging for the funeral. I sympathize
with a family who loses a loved one; it's like losing a part of
yourself. But that evening, my feelings were deeper. I empathized
with them and felt their lostness. I too had lost something, and I
needed prayer. Driving home, I thought, Who prays for the pastor

when he loses?
When I crawled into bed that evening, I wondered how I
would sleep. There was no anticipation of pitching again, nor was
there any nervous pressure about tomorrow. I didn't know what
my future held. I would continue pastoring, and I loved doing
what God called me to do.
As much as I loved the Cubs, when my dream of pitching
in the World Series was dead, it seems my connection with them
was squashed. I had not bothered to ask anybody if the Cubs had
won the World Series. I was wrapped up in my collapsing world
and was busy licking my emotional sores. When I got into bed,
Ruth said to me,
"Cubs won the World Series, 5-3." Then she added, "The
'Flame Thrower' got the save."
"HM." was all I could say.
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I could tell in Ruth's fading voice that she was almost
asleep. Right before she fell asleep, she muttered the words,
"Too bad you didn't get to pitch, Gramps ... the whole
church was rooting for you."

The problems that scare us the most in life
Are the ones that never existed in the first place.

A young hi~h-school pitcher ~amed Noel Remle dreamed of pitching baseball professionally. ~hen he finally achieved this goal and pitches at Wrigley Field, he became an instant star.
Noels dreams are endangered when he accidentally kills an attempted rapist in a dark Chicago
back-al!ey. The st~ry revolves around Noel and Night -Train Hatch, a dogged police inspector,
and th~,r connection to one another as they struggle with their own confidence and obsessions.
Mysteries and plot-twists abound in this novel, and any reader is sure to be asking questions all
the way to the end.

What an enjoyable story that Cubs fans everywhere should read no matter their age. They
can fulfill their greatest dream to pitch for the Cubs as they read this incredible story.
John C. Maxwell - Internationally recognized author, speaker, and pastor.
I love this story about a preacher from Lynchburg, Virginia (my town) who pitched for
the Cubs after he was 60 years old. As a result, the Cubs went the World Series and the end
of the story is amazing and will make you laugh. It is worth reading the book just to see how
everything works out. Come visit Lynchburg, Virginia and Thomas Road Baptist Church where
I pastor. Then you will get a background for the story about Grandpa Pitched for the Cubs.
Jonathon Falwell

I pitched in several minor league clubs and know how hard it is to get called up to the
major leagues. But I was there once. This remarkable story tells how a grandpa bypassed the
minor leagues to pitch for the Chicago Cubs and he did such a great job, that the Cubs went
to the World Series. Did they win? You will have to read the book to find out and see the
amazing conclusion.
.
By the way, I am in the weekly Bible class taught by Elmer Towns author of ~h,s book.
Technically, _his first and second name is Elmer Leon, which spelled backwards ~s Noel Remle
the grandpa who pitched for the Cubs. We are both grandpas so we dream again as we
read this book.
Johnny Hunton
I know what a tremendous accomplishment it is to be a part of the World Series as I was a
member of the '54 New York Giants and the '65 Minnesota Twins. I laughed about the ~ubs_
getting into the World Series. Who would have thought it could have happened except in this
wonderful story of Grandpa who pitched them there?
. . .
I spent many years coaching the Liberty University baseball team in Lynchburg, Virginia. It
was there that I became friends with Elmer Towns the author of this book. Dr. Towns has many
great attributes one of which is being a baseball enthusiast. So, I was not surprised when I
learned of his new book. He has crafted a wonderful story that will be an entertaining read for
baseball enthusiasts as we/I as individuals and families to share together.
Sincerely, Al Worthington - Pitcher, New York Giants and Minnesota Twins
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